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Canada A t  W ar
A  Review of Developments on the Home Front
Bottlenecks in transportation, restrictions on gasoline and 
autoniobilc tires have brought T H E  H U M B L E  B IC Y C L E  
new importance in the wartinie way of living. To come close 
to meeting the demand, Canadian manufacturers ho]>e to get 
enougli material to build around 125,000 bicycles this year. 
They built alnmt 107,000 in 1941, 80,000 in 1940 and 70,567 in 
1939. Biggest factor in the ui)sv^ing in bicycle making has been 
the trek of labor to war plants. Many of these plants arc locat­
ed outside urban areas and away from main transportation 
facilities. Quickest and cheapest method of transportation for 
the worker is very often to pedal his own way. Restrictions on 
the use of aiitoniohiles are ex])ected to accelerate the trend. One 
aut<jmobile may carry two people to work on the average. Ihe 
metal in that car could be used to make 100 bicycles to carry 
100 workers to their jol)S. These bicycles are being turned out 
strictly for utility, not for pleasure. Canadian manufacturers 
have agreed to E L IM IN A T E  A L L  N O N -E S S E N T IA L  e(jui[>- 
ment on their models. No heavy, elaborate double-bar models 
are now being made. All are the single-bar variety. Balloon 
tires are out; all are now a standard 1^  in. size. Extra cross­
bars have been eliminated along with ever^ other frill or doo­
dad. Today's bicycle is stripped for economy of materials. 
Need for the bicycle under current transportation conditions 
has been recognized by the government to the extent that no 
restrictions have been placed on rubber tires going on new 
eejuipment. Biggest difficulty in the industry is getting enough 
metals to fill its nee'ds. A  group of Canadian manufacturers 
have presented a brief to Ottawa asking that they be given 
some P R IO R IT Y  R A T IN G  on their metal requirements. In 
the United States the industry has been put on an allotment 
basis and this year will be allowed to turn out 750,000 bicycles, 
A similar system is expected for Canada with a figure of 125,000 
hoped for, although makers figure the demand will exceed that 
mark.
W hat’s good enough for Britain, apparently isn’t good 
enough for Canada. In April the Canada-approved V IT A M IN  
B  F L O U R  A N D  B R E A D  will go on the Canadian market. The 
new products are the result of special milling which increases 
vitamin content. Canadians were to be served with vitamin en­
riched flour and bread on February 1, but following representa­
tions of the millers, the order was postponed until April 1. In 
releasing the new order the government says; “the use of syn­
thetic vitamins in the manufacture, of flour or bread for sale 
for consumption in Canada is expressly declared to be an, adul­
teration of food within the meaning of Section 4 of the Food 
and Drugs Act.’’ In other words, Canadians will not be per­
mitted to consume flour or bread containing synthetic vitamin 
B, or thiamin. Yet for months past the Canadian milling in­
dustry has been manufacturing and shipping to Britain, for the 
British Government account, tens of thousands of barrels of 
synthetized flour, i.e. ordinary flour with added thiamin. Now, 
the Canadian Government says that such flour or bread made 
from synthetized flour is adulterated. No move has been made 
to prohibit production 6f the synthetized type of flour for Brit­
ish account. In the background are SC IE N T IS T S  A N D  
N U T R IT IO N  E X PE R T S  whose professional opinions vary 
sharply, but who in this case have government decrees to sup­
port the diversified views. The ruling that adding synthetic 
vitamins is an adulteration of food hits some bakers which al­
ready have on the market a breads containing synthetic vita­
mins. Under this order they must cease to make such bread 
after April 1, but they can continue to make it until next April 
even though the government says such food is adulterated. If 
the government is consistent, it must apply the prohibition on 
synthetic foodstuffs. This means that many manufacturers who 
have been catering to the demand for vitamins may find them­
selves charged with offering the consumer an “adulterated” 
product.
Owing to the steaidily rising price of W IL D  B O A R  
B R IS T L E S  from China in the last year, and the increasing 
•difficulty in securing fresh supplies from that source, some 
major changes are being made in paint and varnish brushes 
for 1942, according to Hardware and Metal. Canadian brush 
makers have secured permission from the W^artime Prices and 
Trade Board to mix horsehair in certain percentages with 
bristles in various sized brushes, providing this will not affect 
the intrinsic value of the brusltes. First and' most obvious rea­
son for this permission is to, conserve the limited stock of 
bristles presently available. Second reasoii is to maintain 
prices established on paint and varnish brushes last July, de­
spite an increase in the cost of bristles of well over 50% since 
that date, and to avoid the necessity of a subsidy to make, up 
the difference in costs. Last time horsehair was used in the 
manufacture of paint brushes in Canada was during the last 
w^ar. Since that time more has been learned about the treat­
ment of horsehair to make it more satisfactory for use in brush- 
(Es. W ith  the supply of bristles becoming steadily more scarce 
in the last few months, manufacturers have been doing consid­
erable experimenting to produce a brush, with less bristles, 
which would have satisfactory wearing qualities. The Canadian 
brush industry is also eliminating some grades of brushes where 
differences between gradea were of minor importance, .
Rumors to the contrary) there is no shortage at the present 
time of B A T T E R IE S  A N D  SP A R K  P L U G S  for automobiles 
and trucks, J. H. Berry, Motor Vehicles Controller, Department 
of Munitions and Supply, states, following reports that the 
government proposes to restrict the sale of these accessories, 
Similar reports in the United States are also officially denied. 
“ It is not our intention to curtail the production of batteries 
and spark plugs,” Mr. Berry says. “There should be no neces­
sity, therefore, for a buying rush.” The Controller points out 
that worn-out batteries have a high reclamation value. More 
than 80% of the lead used in their manufacture can be recover­
ed. Crude rubber is not used since the manufacturers have for 
some time been substituting reclaimed rubber. As far as spark 
plugs are concerned, the quantity of copper and brass used is 
very small.
: T h e  Wartime Bureau of Technical Personnel, created more
than a year ago to survey Canada’s potentialities in technicians 
and natural scientists, states that industry’s demand for pro­
fessional engineers is running approximately 1,000 ahead of 
supply. Under Director E. M. Little, of Montreal, the Bureau 
has established files on 26,000 persons during the last lOmonths, 
detailing their academic training, industrial and research experi­
ence from questionnaire returns filled out by 44,000 persons 
whose names were obtained from national registration lists and 
membership lists of various organizations.
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Debate Jap Menace Today
HERE ARE THE 
FACTS
1. Japanese arc coming Into 
Okanagan Valley by the hun­
dreds.
2. B.C. Security Board ad­
vises that no Jap con be In­
terned unless he breaks the 
lavr.
3. A ll Japanese nationals ore 
going to camiw on a voluntary 
basis, ir tliey wish to leave 
they arc free to go anywhere 
they desire cast ot the Cas­
cades.
4. A ll Canadian bom and 
naturalized Japanese are free 
to settle where they will cast 
of the Cascades.
5. No Jap con be made to 
work or be put In camp 
against his will.
Q. No Japanese nationals in 
camps can be guarded or put 
under military supervision.
7. Board unsympathetio to 
Valley’s opposition to Japan­
ese Inllltratlon, suggests pat­
ience and sympathy as sqIu- 
tion.
8. Board has no plan o f . 
action except to force Japan­
ese cost of Cascades.
NO PLACE FOR A  FORCED LANDING
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Board of Trade Calls 
M ass Meeting O n  
Impasse Over Japs
N o Relief in Sight Against Settlement by Coast Jap­
anese— B.C. Security Board States Government 
Has N o  Power to Intern or Control Brown Men­
ace— Steady Stream of Japanese Moving Into 
Valley— Rutherford bn Advisory Board States N o  
Progress Made
Continued Pressure O n  Ottawa For Action
-I
NEW PARKING 
STANDS FOR 
_BICYCLES
City Installs Test Stand For 
One Month Trial at Bernard 
and . Ellis
■^acks for the convenience and 
use of cyclists have, been placed at 
the intersection of Bernard and El­
lis today./This installation is a test 
service, put in by the City of Kel­
owna in an effort to solve the bi­
cycle parking problem. I f  the park­
ing stand is found satisfactory to all 
concerned after one month’s trial, 
stands-will be installed at other cor­
ners, and in certain zones where 
auto parking is prohibited.
Use of the stands by cyclists w ill 
not only protect their wheels from 
damage by cars, but will also relieve 
auto parking congestion, city of­
ficials expect. Cyclists are reques­
ted to use the stands and so co-oper­
ate with the city.
A P U B  L ie  ma.ss meeting will be held in the Empress Theatre this afternoon, Thursday, March 5, at 2.45, to discuss the 
menace of Japanese infiltration into the Okanagan Valley and 
possible solutions therefor. This decision was reached at a 
special executive meeting of the Kelowna Board of Trade held 
last Monday morning. It was felt by Board of Trade members 
that they had done everything possible to achieve a way out in 
this burning problem that threatens to boil over into serious 
trouble at any moment. Having arrived at the impasse in 
Avhich Ottawa, through its Security Board in Vancouver, re­
fuses or is unable to control the movements of Coast Japanese, 
Three R.C.A.F. Anson bombers are shown flying over the jagged peaks of the Canadian Rockies at 11,000 faced with a demand for definite action by Kelowna and
feet during a recent instruction flight from Edmonton. Flying cadets in tram^ ^^ ^^  Okanagan residents, the Board of Trade executive agreed that
the mountainous terrain under supervision of veteran Canadian Airways pilots, 
in navigation, radio contact, observation and aeriaTphotography in addition to piloting, 
signed to prepare pilots for actual service patrolling the air defence route to Alaska.
Training is also de-
NEW HEALTH 
BY-LAW READ
R v  m  w i f  a p p l e  c o n t r a c t
BY lU U lu iL  a ^ a Ix S F IN A L
RATIFICATION
GUESTS HONOR 
UEUT.-GOVERNOR 
AT LOAN DINNER
Government M ay Ban 
anese From Areas 
Outside Coast Zone
Minister of Justice Intimates That Further Ban on 
Japanese Settlement East of Cascades is Under 
Consideration— -  Statement Made in Reply to*
Question by Hon. Grote Stirling in House of 
Commons Yesterday
Special to The Courier by R. P. M.
O T T A W A ,  March 4.— An intimation was given in the House tanS*/'™ ly consummating J hS”S ' “appototey*toU  of Commons today by Hon. L. St. Laurent/Minister of In ffture, privy co.structioo must prot^ mn tot ,C. Taylor had teen appomted to
New Regulations For Sanitary 
Facilities Covered in New  
By-Law  —  Final . Reading 
Next Week
The new Health by-law for the 
city of Kelowna was read three 
times at the Council meeting last 
Monday night, 'This new by-law sets 
up new regulations in regard to
all facts should be put before the public. It was agreed that the 
people should know all the facts surrounding the issue and the 
serious situation that confronts them, arid that a mass meeting 
was the obvious and proper answer under present circum­
stances. ,
_______________________________ Subsequent to a previous execu­
tive meeting held on Friday after­
noon, phone contact was made on 
Saturday morning with Hon. Ian 
Mackenzie in Ottawa. R. G. Ruther­
ford, President of the Kelowna 
Board of Trade, and W. A. C. Ben­
nett, M.L.A., urged the Minister that 
definite action be taken to control 
infiltration by permit of Coast Jap­
anese, and warned that a .serious 
situation would arise unless ade- 
Late Dispatch From Ottawa quate measures of control were in­
states Terms of Contract stituted. It was pointed out to. Mr.
l A v . T r  Tndiicfrw Pen- Mackenzie that official records Approved by Industry Kep .^^ at 43 heads of Japanese
resentatives and Government families had reported in Kelowna
during February and that the num-
sTw erlnsteflSn l'to 'L t^^^^^ It was announced by Ottawa to- her was accelerating. Mr. Maeken-
in H n d  S d i n g  h o L ^ ^ ^  day that there is every prospect of zie pledged the G o v e ^ e n ts  sup-
sefved bv sewem murt the British Columbia fruit industry port and advis^ the Kelowna dele-
tentection S  sS^tic Federal Government short- EaUon that a Security Commusion
today by
Justice, that the Government is considering banning
Mini be^  made o X -7 n  permit frTm the Ok^agan app^ during the handleThe delegation suggested repre-
, „  , . Sanitary Inspector, and construction current season.  ^ contatinn for Kelowna and the Ok-
from British Columbia areas outside the Coast defence zone, must comply with by-law regula- 'The agreement has been approved hoard, andM ucicu c -iuy . W n i ine ree eni, n  o ii „ on the advisory b
1 his would presumably mean the Okanagan. The intimation 6o ^  and^be approyed^by the city. Mr. Mackenzie agreed with the pro-. ,.o o o rt. o v-va On avs n - _ . . ^ij-e be
Hon, W . C. W oodward W e l­
comed by Mayor McKay 
Last 'Thursday —  May Re­
turn for Regatta
Executives of the. Victory Loan 
organization in Kelowna and many 
Kelowna citizens gathered at the 
Royal Anne Hotel last Thursday 
evening, February 26, to welcome 
Lieutenant-Governor W. C. Wood-, 
ward to Kelowna. The guests took 
their places in the dining-room and 
stood when the guest of honor en­
tered, accompanied by his aide and 
the Victory Loan chairman, Capt. 
C. R. Bull.
After an enjoyable'dinner, the 
toast to “The King” was proposed 
and the Lieutenant-Governor was 
welcomed by His Worship Mayor 
McKay to Kelowna. The Mayor’s 
address of welcome was aptly phras­
ed and he expressed the hope that 
the King’s representative would be 
able to return to Kelowna for the 
Regatta this 'Shmmer.
Capt. C. R. Bull vbiced the thanks 
of the Victory. Loan unit 40 
Lieutenant-Governor for his ,, visit 
to Kelowna and announced that 
Keiowna had , reached its quota at 
noon Thursday.
Chairman R. G. Rutherford, as 
President of the Kelowna Board of 
•Trade, also welcomed the guest. of 
honor to the city and (prospectivejy) 
to the Regatta.
The Lieutenant-Governor address­
ed the gathering briefly, expressing 
his pleasure at being present and 
the hope that he would be able to 
return for the Regatta. He felicitated 
the city on reaching its loan quoty, 
qnd stressed that Victory Bonds 
were, the finest type of gilt-edged 
investment. - .
After the dinner, the Lieutenant- 
Governor reviewed a guard of hon­
or of “C” Company, 9th Armored 
Reserve, Major G. D. Cameron, M.C., 
commanding.
It was announced Wedfiesday af­
ternoon that R. Whillis, Board of 
Trade Vice-President, would be 
chairman of today’s meeting.
was given-by the Minister in His reply to a question asked by 
Hon. Grote Stirling, during the orders’ for the d.ay period.
Mr. Stirling had asked: “What, in ------- — —-r—----- -^-----—---- :----—
general, does the Government pro- /\r|Vfi A 117 A A T  ¥  O  
pose to do to prevent the settlement IB |  8 Z1 W  zl I  
of persons of Japanese origin, ex- V rA  X l iT T X * .  
cept in work camps on highway 
work, and then under rigid super­
vision?”
Mr. St. Laurent replied that the 
regulations now empower the De­
partment of Justice to make orders 
with respect to the future residence, 
temporary or permanent, of persons 3 }^ Hundred Girls Needed For 
of Japanese origin who. w ill be 
moved from the protected areas. He 
stated that this matter is under con­
sideration, and that the Department 
hoped .to obtain the. advice of the 
newly formed B. C. Security Com­
mission before any definite action 
was taken.
The
..seem to indicate that 
Security Commission, headed by
Owners of privies must pay a ser 
vice charge of $4.80 a 
cleaning and collection.
h’ave spent the p st te  d y i  Ot Mr. Mackenzie a^eed^
1 tawa, and officials of the Depa..
maxi- ment of Agriculture. It pr9vides for t h f  situation and giving the name of
S -  n a v e  s p e n t  m e  p ««> t xxi w v - e i7crcypc+ »^H fh n t  a w i r e  h e
l . imually tor t  m4_»ffleiata t Taylor outUntog
FOR WOMEN IN 
WAR INDUSTRY
Special Jobs—^Munition In­
spection ' A n d  Instrument 
Workers Required
ilium fine of $100 can be levied for substantially the same assist^ce as interior representative,
by-law infractions. last year. However, it is indicated ^ c k e n z ie  furthe^ agreed to
The by-law will come up for re- that, due to the increased cost of Austin Tavlor in approval of
consideration and final reading next production caused by rises 4ha ., j  , ■ .. , ^cost of labor and materials, some ad- the delegate  s si^ ^^
week. A. C. Ben-
Women university graduates and 
under-graduates are 'needed for in-
, 4.„4 ,___ + spection work by the Inspection
Minister’s statement would of .the United Kingdom and
Canada, Ottawa announces. 
Recruiting of some 600 or more
ditional consideration may be giv- ^ir® Board
form of a slight increase in pruit Growers’ Association and Ke- 
guaranteed price. lownaBoardof Trade. wasdispatch-
Last year, the Government under- ^  Austin C.. Taylor, outlining 
wrote 4,600,000 boxes of apples, at yjjjg ggj.jQys situation arising out of 
approximately $1.15 per box. The increasing infiltration of Ja,panese 
same number w ill be underwritten nominating Mr. Rutherford as
this year at perhaps a slightly high- advisory board representative. Mr. 
er price. Taylor wired confirming appoint-
While final details are not yet ment of Mr. Rutherford on.the ad-/ 
completed, it is definitely under- visory board, and the- latter wired 
stood that there w ill be an agree- his acceptance of the appointment 
ment, and the amount haS been set and, after a later telephone conver-
______  at 4,600,000 boxes. Final details and sation with Mr. Taylor. le ftforV an-
The Penticton Ski Runners held ratification w ill be postponed until couver . on Saturday night. ^  
their junior competitions last Sun- the agreement with Nova Scotia is After further consideration^of the 
day, and Kelowna, junior plankers concluded. Turn tO'Page 5, Story 2
made an excellent showing.,
Doug. Sutherland tied with Don
KELOWNA SKIERS 
WIN AND PLACE
Doug Sutherland Ties For 
First in Junior Jumping—  
Kennedy Second in Cross 
epuntry . .
Kelowna Drives For Second 
Pennon A s  Canada Steps Up 
Objective To $9 0 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
Austin Taylor, of Vancouver, w ill . , , on an
have the final say as to whether or girls and women between 20 and 40,
not the Jaoanesp are to be prevent- who have had training in mathema- „
ed from setmne in the Okaimgan tics, chemistry or radio, w ill begin Smuin, of Penticton, in the junior
once, R was stated The girls jumping
be thaVthe Government w ill act wiU he given responsible positions 163.8 pomts, ^ d
upon the Commission’s advice, and, inspecting gun barrels, gun carriage Guiler Kennedjr, took second and
if the Commission says that persons parts, fire control instrumente, ex- third _spots.  ^ . 4,„v,r4i„o'
of Japanese origin should not be plosives and radio parts. Already  ^ In the mens senior B_pumping, 
permitted to settS in the Okanagan. 250 are doing such work in plants Max Bedford gave Ernie Fields the 
the necessary regulations will be all across Canada, Penticton ace, quite a iran, to
enacted. “The girls will not wear a dazz- m second slot with 193.8 points. _ v ------------------------—
Mr. Stirling also asked the Minis- ling uniform,’’ said Major-General ’The junior cross country^^,/^ . - , i i  t  m i i • t t -
ter if Japanese, permitted to move R. F. Lock, Inspector-General, race was won by Sinuin.^Pen- OTlginal QuOta Reached Last Thursday 111 VlCtOryinto the interior of British Colum- “They will not get their photo- ticton; with GudOT Kennedy, of Ke- °  . —
bia, will be allowed to retain their graphs in the paper. They won’t Ipwna, close b^ind, arid iii the ]un-^ 
cars, radios and cameras. . march behind brass bands. Instead, „
To this Mr. St. Laurent replied they will work 48 hours a week in a Cbff Hoy ^ placed third ana teur
that the opinion of the B, C. Se- factory. But they will have the Cassa and Ted y
curity Commission is being sought satisfaction of doing'work that js Rhodes, of Princeton,
before any action is taken. essential to the wipning of the
It is also indicated that, while war.” A ll AM Mi*lfPN7IF
crop share agreements are banned Candidates for the positions, said /M aZaTM i Iflv a M a lix iS s a  
in'the present regulations, the Min- the Inspector-General, must be pre- 
ister of Justice has power to permit pared to go where they are needed, 
them.
MEDICAL GRAD.
Loan Drive— Local Unit First in Okanagan—  
Oyer One Thousand Individual Subscriptions Re­
ceived in Kelowna District— Local Unit Needs 
Nine Thousand Dollars More to W in  Second Pen­
non— Capt. Bull Expresses Gratification at Sup­
port ■■ . ' ;
FLASH
A ^ Q T  only was Kelowna the -first unit in the Okanagan-Gari- 
'IM boo Division to reach its quota, but it has now reached
I Victory Loan headquarters re­
ported Wednesday night that 
Kelowna’s second quota had 
been .reached and the second 
Victory Loan peniipn raised.
at Peterborough for one month. 
From the time they start school 
their pay w ill commence .at, the
EDITORIAL
Survival
Representatives from Okanagan Valley towns meet today at the 
Empress Theatre in a final effort to find V  way out in a most serious 
situation. Ottawa, through its appointed representatives on the B.C. 
Security Board, has stated its position. No relief can be expected 
from that quarter for the present, at least. The Board is too busy 
evacuating Japs from the Coast defence area to appreciate oiir 
problem. In fact, Board members are^rasking that we co-operate and 
be patidht and sympathetic. I f  we could be certain that the newly 
arrived Japanese would be moved out of the Valley after the 
war ' the Board’s request would rnake sense. We have not that 
assurance, in facti the Board refused to consider the point when it 
was raised by R. G.^Rutherford. Five thousand Jap settlers in the 
Okanagan Valley will be a threat to our lives and property now, 
but the real menace is to our economic security after the war. That 
is the real dailger, that is why further settlement has only one con-; 
elusion—the J ^ s  or Us. U  -
and must pay the travelling expen­
ses to their first statipri. T h e  girls __ , , . a j j  - - — —— „.w.. ---------- ----  ---- ----
who will inspect gun barrels and W ill G ive  Valedictory Adaress ^ j^g is only $9,000 short'of
gun .cartridges will attend a school ^ at U . of A lbe r^  Convocation securing its second Victory Loan pennon. J Eve/y efifort is be-
T-4 nir -f TVTrc to sccure this amount by today/local headquarters
GeorS ° ‘McK^n^J’who will re- report. Vernon is also expecting to reach its additional quota 
rate of 48 cents an hour,upwards, his degree of Doctor of Medi- and fly a seconcLpennon by toriiorrow, but the local committee
They must have had a^ood training thci convocatiem ceremonies js determined that Kelowna shall continue to show the way to
in mathematics beyond senior in^ at- the University of MbertaUn Edr , okpriaD-pn Kelowna reached its nuota last Thursdav noon riculation, and shoufd have had monton, on March 7, has been chos- the Ukanagan. iS.eio\^a reacnea its quota last inursaay noon
some university training, have tak- give the valedictory address, m fitting honor of Hon. VV, C. VVooclward, L<ieut,-LiOvet;nor
en courses in physics, or hold a Mrs. G. S. McKenzie and her son, of British Columbia, who arrived in Kelowna on that day to
teacher’s certificate. ■ Hugh McKenzie, left on Tuesday for Victory Loan meeting at the High School
Fire control instrument work is Edmonton to attend the graduation . . 3* *=
more difficult and a university de- exercises. auditorium.
gree w ill be the minimum require- Dr. Allan McKenzie w ill return to On Wednesday afternoon, Gapt Indication that the loan has been 
ment. Girls for this work w ill be Kelowna with his mother and bro- c . R. Bull, chairman of the local supported by a cross-section of Ke- 
selected from the best of the guii ther to spend a two weeks holiday unit, expressed his appreciation of lowna and district residents is prov- 
barrel and gun. carriage parts candi- prior to writing his Dominion med- the splendid support . afforded by ed' by the fact that over one thou- 
dates and w ill remain at least two ical examination. Kelowna and district residents. sand individual subscriptions have
—-^------------------- ---- “The people of the city , and dis-^  been received here. A ll sections of
A V ’ i r k V f \  have made a sincere effort the community have given their,  f t , ,  L tv I  X lJ  A i j A l l l  and have pledged their support, to dollars, local headquarters reports.
. the limit,” he said. “This is shown The largest subscription so far was
1 f l l l N l  I I .  P K E iA Y '  by the large number of individual made by the City of Kelowna in
subscriptions.’The people with smaU the amount of $40,000, and special 
incomes are to be particularly com- name subscriptions, to date total
months in Peterborough 
Those employed for the inspection 
of explosives will go direct to their 
stations. They must have special­
ized in chemistry and hold a uni- 
•yersity degree. They will be em-^  
ployed either as laboratory assist­
ants at $100 a month or as junior
Ltd: w asrt^ l^^ t^ ' President oFthe “ In spite oFthe fact .that the re- 600 millions on Tuesday, and Min- 
The radio examiners at present Canadian Horticultural Council at sponse has b e ^  magn^cent^I am ister^of Fi^ncte Ilstey has anno^- 
are all employed in Montreal and the annual meeting,held in Ottawa, very ^iixious to^  stress the^tect^^^ ced^^ajt^^icials in charge have
/ a  K  Loyd President and Gen- plimented for the manner in which $85,200.
4ral Manager’ of B. C. Tree Fruits, they haye supported the drive. Canada reached its objective of
qn tn 4« eent«! an hour Vebruarv 24-^6 y "  everyone shouldpressevery effort raisedtheir sights and arenpw.driv-
to ° training and experfU Mr Lord is ifemaining in Ottawa to the last day of the campaign. ing toward'a newmark of$900,000,-
ence^-Thev must have had trailing for a few days to discils with the Minister of Finance J. L. Ilsley has 000. Approximately 8P0,(^ individ-
th fra feo  co^^^ representatives th e  pointed this out in appealing to the ual subscriptions have b ^ n  i^^^
at one of the radio coueges oi sey_ u o y e r i^ m  ioh the Panarfian neonle not to relax their by the Canadian people since Feb-,
eral years 
parts.
experience on radio fruit marketing 
coming season. efforts.” ruary 16, it is announced by -Ottawa.
PAOK T W O T H E  KELOW NA COURIEK
THUItSDAY, MAECH S, iS43
m
'  f
THE KELOWNA COURIER
e*c«bBdbc«l
A tnr^$l>9 pr:t dfirotrd i*> Ihc i»trrc»ti vl th< KtWwu* I>i»lncl W 
tbs Vullry iu liritUb Coloiubs*, imblinbcd Ihurfcday
l!r»[>rnbsg b/ 'Mm Kelowna I'ourirr l>td. Tbe Ktdowna C.omier »a a 
ntember <>l the Canadian Weekly H twn»«t't>» AaiKM-Utiuo and ol 
flritiab Colutiibta Weekly N^w»^>a^>cla Aaa'jciatioii.
Subacrintion Kate: $2.50 in Canada; |J.OO in other couiitiiea; 
aiiii(le cui>ica, f ir t  ccnia.
M EM BER OK “ CLASS A “  W E E K L IE S
Winner, 1939. 1940, 1041
Charles Clark Cup
Emblematic of the best all-roufid Claaa II weekly in Cartada.
Winner, 1939, 1641
MacBcth Memorial Shield
EmbloniAttc of the bmt cditofiAl I^«gc *n its cijtas ia C^ tULds..
Winner, 1038
M. A. James Memorial Shield
Emblematic of the best front l)a«e in its claaa in Canada. 
T
G. C. nose, Prcoldcnt 
R. A. Fraser, Secretary
that- our quota has been greatly exceeded is 
worthy ul .special mention, but the raising of the 
fjnota it.self wa.s a foregone conclusion, and nu 
one expects praise fur keeping Kelowna's end up. 
'I’lic Mibsta'nlial amount sulyscribcd over the 
(jimta indicates that our citizems realize tliat if 
tiii.s war is to he won, every adult in Canada must 
be willing and ready to dc])rive liimsiclf of certain 
amenities of life, and the money so saved alloca­
ted to war nccd.s.
It was to be expected that Kelowna would 
lead tlic Okanagan in tlie- Victory Loan Drive. 
'J'his city lias always taken the lead in matters 
of piihlic interest. Our citizens and all Canad­
ians have, by their support, given Ottawa the 
green light. It is now up to the Government to 
go full speed ahead on the elear track provided.
»•*
R. P. MacLean, 
Editor and Manager
The Kelowna Courier has by far the ifreatesi clr;.iIallon of 
any iicwfpapcr circulatiiiK b* tbc Central Okanagan Valley.
W ar Crisis
THURSDAY, MARCH 5th, 1042
K
Japs Again
Ottawa made a further move last Saturday 
in an effort to expedite the problem of Japanese 
evacuation from the Pacific Coast defence area 
cast of the Cascades. A  thrcc-mernbcr board has 
been appointed, termed the B.C. Security Com­
mission, in whose hands rests full responsibility 
for administration of Japanese evacuation. The 
Commission is headed by Austin C. Taylor, pro­
minent Coast executive, and the two remaining 
. members appointed are Acting Commissioner 
Meade, R.C.M.P., and Assistant Commissioner 
Shirras, of the Provincial Police. Ottawa an­
nounces that this Commission has been given 
full executive powers to deal with all phases of 
the problem and its authority is not confined'to 
British Columbia. In other words, the Commis­
sion is the Federal Government, so far as this 
phase of the Japanese problem is concerned.
When residents of the Okanagan Valley 
learned of the formation of the Security Commis­
sion, there was a most favorable reaction to the 
move. Vancouver is a lot closer than Ottawa and 
a streamlined three-man commis.sion, with power 
to act, seemed to predicate efficient action. There 
was a feeling of satisfaction that at last Ottawa 
had realized the serious situation and had moved 
I to solve the divers difficulties surrounding the 
issue.
As outlined in a news story on the front 
page of this issue, R. G. Rutherford, President 
of the Kelowna Board of . Trade, is a member of 
the Advisory Board of the Security Commission. 
Mr. Rutherford met the Commission on Sunday 
last in Vancouver, and apparently ran up against 
a blank wall on the question of control of Japan­
ese infiltration and settlement in the Okanagan 
Valley. As a matter of fact, instead of the antici­
pated understanding and co-operation by the Se­
curity Commission in solving the impasse that 
has arisen here; the B.C. Security Commission 
demanded that the Okanagan be patient and sym­
pathetic and put up neJ barriers to incoming Jap­
anese,
It is abundantly clear that the B;C. Security 
Commission will not concern itself, at present, 
with the serious situation growing out of a large 
and increasing influx of Japanese into the Valley. 
In fairness to that Commission we of course have 
to .realize that the job of evacuating 25,000 Jap­
anese, men, women and children, together with 
at least part of their goods and chattels, is a 
tremendous one. Unquestionably, it is sufficient 
in itself to keep the Commission busy night and 
day.. That is the difficulty. The Commission 
simply hasn’t the time to consider the other side 
— our side— of the problem. Their first job is to 
get the Jai^anese away from the Coast. Where 
they are going, and what they will do when they 
get there, is entirely secondary at the present 
time, . .
The attitude of the Government and the S e -_ 
entity Commission in regard to suggestions of in­
ternment is disquieting. They take the position 
that no Japanese can be interned unless he or she 
breaks the lavv. “So long as they behave them­
selves,” states the Commission, “they are free to 
go and come outside of defence areas. The per­
mits under which they travel are issued as a 
matter of form, perhaps a matter of right. A ll 
Japanese nationals in work camps go there volun­
tarily, are under ho restraint, and can leave at 
any time. Tliat the Federal Government cannot 
intern or keep in protective custody all Japanese, . 
comes as a shock to Canadians, W^ithout in any 
way suggesting that the Security Commission 
is misinformed as to Ottawa’s-powers, Ottawa 
can secure the powers needed ,for internment in 
two ways. It can be done, either, by declaring the 
whole province a defence area, or by passing 
orders-in-couneil under the \Var Measures Act, 
giving the right to intern Japanese. This power ,. 
may not exist at the moment, but it can be ac­
quired.
It is difficult to foresee what the solution to 
the whole problem may be but Ottawa must real­
ize that, to the question of evacuation, must be 
joined the problem of settlement in the Okanagan 
Valley. Outside of the Coast, no other area in 
the province is so suitable to Japanese require- 
ments. But we do know that if the settlement 
is permanent then it will result in the gradual 
elimination of the white grower, and the white 
business man, and if steps are not taken now to 
prevent settlement, - then “the rising s ^ ’’ will 
indeed be Japanese.
The Licutenant-Covernor’s address to Ke­
lowna citizens last Thursday should have a 
.salutory effect. It is high time we did some real­
istic thinking about the war. Although the Pacific 
Coa.st ha.s been far from the scene of conflict, the 
time is fast approaching, as Col. Woodward  
warned, when wc may experience personal dan­
ger and hardship. W e  should face that fact 
squarely and stop olir .wishful thinking, because 
hoping for the best is not enough.
Tlic war has reached the gravest crisis for 
Britain and her allies since the fall of France, 
W e arc not winning the war and we arc face to 
face with the possible danger of losing it. Ulti-' 
mate victory hangs by a mere thread at the 
present moment.
W e have been too prone during the past two 
years to sit back and say that all the Allies need­
ed was something we have lots of— time. Time 
is not necessarily on our side. Our enemies also 
have a time-table and under their time-table we 
could lose the war before we can take advantage 
of time. The Allies must marshal their strength 
speedily if we are to hold our present bridge­
heads to final victory. But while we are not 
winning the war and while we can lose it, the 
essential fact is that we have hot lost it yet and, 
if we will work for Victory,we can and will win.
For Canadians the price of victory will be sac­
rifices undreamed of in any previous struggle for 
survival. W e  will have to prepare ourselves for 
unprecedented restraints on our freedom and 
upon our traditional way of life. This is a time 
for some plain speaking. It is not simply a case 
of steeling ourselves to face unpleasant news, 
but of facing the significance of unpleasant news.
• Ottawa need not fear that people will fail to re­
spond to any call made upon them. There has 
been no complaint over the sacrifices so far de­
manded. There will be none over those which 
must be asked now.
The people of Canada will face whatever 
hardship or toil is necessary, just as the people of 
Britain have done and the people of Australia are 
now doing. But two things are vitally necessary 
if we are to pull through. First, there must be 
a frank, realistic appraisal of the true situation 
facing us, and second, Canadians must receive 
true national leadership and guidance from Ot­
tawa.
4 ^
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Officers and men of the Royal Canadian Ordnance Corps showed just what they can do under field concRtions 
and how speedily they can'do it in a demonstration staged at the R.C.O.C. Training- Centre, at Barriefield, for 
Senior Officers attending a course at the Royal Military College. - -a
A t the top is a Ram tank which took part in the demonstration. Left, bottom, shows a welder of a R.C.O.C. 
Divisional Ordnance Workshop at work in the open. Right, bottom, another Divisional Workshop tradesman 
operates a lathe in a Mobile Workshop. Lorries carry the equipment and necessary tools and forges and machine 
shops are set up beside them.
M any Still Sleep in Shelters
This is the twelfth in the series of articles written 
exclusively for the weekly newspapers of Canada by 
Hugh Templin, editor of-the Fergus News-Record. He 
flew to Great Britain as a guest of the British Council 
and was given an opportunity to see what is being done 
in Britain, Ireland and Portugal in Wartime.
W ar Economy'
Victory Loan
Kelowna’s showing in the yictory Loan 
drive indicates that in this district the people are 
wholeheartedly behind the war effort. The fact
During the next twelve months Canadians 
are going to realize for the first time what iU 
means to operate a country on' a war economy. 
With the main lines of the price policy establish­
ed, the next move of the Wartime Prices and 
Trade Board will be toward a simplification of 
production and distribution.
Canadians are already aware that the picture 
in regard to rubber and certain metals is com­
pletely changed but greater and more far reach­
ing changes are in- prospect. Changes that will 
ultirhately affect every producer and every con­
sumer in Canada. One of the first moves was 
made last August when the bread industry was 
ordered to eliminate slicing, extra deliveries and 
wrapping frills. The shoe industry is now 
charged with the responsibility of slashing many 
lines, and Canadian women will soon have a 
limited choice of colors and styles from which 
to choose.
Members of the male sex iare not exempt. 
Men’s shirts and pyjamas will no* longer sport 
pearl buttons and patch pockets. Fused collars 
will disappear and if anyone still wears pleated 
shirts they had better hang on to the ones they 
have because there will be no more produced. 
Styles- and colors in men’s shirts are also in for 
simplification and if the standard “war style” 
doesn’t suit your personality it is just too bad, , 
you’ll wear it and like'it.
The use of cellophane is being limited and it 
won’t be long before the last cellophane wrapped 
package of bacon will be sold over the butcher’s 
counter. PerlTaps the greatest change is slated 
to come in the production of canned foods. A L  
ready small size cans are out and the elimination 
of all tin cans is a definite possibility. The caii 
opener will no longer be the most inlportant uten­
sil in Women’s kitchens.
Speaking generally, thereAvill .be a direct 
move to simplify and standardize products of all 
industries. The number of varieties will be 
sharpjy^ reduced, styles and: sizes will be-“cut to a 
minimum-and high-cost specialty lines will be 
discontinued. Each manufacturer will simplify 
his own lines.and.there will be concentration on 
standard price ranges suited to mass demand. 
Materials will be simplified and frills eliminated 
and individuality in.dress and in foods will grad­
ually disappear, .
This series has stretched out and this story w ill 
complete the twelve that I originally planned to write. 
It seems that there has been so much to tell—much 
more than I  thought when I  arrived back in Canada.
For the twelfth story, I  am choosing one -of the 
simplest of them all, and yet one of the hardest to do. So 
many .people want to know what London is really like 
in wartime, with the blackout and the bombing. So many 
ask for a description, yet it is hard to describe London, 
as one really sees it, particularly at‘night when the eyes 
see little. There have been so many descriptions and yet 
most of them fail to paint a true picture. —
Perhaps I  should not try, when so many experts have 
failed. But it ought to be easy enough. I ’ll take one 
evening walk and tell about it, as I  wrote it down after 
reaching the light and wanhth of ray room at the Sayoy.
It was the night of October 1st, and, as it happened, 
the anniversary of my wedding—the ■ first time I  had 
been away from home on that date in 20 years of m ar­
ried life. It was niy turn to broadcast a message to 
Canada that night and I  had sent my -wife a cable to be 
listening. I hoped she would hear my voice, at least.
The British Broadcasting House is in the West End 
of London. Perhaps you have seen pictures of it in days 
of peace. It has been an enemy target and it looks 
rather different now, but we thought it had been de­
signed with bombing in mind, for much of it is under- 
-ground^AVe-decided that when the Hun knocks a bit off 
the top, the staff just moves down one storey farther into 
the cellar, but I  cannot-vouch for that.
It isn’t an easy-building to enter, for it is guarded 
by^both police and soldiers. One has to have a pass and 
a definite appointment to get past the soldier who stands 
with fixed bayonet beside a portable bomb shelter in 
the main hallway. , ...
It was about 10.30 when I  came out, showing another 
pass at the door before I  could get out. I  had done my 
broadcast from a basement room, two storeys below fee 
surface of the earth. It hadn’t been an ordeal, in spite 
of the sign that said that we would he warned i f  enemy
bombers were directly overhead, and would we please 
continue as long as possible after the first warning 
sounded. There is much Jess formality about fee broad­
casting in . the B.B.C. than in studios on this side of the 
ocean. I soon felt quite at home. When the director 
learned about the anniversary, he insisted that 1 add a 
personal message to my wife. I  appreciated his thought­
fulness.
There was no taxi in sight as I came out into fee 
blackout, but it was a moonlit night and I  was used 
to the blackness by this time, so I  started off. It isn’t haird 
to find one’s way in London. The moon was in fee south 
and the Thames lay in that direction.
At a corner in Regent Street, I  stopped to check up 
with a policeman. He was standing outside his little 
brick bomb-shelter. Every main corner has one of 
them. They would not hold more than two or three 
persons, huddled close together, but they da give pro­
tection from blasts and flying splinters.
The constable seemed surprised when I  asked if  I 
was headed in the right direction for fee-Savoy.
“Yes, sir,” he said. “You are—but it’s a long way, 
sir. You wouldn’t be thinking of walking feat far!”
I  assured him I was and wondered if any constable 
in any other large city in the world would have been so 
polite about it, -
I had my little pocket torch—the kind we call “pen- 
lights’’ in Canada. Even that was too bright for the 
London blackout, unless covered with a layer of blue 
tissue paper. That,night, I  had no need of it. The moon, 
gave light enough.
The main streets in fee West End have suffered from 
the bombing. As I  walked along, it seemed that fee 
vacant spaces were at more or less regular distances. It 
seemed as though a Gerinan pilot might have gone up 
one . side o f, fee street arid down fee other, letting his 
high explosives drop as quickly as he coidd turn fee 
bomb lever. ' V
I was passing a block of stately apartment houses. 
Most of them appeared to be intact. Then there was 
a gap where several had been blowrii into the street. The 
rubbish had been cleared away, but the moon shone 
down on a blank white wall, studded here and there 
with little fireplaces arid against fee sky a row of about, 
20 chimneys stood silhouetted against fee midnight blue.
Til the next block, it was stores feat had suffered. 
Sometimes the window was just a great gaping hole and 
Turn to Page 3, Story 1
In Bygone Days
(From fee files of the Kelowna Courier)
'THIRTY YEARS AGO 
'Thursday, February 29. 1912 :
“A  vote was taken recently in Knox Presbyteriari 
Church on the question of the uiiiori (ff fee lYesbyterian, 
Methodist and Congregational Churches: in Canada. The 
result showed a large majority for union, and fee returns 
have been sent in this week by fee pastor. Rev. A. "W. 
K. Herdman. A  siriiilar vote -was taken at Benvoulin 
Presbyterian Church and resulted almost unanimously in 
favor of union.”
“After many years delay, the Government has com­
menced construction of a bridge across Mission Creek at 
a point a little above fee place lyhere William Black and 
party had a narrow escape from drowning last year. The 
nearby settlers are jubilant, for fee new work means 
much to the pioneer ranchers who have waited so long 
for better road communication with fee city. It seems
pledge feat the Canadian Northern, as it was then, now 
the Canadian National, would be into Kelowna within 
eighteen months, but it took thirteen years instead.
as if  all fee long desired transportation facilities are be- 
a t S i "  ••ginning to m tCTi^lize,”
“Last Sunday, in Kriox Church, Rev. A. W. K. Herd- 
man. who has been pastor of the congregation for six
and a half years, announced from the pulpit that he had 
tendered Jiis resignation of fee pastoral charge of Kelow­
na and Benvoulin to,the Presbytery of Kamloops, and 
he cited fee congregation to appear for ite iriterests on 
March 4th. We understand that) if the' resignation is ac­
cepted by the Presbytery, it will follow feat Knox 
‘‘Church w ill form an independriit congregation.”
- At a meeting held,on February 27th,.a Retail INIct- 
chants’ Association was formed for Kelowna, with fee 
worthy object o f promoting a fraternal spirit among 
fee business men of fee towri and destro;riii6 Kfjy 
reasonable jealousies that might sexist. The followmg 
officers were chosen: President, R- F. Mdrrison;_Vice- 
President, F. S. Coates; Secretary-Treasurer, Geo.
Kenzie; Directors: W. Lloyd-Jones, G. A. McKay, D. W.
Sutherland, C. A. Washburn and-J. Ball.
• • •
The railway policy announced in fee Legislature 
during the previous week contained some very cheering 
nev/s for Kelowna. The Kettle River Valley line was 
to be given a cash grant of $10,000 per mile, .Md _fee 
C.N.R. would have their bonds guaranteed _ for a _Une 
from Kamloops to Kelowna, via Grcind Prairie and Ver-r 
non, w ife a branch line .to Lumby. It was also under­
stood that the C;P.H. would extend its line to Kelowna 
Ii-cui Lia-.ding. U ie  Premier made a definite
•TWENTY YEARS'AGO.
Thursday, March 2, 1922
A  cold spell developed late in fee /winter when the 
temperature dropped to a degree or two below the zero 
mark on Thursday and Friday, February 23 and 24, 
causing ice to form orice more on fee lake in the vicinity- 
of Kelowna. The s.s. “Okanagan/’ which had a wooden 
hull, was unable to buck the ice bow first, owing to a 
weakened stem, and ha3" to steam stern first all the way 
from Westbank to Kelowna on Friday and Saturday 
mornings. A  tug and barge made a round trip of the 
lake on the Sunday following, opening a channel. When 
things were at their worst the , ice sheet extended ap­
proximately "from Summerlarid. to Okanagari Centre with 
some patches of open water in places. With fee breakirig- 
up caused by the tug and barge and the aid of steong 
breezes, the ice area was materially reduced until on 
TTiursday, March 2, it covered from about a m ile ;  
sOlith of Kelowna ta Poplar Point on fee north. Afereeze 
on Wednesday, March T, drove the sides of fee channel 
together again, and it was necessary for the tug “Nara- 
mata” to go ahead of the “Okanagan,”, the ice being so 
thick in places that she had to back up and take a charge 
at it to break it, while fee big steamer marked time 
astern. Where undisturbed by fee passage of steamers, 
the ice was beautifully smooth and clear, and at various 
points along the lake front skating was enjoyed by 
people of all ages. On Monday, February 27, several- 
people crossed the lake from the west side in front of 
Kelowna, dragging a light boat w ife feein in order to 
cross fee steamer channel. .
' • , *
' Over sixty members were in attendance at the an­
nual meeting of-fee Kelowna Golf Club on Thursday, 
February 16. The officers elected for the ensuing year 
were: President, Grote Stirling; Vice-President, H. F. 
Rees; Committee, Messrs. Campbell, Carruthers, purell, 
Willits and Wilson; Auditor, W,. O’Neill.
TODAY. I SAW THE JAPS encamped at Rainbow 
and Geikie, whore they had arrived a couple of days ago 
from the coast. There Is supposed to be a couple of hun­
dred of feem at fee-se two places and at Luccmc. A ll 
tliese are small points on Uie C.NR. between Red Pass 
and Jasper. Railway work cars were drawn up on a 
siding at each of Uie places and the Japs were eating and 
sleeping in them, ficrtulnly the ones I saw seemed quite 
happy. They were chattering among themselves and 
seemed to have quite a Joke. They were mostly young 
men. The highway west from Jasper ends at Gelkio. 
eight miles away. Rainbow and Lucerne, farfeer west, 
can only be reached by rail. Lucerne was fee divisional 
point of fee old Canadian Nortlicrn but was abandoned 
In favor of Jasper about eighteen years ago. A  "ghost” 
town. Including two-story brick houses, a largo round­
house, a station, an icc-house and other railway build­
ings, still marks the spot. This old railway town is on 
fee south shore of Lake Lucerne. The small station of 
the C.N.R. now stands on the north side. Rainbow is 
on the shore of Moose Lake, about five miles west of 
Red Pass Junction. These places are in the midst of 
some of the highest peaks of feo Canadian Rockies. They 
aro just west of the Great Divide at Yellowhead. Bor­
dered by mountain peaks, both Lake Lucerne and Moose 
Lake arc favorite camping paces for fishermen during 
the summer months. The Japanese apparently are to bo 
used to construct a road between Jasper and Red Pass 
and then south from Tcte Jauno to Blue River. This will 
give a northern highway across the Rockies. , . .
r p m
THIS THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26th, has been a 
magnificent day. It has been bright and clear. The sun 
has been brilliant and there has not been a cloud in the 
sky. The jagged, snow-clad peaks have stood out in 
startling contrast against the royal blue sky. It made 
me think of fee blue and white of the University of 
Toronto colors. I had always thought the C.P.R. Rockies 
were more spectacular than the C.N.R. but today I am 
not so sure. I had never before seen this route on a 
clear day. . . .
r p m
MOUNT ROBSON DID something to me today. I 
had never really seen it before. Other times there had 
been a cloud around the summit or a snowstorm or rain 
that hid it altogether. But today there it stood, sun 
pouring upon it from peak to base. Just at fee foot of 
that jagged, razor-edged right shoulder was a green-blue 
band contrasted against the snow, fee ice of the glacier. 
Robson gives fee impression of a solid mass of rock; 
one piece indivisible and unchangeable, unconcerned 
with fee petty affairs of men crawling about its feet. 
As I  watched the play of the sunlight on Robson my 
mind turned inevitably to man and his types. . . .
r p m
THE PERMANENCE THAT IS Robson made me 
reflect that when news of disaster conies there is always 
a tendency for a certain type of mind to stampede. This 
. type of person loses control of reasoning faculties quick­
ly, arid is usually found helping to stampede others. 
Their difficulty arises largely from extreme fear, and 
inability to allay this fear. Since we live in times that 
are as likely to see bad news come as good, it is essential 
that we get the correct focus on things. When some per­
son tells you all is lost, forget about it—and him, too. He 
is the most unreliable guide you could have. The only 
thing likely to be lost is fee. mind of the scarey individ­
ual. The wise person will see to it he takes every pre­
caution and, when things are hardest, w ill pull harder 
than ever. The war may. appear like the waves of the 
sea—up and down—arid may continue feat way for a 
long tiriie yet. We w ill get pur share of good news. We 
fully expect feat some day /we w ill have the last good 
news—feat of victory. Wheri it comes it w ill have been 
worth waiting fori It wiU see fee last of, war and the 
beginpirig of new and better times.,. . .
. T p' m •
NOW A LL  THIS IS QUITE the opposite of com­
placency. Don’t get that “God’s in His. Heaven, all’s 
right with the British Empire” point of view. A ll’s well 
w ife the British Empire if fee British Empire will roll 
up its sleeves and make it right. . . . It has been given us 
to take part in war. We had no desire for it; nor did we 
seek it. The arts of peace are much more pleasant than 
the exactitudes of war. But we cannot escape. 'The 
plaririingTof our adversaries has for; years been devoted 
to the perfeoting of the war machine they are now using. 
Even if we escape..,destruction by . enemy action in Can­
ada, we are not going to" escape altogether. Already 
there looms a shortage of goods; we may have to do 
without many things we regard as essential. But'what 
of it? We are. not going to weep over these things. Qur 
fathers lived more Spartari lives than we do and they ' 
were as happy asvwe. Let us keep our faith strong but 
do not forget that the works of faith are necessary, too. 
r.’.P-..te'
■ I  HAVE BEEN DISAPPOINTED about one thing on 
this trip. It is my pet peeve, about the C.N.R. During 
the winter they run their observation or loimge cars in 
the centre o f the Pullman cars. ■ I  said “observation or 
lounge cars” because when in this position they remain 
lounge cars but by no stretch of the imagiriation cari 
they be called observation cars. From fee observatiori 
point of view one might just as well sit in his Pullman 
seat. With another car tagging along behind it is im­
possible to obtain that panbraihic view which is ; my de­
light. I  guess I am so afraid of _missing something feat
my favorite seat in any train is right at fee rear looking 
backwarils and commanding a v ieV  to. both sides. I 
suppose fee C.N, have good reasons for doing it this way 
but for me it is a , washout. Childish, isn’t it? But the 
one thing about this train trip which I  was anticipating 
was sitting in that seat and just looking, thinking and 
looking some more. When I  found the car in fee centre 
of fee train this morning, I  could have wept—almost ! 11 
This, I  think, is my only kick against the C.N.R. in 
years. . . .
............ r  p ’ . m ■ .
COMING THROUGH JASPER PARK, there was the 
usual variety of animals in evidence. Scores of deer—one 
huge buck and a doe were practically on fee station 
platform at Jasper; dozens of mountain sheep; ten cari­
bou and four moose—two very close to the train.
nefs -were as follows: Men’s singles, A. E. Hill; ladies’ 
singles. Miss Margaret Taylor; ladies’ doubles. Miss Mar-’ 
gafet Taylor and. Miss J. Pease;'mixed doubles, W. J. 
Logie and Miss Margaret Taylor. R. Taylor and I. V. 
Saunders, of Nelson, won the men’s doubles, defeating 
W. J. Logie and Norman DeHairt. More than two hun­
dred and thirty players entered from all parts of the 
province, and fee tournament was keenly enjoye'd by all 
participants. ^
TEN YEARS AGjO 
Thursday, March 3,11932 
Kelowna Badminton Club players captured four 
thp five open events in the fifth' annual Central Briusn 
Columbia Badminton Championships, held in fee city, , 
which concluded on Thursday, February 25. The win-
At a meeting on February 26 of about thirty repre­
sentatives of fe e  various athletic organimtions in fee city,, 
a strong committee was formed to sponsor a move for 
fee institution ,of daylight saving time, and it was de­
cided to invite other Okanagan Valley points to co-oper­
ate in fee movement. A t a later meeting of the com­
mittee a resolution was drafted, to be forwarded to each 
local organization approached for support, requesting fee 
City Council' to hold a plebiscite on daylight saving, fee 
period of which was suggested as from May 1st, 1932, 
until August 31st, 1932.
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erly owned and operated by A. H 
l)<. J»lara, has beva laltca ovor by 
Mr. and Mrs. 11. Chamberlain, who 
liavc resided in Kelowna for some 
yeiUB.
-M»r® AlxruP-
MANY
STILL SLEEP
msNTAL o r  ixyrs
I
A. H. DEMARA
WITH Me & Me
W ell Known Local Citizen to 
H a n d l e  Outride Sales—
Ferry Service Station Chan­
ges Hands
A. 11. DeMara has been appointed for ti»e purpose of vegetable grow- o,Ttf!e
onisidv KMlesman by Me- Inn. at Tt» meeOxig last Monday f^ ltd  to the boards
FtH.dy & Prior. Ltd. (ICelowua). He night. Rental Is |15.00 paid l,i ad- K  otany kir^ be
will replace Verne Chapman, who vance, and Uie renter covenants to -j^eot the Iru^c llrfils at the
has been promoted to the hardware keep the land free of wtH.^ !., and to X ‘ [e sliad-
<»vislon. v_acate in the event of a sale by the a^protSng ta“r t
From Pago 2, Column 4 
the inside of the shrre wasrj't there. 
Tlie City Council approved the On eitlier side, U>e windows had 
rental of two lots to Wong Wing been boarded up, but tlie sUwes
'I’he Ferry Service Station, form- city.
J
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“ It It like m«7"
" I t  would look more lifelike with a Sweet Cap."
SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
“ The panel farm in uihlth tobacco can be emokecT’
K.G.E. 
SEEDS
See cnir stock 
at
SHERWIN-
WILLIAMS
PAINTS
JU S T  like there is a difference . in the gas you burn in your 
car, there is a difference in the 
feed you give your animals. 
Don’t make the mistake of giv­
ing them feed that doesn’t do 
the job —  give them quality 
K.G.E. feeds and save money 
besides.
For the best in spray materials use
EMULSION
Book your orders N O W  as stocks, 
are limited.
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
Phone 229 F E E D  ST O R E  Free Delivery
Help Canada by purchasing the new Victory Bonds!
PLAYOFFS
KELOWNA REDS
vs.
SUMMERLAND
(Second game of two-game series)
SATURDAY, MAR. 7
S C O U T  H A L L — Time, 8 p.m.
Admission: Adults, 25c, Children, 10c 
F A S T  P R E L IM IN A R Y
CHOCK-FULL OF NATURAL NOURISHMENT
QUAKER OATS
® PROTEINS  
O M INERALS  
® VITAM INS
Contains these three important food 
factors that w ill heh> fill out the 
kiddies and « o w n  folks, too, with 
good firm flesh and muscle. Get them. 
in nature’s own proportions in delid- 
ous, nourishing whole-grain Quaker 
Oats. 136 out o f 142 leading died- 
dans recently said they preferred hot 
cereals for the average families. Quick 
Quaker. Oats is ready in as little t
The tralfic liglits were tiny red and 
green croescs cut in sheets of metal 
that had been fitted over the len­
ses. The red and green looked rath­
er decorative, but when the yellow 
came on it looked unlawfully bright 
for the live seconds It remained. The 
cur liglits made only dim, moving 
circles on the pavement as they 
passed.
1 found myself, bye and bye, in 
Piccadilly Circus. Loyal Londoners 
claim that this has the busiest traf- 
llc of any place on earth in normal 
limes. It certainly hasn’t now. Oc­
casional taxis slipped past, and bus­
es with their windows covered with 
some opaque substance with tiny 
holes scraped in the centre of each 
pane so that a passenger can look 
out with a single eye. The statue of 
Eros Is no longer seen in the centre 
of the Circus. It is covered with a 
cone-shaped protection a g a in s t  
bombs, and the boards on the out­
side are plastered with signs advis­
ing the onlooker to buy ^onds. (I 
saw them in daylight several times.)
I hod missed a tour of the air 
raid shelters u few nights before, 
but I recalled that the most famous 
of them all was in the Underground 
station below Piccadilly Circus. I 
went down the stairs and into the 
bright light of the station.
My travelling before that time had 
been above ground; This was my 
first visit to the Underground. The 
streets may have seemed deserted, 
but there were lights and action and 
crowds below the surface. A  long 
line moved slowly past a window 
marked I ’/id and another line past 
the 2d wicket. Moving stairways 
seemed to go down into the bositfls 
of the earth in every directio 
dently this was just the vesti 
Sleeping Under the Groi
I api^aled to another constable. 
I explained who I  was, where I had 
come from' and what I  wanted to 
see. He called to another man in 
blue uniform: “Here, mate, will you 
watch things for me for a few min­
utes?” and then herded me past 
a ticket turnstile and down an es­
calator. It was 75 feet long or more, 
but that was just'the beginning. We 
walked down some stone steps and 
took another escalator for about an­
other 80 feet or so, past rows of 
theatre posters and other adver­
tisements.
I  really wasn’t prepared for what 
I saw. London hadn’t been bombed 
in months, yet t^iere were several 
hundred people sleeping beside the 
subway tracks. The trains came rac­
ing out of the darkness, like great 
caterpillars, stopped a moment, and 
went on again. The platforms were 
none too wide, but all along the 
walls were rows of men and wo­
men sleeping on the tiled floors,
; with blankets over and under them.
In some parts of the “tubes” there 
were rows of double-deck cots along 
the walls. The cots bore numbers 
and the same people occupied them, 
night after n i^ t. Some of them had 
been fixed up a bit, with blankets 
hanging down in front, like the cur­
tains of a berth on a train. But most 
of them were open to the gaze of 
the hundreds who passed by.
There were inore women than 
men, and they were in various 
stages of undress. Some never took 
off their clothes at all; other women 
were coming out of the lavatories 
with pyjamas or nightgowns show­
ing below -their dressing gowns. I 
saw no children over a year old, 
but there were three babies, one of 
them very tiny. An old couple, well 
dressed, sat together on the stone 
floor, taking their things out of an 
expensive-looking suitcase.
A  stone stairway ran up twenty 
steps or so. Lying on it were six or 
seven men. They-w er^ ’t crossways 
on the steps, because that would 
have impeded traffic, but they were 
lying up the stairs. The ^arp, 
metal-bound edges dug into their 
sides in three or four places, but. 
they slept on, while hundreds walk­
ed past them and the trains thunder­
ed by twenty feet away. / I  would 
not have believed it if  T had not seen 
it. "
My guide took me down to a 
lower level.There viere more bunks. 
A t the end of the row was a tem­
porary first aid post, with two nur­
ses in uniform. A t a counter nearby,, 
three girls were selling tea, coffee, 
cakes and sandwiches.
I was more moved by these things
than I had been since I arrived in 
London, but to the constable it, waS' 
ah old story. He was scornful: “A  
lot o f foreigners what hasn’t got any 
guts, sir, or lodging house folk what 
won’t pay their rent You can see 
for yourself, sir!”
I could see—a strangely assorted 
folk 'They looked different to me 
than they did to him. He may have
POLE ASSESSMENT 
QUESTIONED BY 
TELEGRAPH COY.
Ten Days Notice Not Given, 
Taxpayer States— City Says 
No Notice Necessary
"Fill her up” will become an unfamiliar phrase when gasoline rationing 
goes into effect in Canada on April first. For each coupon the service 
station attendant detaches from your book, shown here, he will deliver 
one unit of gasoline. If you want only half a unit, the seller can bisect 
a coupon along a perforated line. When the plan was first announced 
it was thought a coupon would be for five gallons, but the shortage Is 
becoming more acute and no one can predict how much it ■will represent
A  letter from Canadian National 
'relegrapti*. asking on whal grounds 
the pole assCBsmenl was raised by 
the Court of Revision without U»e 
statutory ten days notice, was read 
at tho meeting of the City Council 
lost Monday. Tills assessment ■wa.«» 
Increased by an amendment to the 
Municipal Act retroactive to De­
cember 31, 1941, and the Council 
takes tire ground that raUHcatlon 
by the Court of Revision was a 
statutory rroquirement and did not 
require notice.
Tlie matter was put In the hands 
of the City Solicitor for u reply.
Our enemies have made eoloasal 
gains but, thank Heaven, with the 
United States now In, we have the 
additional resources, the brains, the 
money and the manpower necessary 
to wli»—If we will play our part.
Safety Deposit Boxes
Provide a safe, fireproof depository for valuable 
papers. Their annual rental charge is reasonable. 
They arc accessible at any time during office 
hours. Keep your W a r Savings Certificates in a 
Safety Deposit Box.
— W e shall be pleased to discuss the matter with you—
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO.. LTD.
Phone 98 Phone 332
1ST RUTLAND 
TROOP
WINFIELD FARMERS 
START ALL OUT 
SALVAGE DRIVE
Order^for the week ending March J- Treadgt^d Addresses Insti-
tute— B.C.F.G.A. LocaLCon- 
siders Labor Shortage Solu­
tions
14th:
The Community Hall having been 
booked up for next Monday night,
there will be no meeting of the _____
Troop. A  Court of The regular monthly meeting of
held the Winfield Farmers’ Institute was
the "L lva^e Day” he^ ^^  on held in the Community Hall last
i4fK wifi^be^ made at this Thursday night, with twenty at-
meeting of the Court of Honor, and tencUng. After the ^Elli^t
details will be put up on the school Chairman George Ehiott
notice board. The visit of the 2nd called on Jack "rreadgold to “^dress 
Kelowna Troop, which had been ar- the meeting, giving details of the 
ranged for Monday, March 9, has salvage campmgn being carried o^ 
been postponed until the Monday by the Junio^oard of Trade of Ke- 
followtog, March 16. lowna. Mr. Treadgold had come out
Duty Patrol: Foxes. for that purpose and was given
• • • hearty applause.
There was an improvement in the Routine business then followed 
attendance on Monday evening, and a salvage committee of eight 
March 2, and a new recruit was tak- was named as follows: Messrs,
en on the strength, Nick Husch, a George Elliott, W. R. Powley, T. D. 
former Wolf Cub. Included in the q . Duggan, Frank Williams, Nelson 
program . were four impromptu Arnold, Floyd Claggett, George 
Sco-ut Law plays. Each of the four Reiswig and W. J. Coe. While re- 
patrbl leaders present drew one of freshments were being served, the 
the laws from a hat, and was giveri committee met and appointed. Mr. 
ten minutes in which to get up a Elliott as Chairman. Each member 
one-act play. The Beavers were given an area and a survey of 
judged winners with a play on the materials will be made at oAce. If 
Second Law, “A  Scout is Loyal,” the g full car load is indicated, a car 
patrol taking the topical subject of loaded at Winfield. If not,
Victory Bonds and War Savings yy^ gj^  depots w ill be selected at con- 
certifleates for their play. ^  , venient locations for assembling.
A  short meeting of the P.Ls. and evening closed with an 6x-
Seconds was held after the Scout gamp -■ bf checkers between
meeting. ,  ,  George Edmunds and Robert Reid,
Patrol Competition Standing the latter winning 3 to 2 in over-
Eagles .......... ........ ..................  802 ,  ,  ,
Beavers ............. .......781 a  meeting of the Winfield-Okana-
Seals .... ...........:.......... ............. gajj Centre Local of the B.C.F.G.A.
Foxes . 
Kangaroos
...... 568
Mc&Mc VW
was held in the Community Hall on 
• Tuesday, February 24, with W. J.
------^ ^ — ——— ----— :— ;-------- - Coe as Chairman.
free, though they are calling up xhe Secretary, V. R. McDon- 
men of forty-five now. He pointed ggy^  ^ gave an account of the con- 
to two young chaps in evening yention held at Vernon recently, 
clothes (about the only ones I saw g^d a general discussion ensued, the 
so dressed in London). They were main question being that of the Jap- whCTe she had spent tiie . _ _
drunk’ and leaning on each ■ other, gjjggg. resolutions were put forr with her parent illness
The constable said he saw the same yj a^rd on this subject, but it -was of her motherj Mrs. Halford,
ones every day. Why weren’t  they that the meeting did not ^  Pattereon made a short
T said enod-bve the Japanese brought in, if it could yjuginess trip to Vancouver, leaving
I didnt know, so I  said gOOT bye yjg gygjjjgj on Monday and returning on Friday
and reached the upper mr again. The question of help again came gf Tost week 
Walking along Piccadilly, I  passed yp g^ ^^  severalgrowers thought ^ ^ ® ’  ^ '^®® ’^
several groups of loving couples. j^glp gguid be had from
TvtAn mivstlv l^ ailOFS. SOXH6 xi.. rkiit
McLennan, McFecly & Prior (Kelowna) Ltd.
Important 
Announcement
W e  have appointed to our sales 
staff
A. H. DeMARA
Mr. DeMara is a well-known Kelow­
na resident, having resided here 25 
years. He will be pleased to show and 
demonstrate to yoH the advantages of
Me & Me’s famous products.*»
®  G E N U IN E  F R IG ID A IR E S  
®  W E S T IN G H O U S E  R A D IO S  
®  W E S T IN G H O U S E  W A S H E R S  
®  D U O -T H E R M  O IL  B U R N E R S  
®  C L A R E  J E W E L  and G O O D  
C H E E R  R A N G E S
 ^ VERNE CHAPMAN
’ . . . former salesman, who has been" pro­
moted to the Hardware Department, extends 
his sincere thanks to all those who 
purchased from him and hopes the 
same friendly support will be accorded 
A. H. D E M A R A .
minutes. Costs less than a cent
' t J & o 'i :  right, but h thoughy saw h j-
tempting Quaker Oats daily* ■ *■ hind it ths homes that, had been de
stroyed and people with no place to
Canada’s SUPER BREAKFAST food
T R Y  D E L IC IO U S -T A S T IN G  Q U A K E R  O A T S  
F O R  3 0  D A Y S - W A T C H  R E S U L T S -G E T  A  
p a c k a g e  F R O M  Y O U R  G R O C E R  R IG H T iAW AY:
E V E R Y  D A Y /WORE P E O P L E
D R I N K
MORE
At your grocer*
In  im p r o v e d  
F IL T E R  le a
BUndad e 
packed .1
go where they felt safe.; Surely. it 
took more than an ordinary terror 
to make people live like that. Yet 
he may have been right: after all, it 
was five months since the last bomb­
ing of that part of London.
As we went back upstairs, my 
new-found friend and guide com­
plained about the Government in 
a way that sounded thoroughly 
Canadian. The income tax was un­
fair, he said. Here he was, working' 
for two days out 6'f every week for 
the Government. He had been re­
tired on a pension and they called 
him back to work—and then taxed 
his pay and pension as well. Yet he 
had a young nephew on the south 
coast—a publican, he was—that 
didn’t have anything to do because 
his pub was in a* prohibited area. 
He got a job as a carpenter, though 
he had no training. Building defence 
works, he was, and still at it, and 
he gets £8 or £10 a week. He 
keeps changing from one'job  to 
another and nobody ever checks him 
up and he never paid any taxes. 
They say Bevin favors the trade 
unions .anyway.
It sounded familiar. I  thought of 
the carpenters at Camp Borden and 
a number of other complaints back 
home.
The constable had other criticisms 
to make while he had the ear of the 
Press. The Army should be helping 
the Russians. He ha4 a son in the 
army for two years, just doing no­
thing. Conscription wasn’t  fairly en­
forced. A  lot of young fellows get
c tfx i — consiaeraoie nei cu a uc xxrtuxxwAx* 3Mrs/Floyd Claggett, who was
The men were ostly saitors. Some prairies, but it'was pointed out called to Oklahoina by a sister’s iU- 
of them were singmg. They naa not work unless they ^ess, -writes home to say her sister
their arms around the ©rls. It wa® out British Columbia lie- jg still seriously ill.
just dark enough for that. . ences for their cars. As * most of • • ■ • ■
I caught up to a rtair noteso lo^ng. come by cars, it was Mr. and Mrs. Walter Edmunds
There was moonlight enou^ to see the Government should and daughters Grace, Alice and
that he was an officer im the g5„e them a permit to work on the Shirley, left by car on Friday last
The woman said: “WeU, I hope you s especially during the picking for Willmar, Saskatchewan, their 
are proud of yourself after mat ex- ’ ^  resolution along these former home. Mr. Edmunds, ha-ving
hibiUon!” voice was fuU of bit- therefore sent to the Exe- sold his ranch here, expects to go
terne^. I  thought he into grain fanning once more The
but they turned m a doorway ana • • • good wishes of the commumty go
were gone. Two groups of women under the ^jth them.
A t Leicester Square, I paused, for auspices of the Winfield Wo- • • • .
there are several streets. (You know j^ g^^ ig institute meet .every Thurs- Mr. and Mrs. Newton Wells, of 
the lines of the song, of coimse-- (jay aftemSbn to sew for Bombed near Swift Current, Saskatchewan, 
“Good-bye, piccadiUy; farewell, Le^ and the Red Cross. Last who have purchased Walter Ed-
cester Square.” ) I stood at the curb group inet at Mrs. munds’ ranch, expect to arrive here
looking at the streets across, me gjjj j^g time in March,
circle. A  shortish lady came along ^ * * .,* . . j
and bumped into me. -There wasnt _  Pollard. The . Mr. and Mrs. WiUiain Aberdeen,
any need: the sidewalk, was wide met at the home of who have spent the winter in the
and it wasn’t reaUy (fork. „  Avery Phillips: Attending were district, left on Friday of last week
“Sorry, sir,” she said, so I  asked Moodie, Doran, El- fo r , meir new home at Broolmere,
her which way to the Strand. /litj+f Hitchman’ Offerdahl and Swal- B.C., where Mr. Aberdeen had pur- 
“Down that way,” she said, “but both the general store and post
“N^thanks!” I said and continued - , *._* __ Winfield residents were confused
o n ^  ^ S ^ W th  ox^,®^®®"lf''.^'"M'i“ L S  « t V ^ a s  to whether or not they were
Tr^algar Square was familiar to ® on P®cted to black out. It has been
me day  ^or night. I turned down home of ^WiT^ms that in the future, nopast a bombed church and an am- Thursday, F e b r ^ ^  ^ . _Thos - gggj.j.gy sources me in-
bulahce passed me in the darkness, tending p Gib’ structions come, they should at
with its bell clanging, and stopped President, m ^  least be the same, so mat all with
at the next comer. As I walked past, Secretary, _ Mm^  ^ one accord w ill either black out, or
a lady on a stretcher was taken leave me lights burning,
the little door’.T h e  last time I had An Easter Bazaar and was ar- • .
been past that comer, a friend had rang^, to be held on Wednesday ^  committee of me Women’s In- 
pointed to that same door. “ That’s of Easter week. stitute sponsored a dance held in®
where they took me the night I . x Arf-h- the Coinmunity Hall last Friday
smashed up my car in me big blitz,” . bight, and were disappointed in the
he had said. That was the firsts time toshop of attendance. They barely made ex-
I had known he had been-bbrnbed the s e^ ic^  penses, when they_ had hoped to bomo a o^ x vx.. when they had hfaped to
T caught up to a very fat man at can Church on Sunday next, i have a goodly sum for war work..
the next corner. He lobked congen- 8, at 3 p.m. .
ial
“ Is this the Strand?” I asked. I
F. C. Brown, manager of /theW. Cornish is ^convalescing at ^
knew it was' hut mat might he an bis l ^ o m e ^ ^ ^
opening. . . r , -x,
‘‘It is that,”  he said, “though its 
not like itijaised to be in the old :
fined to his bed.
for a week-end visit to his fruit and 
, , , Jersey dairy ranch. He left on
 ju a o m m m u  Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Lawlejr and. Monday afternoon. ,
days when it. was so full of traffic of Oliver, and their daughter, TtrsiW rhnrrh had their bi-
mat you couldn’t cross it anywhere Kirkpatrick), of j^^x® ^ ” ^®Jjg5^g^g"tunda^ re-
hereabputs.”  ^ ^  “  Hedley. with her daughter Daralyn °^nthly^serv^^^^  ^ Rev 7  A. Peteie
He turned to me. been guests of Mr. ' and m ’^  J^nes leads the
erican and don t remember it. „   ^ j  „  sggton, returned to their
W H AT OF
T O R i O I t E O W ’ S
C W
T H E  happiness of our children and 
MMimniiiBa our children’s children will depend 
upon what we do today to insure it.
W E  know the peril we face; T H E Y  
don’t !/ But they will have to endure 
a hopeless future if we fail in our duty 
towards them today;
W E  are not only fighting to preserve 
our own freedom but to perpetuate 
theirs. So when you buy Victory 
Bonds you are not only investing for 
your own sake but for the sake of all 
those, near* and dear to you I
BUY ™w VICTORY BONDS!
This space sponsored b y
S. M. SIMPSON, Ltd.
Phone 312
who had  ^   ^ a ggg(jggjing ^ r . O  
luaii .  ^ Mrs. J. E. Seaton, returned to their , j  uniric -ixrp^ iTriv nractice*?I  explained I  was a Canadian,  ^.-bomes on Wednesday last. Mr. choir and holds weeWy prac ic s.
“ I  knew it was  ^one or the other, j^g^jgy jg manager of the grocery 
he said, evidently thinking there department of McPherson’s Ltd. 
was ho real difference.
On a beautiful night like that, it gb,j Mrs. V. R. McDonagh en-
was natural to turn to the weather jgrtained Mr. and Mrs. Lawley. 
next. . . Billy, Mrs. Kirkpatrick and Dara-
“Last year,” he said, “they came j luncheon on Tuesday of last
over every night, moon or no moon, .^ g^gjj •
(Hitler is never mentioned bJf name 
and the Germans seldom: it is “he”
The Ladies’ Aid of me United 
Church are preparing for their an­
nual Shamrock Tea on March 17, 
when they w ill have a sale of home 
cooking and needlework.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Clement and 
little son, Wayne, returned on Wed­
nesday of last vi e^ek from a ten days’
"ti " stoker Leslie Cook, H.M.CE. ‘Yg'jt "tg “ygneouver a^ ^^  
or “ they.” ) “About half-pa.st eight, prjnce Rupert, who had been home * , .
it was. You could set your watch gn leave, left on Thursday to join jjggg McDonagh, son of Mr. and 
by it. One hundred and sixty-eight bjs ship. His broker, Corp. Wm. V. R. McDonagh, is in me
nights without a,break. Hell, it was. cook, is wim the R.M.C. in Quebec, Kelowna General Hospital under- 
But I’d rather be in London in a and another brother, Archie Cook, ggjgg an operation for the removal 
blitz than have to live anpvhere jyj the D.C.O.R., is in Nova gf . his tonsils. . '
else. No place like London! And lU  Scotia. A ll are sons of A. J. Cook . __ ;_____ _— -^--------  >
live here while they ■ leave two g  ^ y^jgQgM " LICENCE GRANTED
houses standing. But there s the ent-  ^ * « • . i-iVv r-minHl at its meeting
ranee to your hotel across the Mrs. V? R. McDonagh visited her  ^ City C ^ c iL
I  W .5  S L - S -
S S S  m r S ^ t h ?  rewhhng d ^ r  Mrs. Bert.Pa’tterson returned from producte | t premise situate at. 180 
into the bright li^ ts . Vancouver on Saturday, Feb. 21, Bernard Avenue, Kelowna.
. I f  you can imagine a Nazi on 
your front doorstep, you can im- 
, agine all the reasons why you and 
every other citizen should now—
‘ ", B U Y  T H E  N E W .
VICTORY BONDS
^h is  space sponsored by :
D. CHAPMAN CO., LTD.
Express - Freight and. Furniture Moving
!8a»i
T H E  KELOW NA CO U M EE THUESDAY, MAECH 5. 18.«
Battle For Burma Prelude To
Jap Dream of Dominated India
D I I C T E 'D C
iSIJl I 1 tyNLa
Into
uiaity, Biui tha number
of iiuns were bein^ producod.
A  big protitrain for building ur- 
moivd vt’bick'M ia well under woy, 
und two tyjx'a of Aineriean war-
_____  planes, a trainer und u lighter, are
The moment the Japanese tlirust ‘ ' ‘“ 'h'g olT India s Hist aswmbly 
to Burma from their Thailand hues, nd.a s worlamn are shaping
everyUilnti from bridges to bolls.
Riches of India Magnet For 
Japanese Invaders of Burma 
— Vital Link in Empire De­
fence
base*, they struck iJle kind route for 
their long-planned attack oil the 
wealth of India.
Since the days of the llrst World 
War, Japan lias regarded Indiu as 
the ultimate goal in Us comjuesl of 
the Western I ’aciilc. Now, the olfic- 
iul Tokyo radio talks of the "indis­
pensable strategy” of an assault on 
thl.s vast, conu»lex liome of J52,000,- 
000 persons."
The mineral und other weallli of 
India is so great that the vahli' of 
nil the other lands thu.s far van­
quished by the Axis powers pales by 
comparison.
Its 1.1100.(170 square miles, about 
equal to tlic urea of Europe with­
out Itussia, contain the greatest re­
sources of high grade iron ore in 
the world.
Indiu produces a third of tlie 
world’s manganese and thrcc-qiiur- 
ters of its sheet and block mica, two 
vital elements in modern mechaniz­
ed warfare.
Second in Cotton Output
It Is second only to the United 
Stales in production of co'Uon, with 
an average yearly yield of 7,000,000
Its shipyards are producing scores 
of minesweei>erB, sub-chusers und 
other small cruft for the Iloyul Ind­
ian Navy, which is resijonsible for 
tile defence of its own coast.s and 
seafxjrts. It Is estimated that close 
to .'>0 per cent of India’s budget has 
been directed to the war ellort.
Thoroughly upiwecluting India’s 
imi>ortance lo the conduct of the 
war, us well as the teiiipUng bait 
it Is to llu; Axis powers, the British 
have made iniglity elTorts to protect 
their prize possession. They have 
made tins their second biggest ob- 
jeclive, with only defence of Brit­
ain lt.self coining before.
Both Libyan cumipaigns against 
the Italians and Germans were un­
dertaken not so much to prevent 
the loss of Egypt as to head olt at 
its source any push of the Axis 
across the Suez Canal and into Pal­
estine—a springboard for, India.' 
They hastily pushed the Vichy 
French out of Syria for the same^ __  These two-pounder anti-tank guns are being turned out In large quantities from a Canadian factory.
reason, when the Germans threat- This gun is only one of the ten types now being built in Canada, 
cned to gain the ascendancy there.
Last summer, the British suddenly rkr>
transferred their leading general, S A l ^ V  A l l K  C A J N  DJu
WM' **0
ioBi
New Spring Coats
from $ 1 0 .9 S
Ladies ! JJere's a real line collection of stylish coats. 
I’'x])ertly tailored from choice woollens and tweeds. 
Many fine details and trims, (fiiaranteed linings, latest 
colors. Sizes for misses and women, B U Y  N O W  !
■f-lI
NEW  ARRIVALS IN
Shirts
LEFT AT TRUCK
bales—suiricicnt lo clothe the armies sir Archibald P. Wavell, from Egypt 
of the world. India produces more Simla to take command of the 
sugar than any other country, nnd Indian Army. A t the time there
Its supply of (Inc timber appears in- was wide conjecture that General ______
exhaustible. , Wavell had been "demoted” because _____
In India tlio invader would find qj disasters at Crete and the Residents Are Requested to
a sizable proportion of the world’s Germans’ counter-offensive in Lib- Deposit Small Articles in -pen Thousandth Canadian En 
cattle population, besides nearly jjyt g  jg clear now that the Brit- Truck on Bernard Avenue
50,000,000 sheep and goats. Annually igh simply wanted their biggest man ,  _____
the country tans 20.000,000 cattle „ „  the biggest job. The Junior Board Salvage Com-
Army’s Equipment Rushed mittee has arranged for a truck to
Maple Leaf Club Is London Home 
For Canada*s Fighting Forces
joys Privileges of Service­
men’s Club at Small Cost—  
Waiting Line For Rooms 
Every Morning
activities is the information depart­
ment, which exists for the sole pur­
pose of making Canadian boys feel 
at home in London. Men on leave 
come to the capital where, paradoxi­
cally, surrounded by flve million 
people, they, are often acutely lone­
ly. London, being typically English, 
does not wear its heart on its sleev^.By GARRY ALLIG IIAN
LONDON.—I have just seen the and first experience suggests that it
D r? v h S  the fiJsf^nto wh ch The Indian Army was being in- be spotted in the Bernard Avenue 
thTjanancie equipped with the centre strip, near Water Street In-
nehtine^'th^r wav through^ Burma greatest possible" speed. From about tersection, where residents can de-
p fodu c l twice as much jute manu  ^ fO  OW men at the start of the ^  ^Be? r r ™ ° t L e “ ‘ S ^  Sd® ------------- ---------------------------..
factored goods as the rest of the h had grown to more than 1,000,000 committee is requesting that cid- ten thousandth Canadian serviceman is cold, aloof and unfriendly, with 
world. Burlap sacks by the million at the end of 1941, exclusive of toose zens co-operate with the committee this country find his home away that everlasting implication of su- 
have .gone to England to be filled fighting abroad. Until his receM ^p- in regard to bringing in small art- from home in the Maple Leaf Club, periority which is an infuriating 
with sand. pointment as Commander-in-Chief icles of salvage to the truck. In since the sign was first hung over English vice. The information de-
Coal is to be found almost every- of the United Nations forces in the this way the conmittee can cut the door of the large double-fronted partment snatches that mask from 
where in India, the biggest and lin- ,, P^^oific war zone, down on its use of gasoline. house near Victoria, the famous rail London’s face; it introduces Canad-
est field being located at Chota Nag- General Wavell prepared India s de- Anyone having larger amounts of terminus, during the first Christmas ian servicemen to families who, be- 
pur, adjoining Bengal. Rice, the fenders for the blow now approach- salvage can arrange to have the of the war. more than 500 men per cause you have to wait to be in- 
country's staple food, is grown in ing through Burn^ „  same picked up by truck, by phon- working month on the average from troduced to anyone here from fell-
overwhelming quantities. Tea is one arniy of Gurtoas, Pathans ing 200. CKOV. „  , ..................................  . . . .
of its biggest exports. Rajputs and Sikhs w ill be something
Siiring skills for all your j'ackets, in swing or straight 
cut' types. Pleats and gores. In wool failles and alpine 
cloths in lovely youthful colors. Sizes 14 to 20.
$1.95 to $3.49
Blouses for Spring
Lingerie type sheers, tailored sheers and crepes and 
satins. Gay colored stripes and spun rayons.. Long and 
short sleeve. Sizes for misses and women.
$1.95 and $2.95
In fact, about t^ie'only thing of for the Japanese to jn eet IT  is a 
importance missing from Britain’s tough, disciplined and well equip
great Oriental treasure house is oil, ped force, its valor proved *u ba 
and the Japanese, in conquering *u ^ th  wms, from France to toe 
Burma, would have gone a little way Northwest frontier. 'The I^ ia n  sol- 
towards satisfying their needs in ^
that respect. Burma is loaded with officers, a remarkaWe aP-
lead, tin and tungsten. modern mechamzed war­
fare. ’
Storehouse of Materials But this is toe bright side of the
Thus toe Japanese, in pushing picture. On the other side is toe fact 
westwards towards Mandalay, Cal- that India’s millions still are a be-
SUBDIVISION
RIGHT OF WAY
City Secures Right of W ay
Covering Installations— Mat- value the Maple Leaf clubs have
ter Concluded been worth £10,000 to the Canadian
Canada—the club was bombed and ow-worshipper to the chap yelling 
for a time inactive—have found re- next to you at a ball game, feelun- 
freshment, recreation and good beds able to make their friendly desire 
within. As I wandered about the to entertain Canadians known dir- 
club, the above mentioned 10,000th ect. As a result, hundreds of happy 
serviceman, hatless, tunic unbutton- week-ends, thousands of jolly even­
ed at neck, feet encased in comfort- ings have been enjoyed by Canad- 
able slippers, said: “Gee, boy, this Ians.
is worth a quid to me!” On that basis as Guide
M i l l i n e r y  S p e c i a l s
N ew  Spring Felts and Straws. Special- 
$1.49, $1.95, $2.49, $2.95, to $3.95
This is your opportunity to save on your new Spring Hat. 
These have just arrived from the East in a full range of 
colors. N ew  trims and all head sizes.
Smart Selection of N ew  Spring Footwear for Growing Girls
'The information department 
forces—a neat $50,000, which, in fact, knows London. Men who only know 
. , ■ “ T  is only the smallest form of dividend it as a chapter in a school lesson
------------ --------- ----------- - - ----------- _ , ^  by-law approving toe s u b d i v - R e d  Cross has been able book want to get first-hand inside
cutta and Bombay, are gambling for wilderingly divided people, resUess iding of property owned by J. and return to toe Canadian public for information. The information de­
even greater stakes than in their under British rule and determined O. Bauer, and the establishment of enabling that organization to pro- partment does the necessary, breaks 
nT-..i,'Tr.ino..Tr oecni,i+Q r,r, TVTniavn lha iirwir. tnrtanAnHpnrp whirh Brit- a nght-of-way covenng sewer, light yj(je amenities far ^ c e ^ in g  any down barriers, plans schemes for
evaluation. ■ sightseeing, plotting routes, giving p
FUMERTON’S Limited
prelimi ary. assaults on Malaya, t e upon .the i depe de ce c  
Philippines and the Dutch East In- ain so far has refused to grant
‘W here Cash Beats Credit”
and telephone instaUations,
dies. The wonder is, imder the cir- read three times at a meeting of
Possession of the vast country cumstances, that India’s war effort the City Council last Monday,, 
would give the invader not only a has reached its present proportions. March 2. Ftoal consideration and 
storehouse of essential raw mater- The answer is that the Indians in- reading next week 
ials but a tremendous war manu- tensely  ^ hate the
Money Well Spent such details as bus numbers, fares and times. It also provides such par-
I f  the Maple Leaf Club cost $50,- ticulars as where to unearth buried officers and departments we timidly 
- -  - will conclude 000 eve^^ year to r ^ ,  eveiy one of chunks of history which guidebooks P "t m for a 48-hours pass, not hav-
dictatorships, this matter, which has occupied the those 10,000 beneficiaries of Canad- jjave ignored short-cuts about Lon- mg had even, a day off for a month.
factoring plant as well, for Indian whereas their long quarrel with the Council’s attention on numerous oc- ian Red Cross welfare—soldiers, du^n  Bess’ days most O.C. was shocked to learn
industry has been stepped up great- British is more of a family affair, casions. In regard to the right-of- airmen, sailors—would report back characteristic eating places' like we hadn’t had leave from our last 
ly since the present conflict began, to be soft-pedalled temporarily for way, toe city covenants to perform home toat the money had been well £qj. ^oast bertorelli for station-and promptly gave ns seven
Fighting equipment from its plants the common good. all work in a careful manner and and wisely spent. But this is no.t so. casseroles de hems for welsh rare- leave! We owe this largely to
has gone in an ever-growing stream Mohandas K. Gandhi, leader of with minimum interference to resi- Astute administration, planned pur- or for oysters; and arranges BilPs (a Kelowna boy) diplomacy,
to England and to other fronts. millions of Indians and sharpest dents. chasing and a pin-money staff have down-river t r i^  to the Shin Inn at  ^ ^  enjoying life to
A t the last report, Indian ordnance thorn in the side of the British for ------- ------ -------- — kept maintenance costs on a sound for toe famous whitebait the full, ^ t e r  a very hectic month.
F A R M
FOR SALi;
factories, trade workshops and rail- more toan twenty years, resigned 
way workshops were producing 700 as leader of the All-India Party 
different items of munitions, while Congress and announced last De- 
54 firms were making machine tools, cember 30th that his civil disobed- 
Its output of filled shells was 24 ience campaign was off for the dur- 
times greater than its pre-war cap- atioh.'
Other Indian leaders refused to 
drop the, fight, contending that this 
was the prime opportunity to force 
Britain to give India an ironboiind 
promise of Dominion status after the
POUNDKEEPER 
NABS 14 DOGS
economic basis, making it possible
to provide most amenities free. A suppers. The information depart­ment. distributes to guests free
Heaven knows what the real thing 
w ill be like—this “all weatheF’
Four Dogs Destroyed in Feb­
ruary Blackwood Reports
charge of only fifty cents us made vouchers which are sent by theatres snap^ and, ^
for the luxuries of a West End club fonoArtc Tnovipt: hrnaHfast "with 109’s and flak, must be shaky
-reading and writing rdoms, rest does for Canadians outside
lounges canteen sports, dances, a club what Miss Duff does inside kites, to e  far better, ^ d ^ b e lo i^  
substantial Canadian breakfast and ..f+v.,+ somewhere now. Our Squadron is
SPRING AUCTION 
SALES— 1942
. 1 * -+1, the club—robs them of that feeling somewnere now.
a private room complete with every- .  ^eine straneers in a stranae land the —  Squadron, the.cash coming 
thing a fellow used to have at home, strangers in a strange lana. that place. A t present they’re
from a bath to a pair of soft slip-; Club. Bombed Out-; not doing “Ops” but are training
Poundkeqper Blackwood’s report pers. No wonder there is a queue
19 acres, 7 room house. 6 acres fall 
■wheat, bailance in alfalfa and pasture.
Very low taxes.
F U L L  P R IC E  ....... .. ........ $1,300.00
^________________________  . Sooner or later toe heavv shod '^ ’Sht flying, so when we dig in
war. Among those who were jailed far February, received by the City lined up every morning wafting to f  everv Canadian Serviceman again we shall learn to fly in Eng-
,____  ___  _____________ ___ i .  1..1 l ie  e fo ,. 11— ^ .,i„v .i i c e i  01 c v c r y  i..d u d u ia n  s e r v ic e n ia n  t,- „  +vi.q . . . ItiI o .. -HTaiT-.
KAMLOOPS. B.C.—U-12 March
. • 120 Beef Breed Bulls .
450 Grain Fed Steers
SALMON ARM, B.C.—16th M^ch 
For Mike Lynch, 3 miles S.W. of
Brood Sows to shoats (some regis 
tered), Cattle, Implements 
' show hames.s.
since war began were Jawaharlal Council at its meeting last Monday, register for the night.
Nehru, President of the India Na- showed that fourteen dogs were im- There, is residential accommoda- 
tional Congress, now free; three pounded, and four destroyed by the tion for 110, and Miss Margaret 
former Presidents, four former police, during the month. Ramsey-Duff has to turn others
Prime Ministers of Provinces and Dog owners may be interested to away every night. The club oper- 
eleven ministers. know that the majority of dogs im- ates to full capacity continuously.
Censorship is strict. Assembly is pounded were picked up between The secret of its popularity is its 
forbidden, and all newspaper head- the hours of 10 and 12 p.m. informal atmosphere, something be-
lines must be submitted before pub- --------- '—-------- -—:—  tween varsity life and holiday camp
with hotel standards, plus
comprise Britisn inaia. rnese meas- w *  iptimacies as washing shirts,
will help,to, wear a groove in the Mcknight skies for tto 
front-door steps of the Maple Leaf then s i e v e d  that,
Club.They w ill be treading where competent to fly anything anywhere,
McTAVISH, WHILLIS & GADDES LTD.
R E A L  E S T A T E  —  IN S U R A N C E
9 Clydesdai?^ Z"set'T6 fro^  IMPORTANCE OF
bombed twice, Miss Duff and her
Sfmbinff toev ten ^ d ^  N iton s  constant instrument flying prob- than toe poor old Blenheims, and I  of automatic pUots, is a great boon, 
w o ^ d e l a^d b r o S  fn ‘ m ^ e  ably^works out Uke day^ops. ^he eoekpit-typical carefully
east of
ARMS'TRONG, B.C.—19th
Tor Dick Rahn, 3 miles 
Armstrong.
Registered Clydesdale, 
and Grade Dairy Cattle, 
ments, Furniture.
VERNON, B.C.—24th March
For James Fowlie of Alberta.
20 head young broke horses, weigh­
ing 1,500 to 1,800 lbs., some matched 
teams, also 5 sets of breeching 
harness.
g j  ures are not imposed in ,the individ 
ual Indiam^tates; such as Hydera­
bad and Kashmir, because the prin- 
March. ces who rule those rich states are 
militantly loyal to Britain. ’The 
princes have ‘made large private
MACHINERY CARE
4. , „  i  „  be, however, a hairrraiser when
the R.A.F. to make a mess of _ he on with the knobs not align-
of Miss Duff’s staff are called by ^p^n^^b^tog^tozeTourF^^^^^ been hap- toe knobs be set for a
ing socks, mending tears for ser- hal Bridge Road. Within a month only a short walk from Piccadilly, 
vicemen guests. All nine members the hostS was bombed, toe club- ------ *
0 'T « l l¥ ’ C i0 r 'r\  +V...I.. or..! rooms oeing ouzeu out. r or a snort . . . mtu urnis» trccn gadgetry and out of reach controls. «c,;rpnmincr” A iw  a erreaming diveSTRESSED sns .“S’ Z  you d... w  W  te heS, _t.r
equally friendly.
Jersey gif-s tofthe war tond. Six squadrons p  „  y _  , . , in girls from
Imple^ of Indian gift planes participated in Preserve Imptements and Make g^d elsewhere to
T w o  Hundred Languages
One of the greatest barriers to a 
complete understanding between 
the  ^British and the Indian people
Crops rnewnoie iv e  worked on the commercial ver-
leave, ^ d  gten of the Hudson with T.C.A. Find K e lo ^ a  W o ^ n  s
mer and I rnnrh linaltered. with the excention lhary. >qt s ■ nice to be remembered
CALGARY. ALTA.—1-2-3 AprU
600 Beef Breed Bull, Exhibition 
Barns, Calgary, Alta.
ARMSTRONG, B.C.—16th April
For Charles Hotoberg near Stepney 
Siding.
Household and outside effects. 
VERNON, B.C.—May 
Date to be announced later for the 
Clerke N. C. Ranch.
115 Registered Hereford Cattle, 
from mature cows to yearlings, also 
60 head of commercial cows, steers 
and heifers, most of the cows will 
have calves at foot.
th Ta 411 -  f ft f ■ - ft thfv di<5 Repairs at Once Advises Vic- nartner^ some of it is better than ever, “Blitz- John), and returmng tb expected be thrown a l ^ d  considJably. But vef^anvtotoet ^  ^  ^the Battle of Britain after the dis- Repair^ at Once Advises Vic p a rtp e r^ ^ ip e  have be- gtart again, girls,” Miss night flying,m x hunch on the re^ new stuff is always intriguing, al- . , , k f  niW
aster at Dunkirk. toria— Suggests Soy Bean come life partners.. Duff says, “so Jet’s do all we can turn journey w5s right. There was though this is not new to me, since By toe way, I ’ve had a box of cig-
Make Canucks Feel at Home for the boys while we’ve got .the something big in the air! ’Th  wh l j ’v . i l  srettes with guni and 'candy from 
An important aspect of the club chance”—and they do.
The impact of war heeds, and toe ... . ... ;
necessity of preserving'farm im- 
remains toe very complexity of the plements and machinery, is stressed 
Indians themselves—the fact that t>y the. Department of Agriculture, 
they speak more than two hundred Victoria, which points out that con- 
different languages, the bewildering servation in a practical form comes 
diversity of their religious. beliefs, in the care of farm machinery and 
 ^ There were at last count 239,195,- was never more important than it 
140 Hindus, 77,677,545 Mohamme- is now. New machinery and spare £)ear Dad:
dans, 12,786,806 Buddhists, and so on parts, are likely, to be difficult to ... ^  « ..i. . ..j. ■, .o , _ J 4. - -  i-cicti to xxcxxxxxk to xt. xaxxxx- . . .  — . . ■ . j
down through literally hundreds of procure, and farmers who have not *ke latest from a couple of w ^ks we managed to were army games on in toe Eastern j  ^ atmosphere to that —and bCer. Then we had oms, and
- i''roT.rio TTncriarifi go like hell, and wc flew  ovcr most countlcs that wcek-cnd, and in the- .,+^  tv....
F l i g h t s  O v e r  E n g l a n d
squadron was away on
in toe morning my gunner  l  muc  u ltere , it  t e e cepti  . . .  . .-i ♦
phoned the adj. to find out toe dope, of the interior. It’s rather exciting by toe home town like that.
“ Buzz off again” on another week’s to know I ’ve already buttoned up Had Ctoristmas Day bff and toe 
leave was our;tip, - as we were due the mechanics'of toe ship I  am ab- mess was pretty gay for a huge din-
to leave for the waters of Musso’s out to fly, and to know how they nef. But before we had oiirs, officers
c... of+or- .. M+Vioi. viox»4i4. and —  _x----- — _ and scrgeants went to tofe airmen’s
mess and acted as waiters. It was
weather was none too good, but for
lake! So, after a rather hectic are built—strong as a tank.
exciting, _bift, we felt, exaspemting g y  the way the real friendliness , , , , .
week-end, Bert and I  got off the and free and easv wav o f our sun- SP®*^  they , had a
station armed with fresh warrants, e-ia-- in the sa^dron makes it^a' dinner with all
ration cards, passes and c^h  '^ e re  pleasure t  belong t  it. A  com- Chri^mas dinner
1
i
Have otoy returned recently from of England in the course of om ex- ory it "vvas impossible to'get o or ®ff ’i^tolazes^lto^the
sects. None has much to do with the already done so will be well advised England.
other. to overhaul completely their farm p.ave omy rei o x, xu ti, , - x. - -u j, u  -r. x
. ---------------------—  -implements well in advance of the f  week of glorious and adventi^ous ercises. Some  ^ of fthe weato^^ we the station--nobody could. B ^  we j  ,  ^ ^gst
A  Straight Qaestion % e^on when full operations will J^fve and^managedfto do quite n  battled m is stuff I woiftdn’t care to did, and without being locked up aoast, eh? ShaU havlto  buzz now.
This story with a moral conies occupy their time and attention. bit ^rambling. London proved al- go through again, but, as we are by .the invaders. -
from Engird . : l f  new. parts'for-form, implem'ents Londo^ while;.-^rt
we ate to capacity. For the next 
six hours everyone was asleep, or 
just next door to it, by the fire, and 
it was not jBftiljL0_o’clock at ..night 
that we all came to again. Rowdy 
sing-songs and hot rums by the 
gross foUowed iintil about 3 aon.On a wet afternoon a fo u r - j^ -  and m a c h W  are required, do not part of two days there and eral friuty experiences behind us, hopped home to gently break the Dear Mum
old girl was forbidden by h b r^ o -  fail to buy them at the earliest op-.®tK)ut six.of my twelve qmd! Stay.- we should continue to come down in news to his fairly new wife. Bill "With us again is the lull between Clood thmg the weather was dull on 
toer to go out collecting waste portunfty. The addition of a coat of at the'Regent Palace a military one piece. Touch wood! was still iii town, lying low, at toe Christmas and toe New Year, and Boxing Day—I ’d never have got off
paper from neighbors. It was much paint w ill act not only as a pre- hang-out now at which Canucte get On two successive days pptim- adjutant’s suggestion, till he could the atmosphere is one of peace. The the  ^ .
too wet, her mother said. servative of the wooden parts of a good rate. It s very posh and igtic weather reports caught us all safely evade the army and reach mess members are. broke, toe bffic- Spent Christmas Eve in Norwich
-n/T A'T* tTAGCJ-C'TWT jp. orvvTC  The little girl fixed her p'arent implements but of many o f toe flourished on all s ix ^ d  both mag- out. The flxst day, we were lucky camp for the necessary papers and ers are broke, and toe less fortun- with the whole bunch^iwtoing ex-
I V I A I .  XT/VoolldM a stem eye, metal parts as well. ’Those farmers petos, with an orchestra in each of enough to have a radio failure just dough which he also needed. Once ates are broke. But we have quite citing, and I  wished Id  stayed here
Auctioneers Armstrong, B.C. «j)o  you want to win this war or who have tool sheds or work shops as we entered the bad stuff, so turn- in London, settled down for some a Christmasy atmogihere, and a and gone to “The Bucks” Inn, where
don’t you?” she demanded.
Owiier Must Sell!
MODERN 7-ROOM DWELLING
Living room with fireplace, dining room, modern kitchen 
with ample cupboards. Upstairs, 4 bedrooms, bath, sleep­
ing porch. 'Fu ll size basement with hot air furnace and
laundry tubs.
Lot, 65’x200’. Beautiful grounds. Located near schools. 
Suitable for boarding house, or for large family. Can be 
bought on easy terins or for cash, $2,500.00
E. M. CARRUTHERS & SON
M O R T G A G E S  - R E A L  E S T A T E  - IN S U R A N C E
shopping for warmer yery light fa ll of snow and____________ ______ ____  ____ _________ _______ ^ __  _ _ ___  ___  very we always get good beer, just out-
it. Today long with another ship. Thr^ee others cUmes and found it-an expensive heavy frosts every morning. It’s side the gates of pur digs. Had a
>n charge vrere less fortunate; one ship land- business. Clothes and things like damn cold, I  can tell you! ’ to e  pheasant dinner last night.
are fortunate, but those who have chaps T ’d_toained m to in Canada, 
not this convenience may set aside ; • - So mere ■we nave 
a corner of the b^m, toed or gran-
aiy
machines;
In former years large quantities ter two /‘prisoner^: ^ ^ d  next a zero fog—aft safe, and more revel- eral-days-at toe Overseas Club, ram- bifff once toe ^ e e ls  ar^up andJhe ,, . . . +
of soy beans for industrial purposes pn^ner _myself! By this tune I  had. ry, and toe third was up for hours bling London, shopping and taking nose tucks skyward. So we only i . 5^ t ^ n g  to get toe
have been toported into Canada and t*‘®uhle with my sense of trying to make radio landings— it easy. . . L. and I went to see fly  ^hen it te safe to. Howeve^ I
the United States from Manchuria, and wanted to split my ribs, as my couldnft^  ^s a thing. So up they “ The Man Who Came to Dinner.” I ’m weU away on solo work, toough fl^lP^
’This source is not now available, ®^®®  ^ previous prisoner ) vrent and baled out! Next day sim- Robert Morley was toe lead and the we never fly  alone in these Hud- main (oHicqrs) en-
consequently the production of soy stood shalung by my ade as I rollto jjar .weather, and several more show was a dashed good comedy, sons, but a lW s  take our observer ^
beans is deserving of atterftion by ®® >Py ®Bbi to the-Winco. and lis- crews made safe landings elsewhere, even though prefty fruity m spots, with us. He’s useful, too, for ft’s
farmers in those, districts where ‘'Ye got lost on a radio approach in AU spots. A fter a series of laughs, handy tb have some one to workrattle
this crop can be succe^fully grown, stuff for the third time.- Funny how
Soy beans are an important all missed so many trains al- 
source o f. vegetable oils fo-r t h e ® ® ^ ®  ®^  - the stories were
manufacture of soaps and shorten- J '® ^ y “ ^®rkers. 
irtg, as well (IS being neces^ry for ■=’ "— r-r- •
many industrial uses. Dear Mum:
•a 70 m.p.h. wind, ran out of gas we went to the C^e Royale for a your throttles, mixture, and pitch. ing and bathrooms. Will try to send
A  bomber flying from London to ter of letter-writing, but the world
Buy the new Victory Bonds.
and landed at a lucky drome—and turkey dinner which lasted more until one is used to the rather ‘^ d -  2^  f  bopk on it, i f  one is available,
there we found the baled-out crew, than two hours . . .  After goodbyes gpeed” • take-off of these kites; ®ld,
all well and still not believing ft! to every one, thinking I ’d not see They’re very nice to operate and t®°, as is TTie Bucks . On toe pre-
A ll in all, we were a lucky course, them all for another six months or aje gg smodto as oil in' toe air— sent clear,^moonlit, fro^y nights one
thouto bady shaken at times. So we so; I arrived back to tod  the East- thbugh I  stiU consider them a "pro- ?™®st ^  a cMuple of cavahe^ 
were posted to “Ops.” em venture washed out for the fgssi^al” pilot’s plane Landing is ®
We three were toe only crew to time being; anyway. We’re all tak- delicate but quite easy'and toe-field ed*^^u? W^to^ee^verv------------------------  Hudsons, of vision far better than on the old ®°’ “ y “ ®^® ^ ®*^ y sisters.
some Blenheim. And once on toe deck, as ~ ' ~
flying at O.T.U. (Oper- beautifully laid out with to e  lawns nme in u ^ iv e w  rear, we go te a vvith all American commercial typ- Cork is used in the manufacture 
ational Training Unit) in a flourish tod a first-rate mess—makes our far-off land: es, the brakes can be abused freely of linoleum, mats, penholders, bottle
My crew like these Hudsons, al- without finding yourself" gazing at tops and numerous other items.
Again I  am far behind in the mat-
Halifax to "Vancouver and back.
Hence the urgent need to conserve of hard work and long flying hours, O.T.U. look like a jungle. And we
gasolinc/for military puiposes, and putting in as much as seven hours received some rare treatment, for though we’ve not yet been up. ib ey  the worms and battered props.
thus help to win the war. logged time in the air per day. The when we were doing toe rounds of are very roomy and more modem "George” , that most experience
Much of Canada’s supply is being 
d iverte  to war industries. .
AH * fill
ftOEtJ
Hi
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Classified Advertisements
iwruijr live wunli, tcuiji; atiti*
tAoiiail WMiJ» *»r«c tent 
I I  Cvpy u Ai*.cuini .*HkhI by t;»»h oi actouiii 
i» panJ wwhm i ‘V.^  weeW» Jrom (i*l« ol 
u«uc. a dnvcuu.a oi tv^vniy iivc cci»lfc 
’ wiH be marir. I bu» a iwruly tive wyftl 
*<jvertiiM,'iTifiit actwinpaiucU by or
«ks to*t« twenty live
IN MEMORIAM
THE CHURCHES MAINWARING
LAUDS WAR 
PROGRAM
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
C H R IS T IA N  SC IENC E  
SO C IE T Y
<_"ornri" UmsjfcnJ A»«r. «uJ Si
THANKS TO MEUCHANTS
Tills Society Is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First Church of Speaker
■ REGOKY—In luviitf memory of C'hrlst, Sctoillst, in Boston. Massa­
chusetts. ‘ ^ ........
Kelowna. March 2, l'Jt2.
'i'o the Eitor, Kelowna Courier: _ „
May v^ c use the medium of your a lilUe seed, or the grower who can
l»m*J within two wrtV 
centfc. 2-j* cecC
G1________ __ ____  ^ ______ ^our dear mother, Mary Gre gory, „
who passed away at Tranquile, E'cb. ^'bool. 0.45 a.m., first
lUth 1941 third Wednesdays, lestirnony Jaecs-
~ . - , . ,, . ’ ‘ Ins. * P »n- Kcadlng K<x*n op«aa
. ‘Lo'ri^VueC^ue’io Oi.!* ^ e  loved hcr, yes. no longue can Wednesday afternoon, 8 to 5 pJn.
Ikiiiiil ctaiKc u' If" cciiti i f  ii.ailt. tCll, -------------------------------------------- -
KitJi iiMiuil mid sroup ot uut iiiuic tlisn How deep, how di’arly, and bow 
Jiv* ligutt* touiii* >■ one woiJ. . well'
AdvBrtii.cmciil» for (hit culimiii «hould l>* „ i
tu Tlic Courier Office uot later than four Christ loved lier, too, and thought 
'i'clot:l< oil Wediicaday aftcruoou. * it best.
To take her liorne witli Him to 
rest.
Inserted by her loving Husband 
and Family. 32-lp
For Victory Loan
Drive Describes Expansion paper, on behalf of Uie Kelowna not get his apples olf wiUiout a Jap.
lA/-,,- Tr.diictrtr ^nrl A ir  Hiiit, tu thank all those merctiants This is bunk. Of coun>o'. if enough 
in  vvdr rnuusuy aim answered the re- Japs can be brouglit i»». or tmougii
Truininjr quest made by U*e Hun. J. H. ilsley of anyone t‘lse, an abundance of
Ujf niyjnwf rpeeia! Victory IjMin ad- labor, we would have competition
T H E  U N IT E D  C H U R C H  
O F  C A N A D A
WANTED
Kin,t Uiiilrd, corner Uiefater St. and 
Ucriiartl Avenue
MiiiUter: Kev. W. W. MePhersoa. 
M.A.. n.Th.
WANTED—Flat top desk. StatemeuBurement of top, number
Orgaiiiat and Choir Leader: 
Cyr.f S. M o.»«p , A.T.C..M.. E .T.C .L.
of drawers, condition, price. 
Box 01, Kelowna.
P.O.
32-tf
R A N T E D —Uuildliig7 U  you deeido
to build, why don’t you see 
Fred WostradowB^,) building con­
tractor, for reasonable estimates or 
Phono 702-Ll. 35-lfc
HELP WANTED
WANTED—Kcllablo man to suc­ceed H. F. North us Rawleigh 
dealer In Armstrong locality, 2,716 
families. Selling experience unneces­
sary to start. Everything furnished 
except cur. Splendid opportunity 
to step Into a permanent and profit­
able business where Rawleigh Pro­
ducts have been sold for nearly 30 
years. Good profits for a hustler. 
For particulars write RAWLEIGH’S, 
Dept, W.G. -141-10-C, Winnipeg, 
Man., Canada. , 32-4c
ANNOUNCEMENT
The business of the
FE R R Y  SE R V IC E  
S T A T IO N
formerly operated by A. H.
DeMaru has been sold to
Mr. & Mrs, E. Chamberlain 
Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlain have 
been residents of Kelowna for a 
number of years and extend a 
welcome to all motorists to call 
in and visit them. 32-lp
Monthly Family Service 
I.ciitcii Talks
11 a.ni. The Ideal Kingdom. 
7.30 p.rn. James—'I’he Man
Silence.
ion dollars every day on our war 
elfort. Naturally you wonder wliere 
this large amount of money is com­
ing from, and ■  ^ the lliings that
should giv' lidenco is Uiut
We have mure mey in Canada
DIPTERS FROM J. II, CROSS
JAi’ANESE INETL'l’RAlTON
Kelowna. B.C.,
Okanagan Mission, March 3, 1942. Feb. 26Ui, 1942.
'I’o the Editor, Kelowna Courier: To U»e Editor. Kelowna Courier:
_L.
WAN'TED—Pocking^ House Mana­ger to take full charge. Apply,
giving references, experience and 
salary expected. Westbank Co­
operative Growers, J. W. Hannam, 
President, 32-2c
Th e  Kelowna Branch of the Cana­dian Legion, in conformity with 
the Constitution, Article 9, para. 12, 
invite applications from Members of 
this Branch, in good standing, for 
the positions of Secretary, two re­
gular stewards, and one relief stew­
ard. ' Applications must be in the 
Secretary’s office on or before the 
ninth (9th) day of March, 1942, lUnd 
should give particulars ol the quali­
fications lor the position desired. 
A  list of the duties required is on 
the Club notice-board. 32-lc
Insurance Agency
WANTED
Experienced agent wishing to lo­
cate in Okanagan Valley would 
consider purchase of established 
agency. Reply, giving amount of 
premiums (annual and three 
years) in force and names of 
companies represented. Corres­
pondence itreated in strictest con­
fidence, Box 36, Courier. 32-lp
EVANGEL
TABERNACLE
230 Bertram St.
Pastor— P^. S. Jones
Sunday Services
9.55 a.m. School 
11.00 a.m. Worship.
7.30 p.m. Evangelistic Rally
Where Religion is Enjoyed
32-lc
, . , , , It is foolisli for i>cople to ask at Dear Sir.
today tliaii at any tune in lier ills- what wa.s the meeting at 1 iiave hud the pleasure CO of
lory. We could very easily subscribe okanagun Mission culled for and reading two letters in your paper 
one billion dollars to this loan if uccoinpllsh. I believe over tlie signature of J. H. Cross. I
we really took the war effort scri- responsible for calling the am still wondering whether Mr.
♦  ously, and we could do the same meeting were Imbued witlt the same Cross lacks Intelligence and fore- 
thing again in three months from Courier, also tlie Pen- sight, whetlier lie is a fifth column-
now, because tlie money is available, Herald—wanti^d, action. ist, or whetlier he is basing his judg-
‘‘Since the war started, we have Kirst of all, it is tlie inliltrullon ment of the Japs on what he him- 
udded seven hundred and fifty the Valley that we want to self would do, were ho living in
thousand workers to our pay-rolls k  |s japs tliat are coining. Japan, and the British were likely
throughout Canada, and this works personally, I would have taken the to invade that country. If the first 
out approximately at four million game steps to combat this, hud It is the case, he is very likely to get 
dollars per day, which is the amount i,een any other nationality. It is be- a rude awakening some day soon, 
we spend each day on our war eauso we are at war with Japan, when one of his very courteous Jap 
effort. This Is all new earning pow- |g cause. neighbours sticks a bayonet or knife
er, and of course prior to the war From (he tone of the meeting,* I into his rear and says ”So sorry 
we had a tremendous national in- would say that there arc many who please, we boss now.” I f  cither of 
come, so it should not be difficult Icnow what war means, cer- the other alternatives apply, then
for us to very quickly over-sub- tajpiy jjot total war. The local issue there is only one suggestion and 
scribe the present loan. j^ad to be brought out. To be ex- that is that he be interned together
"Another thing that should give us growers have defended with all his Jap friends, so that he
great confidence is the fact that we their employing Japs. Now, if I w ill not be parted from them and 
have trained one hundred and thir- understood that meeting correctly, perhaps fight against them, 
ty thousand workers In Canada since jt ^^t oppose very strongly those I disa.gree with Mr. Cross that the 
the war started to do some specific employing them. I would almost go people of Kelowna are slipping a
Twenty-fourth Annual Provincial joh. These people are engaged in the say it  gave the farmers little bit. I think the people of B.C.
B ull Sale
AND
Fat Stock Show
K A M L O O P S , B.C.
March 1 1 , I Z
W. R. TRENCH
I .IM IT E D
POSITION WANTED
POSm ON Wanted — E i^rienoedwoman bookkeeper with gener­
al office,experience. Can do steno­
graphy. Write Box 38, The Courier, 
or Phone 283-R. 31-3o-
STOM ACH .
distress
manufacture of practically every going__get all the Japs you as a whole are slipping a lot in not
typo of war equipment, and are a want If it is correct and good busi- forming themselves into properly 
most important factor in the tre- ^^ ggg growers, would it not organized and trained guerrilla
mendous production that we have q  forty or four hundred— bands. We should demand arms and
now attained. every farm a Jap? ammunition from Ottawa or acquire
"You have heard about the Brit- solve anything, merely them from some other source. We
ish Commonwealth A ir Training g^ j. ^ f^^  people thinking, which Is could at least try to defend our 
Plan, and it should give us confld- gjj fjjg good. I cannot get over homes then.
ence to know that we are training another fact, the same old story— I  am not a panic merchant, but If
at the present time twice the num- must not’ hurt any one’s feelings, anyone thinks the Japs are going to 
ber of men that this plan was orig- ^g gentlemanly about it— invade Canada and the United States 
inally intended to handle. We are beautiful fifth column phrases. through the front door, they are
using ninety-two Training Schools, j  believe that when the Dominion crazy. They did not do it at Hong
one hundred and thirty-one estab- Government does really act—and Kong nor Singapore and they will 
lishments, eighteen hundred and eventually it w ill be forced to—it not do it here. Parachute troops 
sixty buildings, and these stretch ^g^ humane practices in deal- can be dropped at different points 
from Halifax to Victoria. We are with toese people. By this time throughout the interior. We might
using four thousand training planes, Japanese vmuld welcome such see then why. all the polite little
and they are flying over one miUion ^ move.It is not humane to tell these Japs have been buying new high- 
. miles daily in training these pilots neo„ie «Get out and go where you powered cars and trucks this last 
.Mbei^ ranchers practice ot fj-om various parts of the Empire, „ under like circumstances, we year. What a dandy ready made
investing price of 4, and 5 steers j f  Canada did nothing else, she Qm-selves would be at a loss to know transportation system they have for
in each ranch bull purchased. could feel intensely proud of the where to go. A  very a mobile army. One does not have
Apply Special Fares- contribution she is making to the minority, for their own selfish to think very hard to realize that
Empire war effort through the med- interests w ill take them in, aUeg- any help in the way of men and
120 HEAD OF REGISTERED 
SHORTHORN, HEREFORD 
and ANGUS BULLS 
425 Head of Choice Grain 
Fitted Beef
THURSDAY, MARCH 12
Sale of Beef 9.00 ajn.
Sale of Bulls 1.00 p.m. 
BUY QUALITY BULLS
Railways and Coach Lines
relieve - THE DISCOMFORT; 
OF A heavy meal WITH.
Committee prepared to piir<*ase ium of this training plan.  ^ ina^labor shortaga^ equipment must come from the east
FOR RENT D IA -B IS M A ^
Fo r  RENT—Modem home close in. Three bedrooms, living room
with fireplace, dining room, modem, 
bright kitchen, sleeping porches, 
large verandah, furnace, good gar­
age and woodshed. Would include 
frigidaire, electric range and wood 
range, if desired. Vacant March 20. 
Apply, Gordon’s Grocery, Kelowna.
32-2C
; An onfacld powder and alkan*-f;r!| 
■^Ing agenL'vTake it ofte/ meqli,or^-t 
■ whenever on abnormal,bmoonf^p* 
acidity In the stomach brings 
i” uncomfortable feeling.Sold, orily,,,^  ^
by '
Fo r  Rent— Comfortable, three-roomed furnished suite.v Borden
Apartments. Phone 624-Rl. 25-tfc
F0RSA1£
Fo r  Sale—1930 Ford Coupe, ingood condition. Excellent tires.
Down payment and terms arranged. 
Apply, 211 Bertram St., or Phone 
238-Ll. * 32-lp
bulls,for persons unable to attend; “When the war started, wS had n^v^Tmne' burthat was noor ex- Also' one has only to think for a 
Write: SECRETARY-MANAGER, approximately five hundred thou- ^ygg u,jg ^ n te r  moment of what transportation fac-
515 Columbia St., Kamloops, B.C. sand square feet of space devoted when are we going all out to win ilities we have from there, to see
31-2c to the manufacture of aircraft, and organize our labor re- how easily this can be cut off by
we employed less th ^  one thousand sources’  You may have been good even a small army of occupation in 
people. Today, we have over five ^ bond, but that is far B.C. „
million square feet of floor space fj-om all Every man, woman and A t  the outbreak of war. we formed 
devoted to the manufacture of aero- ^bild must give their best. an illegal body here in Kelowna and
planes, and we employ forty thou- j hear once in a while, “Well, T called ourselves the Home Guard, 
sand people in this great industry. work; that is my busi- I  would suggest that we reform this
Our plane construction this year jjggg.. gjjd “I f  I employ Japs, that body and really get down to bust- 
w ill reach at least thirty-six hund- ’ business also.” Iii my opinion, ness. Even if it takes up all our 
red machines.  ^ . it is the nation’s business. I  am go- spare, time, it will be better than
“We have two hundred and forty strong at sixty-two. Others just giving up all we have worked-for 
thousand men in our Army; ninety- ^  capable have not done a single aU our lives, without even a chance 
three thousand in our A ir Force; day’s work this winter, unless talk- to fight. ^
tweiity-seven thousand in our Navy, is work. I  refuse to apologize . Don’t be lulled to sleqp by'the Mr. 
and one hundred and fifty thousand when I  criticize those Crosses and think all the enemy al-
of these men are serving overse^. advocate using Jap labor from iens i i i the country are good Canad-
Surely this is something that shouW ^ purely personal interest. ians. They are no more so than Tve
effort,
A&M
M E A T  M A R K E T  
Phone 320 Free Del.
E A T
M O R E
A & B
.MEAT
Its DAYS’ SBaA SUPPLY
Help you to Resist 
W I N T E R  I L L S
Fo r  Sale—$1,800 cash buys this in­vestment, 6 rooms and bath.
, for Health !
W e darry only the best 
meats available.
Try a Roast,  ^ Steak or 
Chops today !
centrally located, close to all schools. 
^(Iso farms, large and small. Special, 
23 acres, $3,500. Phone 3-Ll and 
ask Aberdeen, R.R.F Kelowna, B.C.
32-lc
WE WILL PAY YOU
Fo r  War purposes, will sell Plati­num diamond bar pin and gen­
uine topaz necklace at half price. 
Write, P.O./Box 1028, giving phone 
number. / 32-lp
CASH
REFUND
NOTICE
La d ie s , prepare for Easter. Haveyour new Suit or Dress made to 
rheasure by Ronnie’s Dressmaking 
Shop, Pendozi St. See the new pat­
terns and, designs. 32-4c
«OR A  SQUARE DEAL in Plumb­
ing, Heati .’^ .g and' Sheet Metal 
Work ‘phone 164 or 559-L. 
SCO’TT PLUMBING WORKS.
have over three hundred, 
ships have helped to convoy seven 
thousand ships to> Great Britain,, 
which ships have carried forty-two 
and a half million tons of cargo.
_____ ________ ______________________ “ We. have seventeen major and
fifty-eight Smaller shipyards manu- 
^ it facturing naval vessels , of one type
give us confidence in our war effort, “  on  the fifth column, we must be would be good Germans or good 
“If there is one branch of our may be too, late three Japs, if the positions were reversed,
service that has been criticized, it be Thank you, Mr. Editor,
is the Navy, and yet they are doing whatever the cost. GUr losses . Yours truly,
a magnificent^ job. m e n  the war terrific and can be worse. The 
started we had only fifteen ships in
the Canadian Navy, and nowv we ^  ^  **M *Awm f *
OKANAGAN UNION *
W. CHARMAN.
-More About-
LIBRARY HAS 
BUSY MONTH
BOARD 
OF TRADE
FOR EACH EMm
Schick
Injector
BRASS BLADE 
CARTRIDGE
GOOD VALUES
IN
U S E D
T R U C K S
BEAUTIFUL Rowers and plants
for ^ le. Phone your order or 
come and see our selection, reason­
able prices. Corsages, w ad in g bou­
quets, fuperal wreafes and sprays. 
Flowers telegraphed anywhere. 
Richter Street Greenhouses, comer 
Richter and Harvey. Wm. Andeiwn, 
Manager. Day phone 88, night 
Vione 624-R2. '
CORNS and Callouses mean misery.Lloyd’s Thymoiated' Corn and 
Callous Salve means instant relief. 
50c at P. B. Willits & Co:, Ltd. 
Phone 19, Kelowna, B.C. 32-lc
OUR equipment enables iis tomake a better job of your heavy 
household flat-work, for less money 
than it takes to do it at home. Just 
try ! Kelowna Steam Laundry Ltd. 
Phone 123. 28-tfc.
For THRIFTY Sliopiiers!
The New Miracle MODESS with 
inolj^ re-zonin0-rlii a U s eeo« 
nomical package.
4 8 1 ;?  8 5 c
’28 IN T E R N A T IO N A L  
1%  ton.
’28 C H E V R O L E T  
D E L IV E R Y
’31 F O R D  D E L IV E R Y
’34 D O D G E  2 ton
’36 F O R D  D E L IV E R Y
’37 C H E V R O L E T  
D E L IV E R Y
BEGGMOTOR 
CO., LTD.
----------„   ^ J J ■ _ From Page 1, Column 8
or another^There are five hundred Total of 3,850 Books Lent Dur- ■ ^
separate factories making equip- Fehn iarv— — New Books i^a^er, a further wire was sent to
ment for pur naval ships. Altbgeth- ^  Hoh. Ian Mackenzie suggesting that
er, in these factories and shipyards 
we employ over forty thousand 
people.
Added R. G. Rutherford be appointed a 
member of the Security Commiss-
Kelowna, B.C.
_  . During February, 1942, 3,850 books ion. The Minister’s reply to the re-
“Our prograiTi of building large circulated in the Kelowna branch quest was that the B. C. Security 
cargo ships is simply amazing, and qj ^be Okanagan Union Library. 'Commission had already ; been ap- 
British Columbia yards alone w ill (Ejaculation figures are divided in'to pointed, its members being Austin 
launch four of these ten-thousand- following classes: General c. Taylor, chairman, Acting Corn-
ton cargo vessels during one day 5^. philosophy, 46; religion, missioner F. J. Meade, R.C.M.P., and
this week. We have actually launch- 30. gQgjojQgy 49. language, 5; nat- Assistant Commissioner John Shir- 
ed one hundred and thirty-six cor- science, 39; useful arts, 84; fine ras, B. C. Provincial Police. Mr.
vettes and mine-sweepers, and, as gj.jg^  70. literature, 80; travel, 202: Mackenzie recommended that Mr.
you know, this type of vessel is the bio^aphy, 343; history, 118; total Rutherford might be appointed to 
terror of the submarines. lion-fiction, 1,093; fiction, 1,984; to- the advisory board.
“We have built and delivered two igi adult, 3.077; children’s books, Monday’s meeting the Board
himdred , thousand ariny vehictos in 773; grand total, 3,850. of Trade executive, together with
Canada, and are turning one off the several new books have been add- Mayor G. A. McKay and T. F. Mc- 
production lijne e'yery three minutes to the Kelowna shelves during -^iiugjjjg^ heard a report * from 
of every, jtwentjr-four hour day. the month. A  1942 edition of the En- Rutherford on his meet-
• “We. iiave ipl^ufactured cwelve gygiQpggjjig Britannica is on the jpg in Vancouver on Sunday with 
thousand Bren machine ^ua reference shelves, taking the place the B. C. Security Commission. Mr.
now have production-in mis vital gj ^ 1937 edition. This may be used Rutherford stated at the outset that 
and deadly piece of war eqmpmeirt jn the room but. not taken home, be had been imable to. advance mat- 
up to a volume of two thousand j^ggggggj^ to ask at the desk for jgj-g “The attitude of the Coiiimiss- 
each month. : _ . .,v the Volume that'you wish. Any-one was decidedly uninterested,”
“We have delivered uine nuluon needing books bn mechanics and sjbe Kelo'wna representative stated, 
heavy shells and ten imlhon sbeit gu^gj. guig^ subjects Yirill also please “and, after giving the matter care- 
cases. . „ ask at the desk. ' ful consideration, I  feel that perhaps
“We have manufactured five bund- some of the new titles amongst jbe best course would he miy re- 
red thousand bombs.
Soviet Union cannot win tlie ivar 
lor you. or tlsw Clijneii.«. '17i« win­
ning of the war doe-5 not rest on a 
grower wiuj eny>loys a Jap to grow
Speaking to tlie crowd which fill- vcrtis>ement» and also Uiose oilier vvitii labor as to who could get tlie 
cd tlie 1.0.0.F. Hail for the Vic- anns wlio presented tlic prizes for job, and tlie lowest price gets tlie
tory Loan concert on February 21, tpe .School Essay Coinpeti.ion. job.
W. C. Mainwarmg, of Vancouver, This co-oiieraUon has been very When shall we rise to the hcigiit
described Canada’s war elTorl as loueli appreciated and has been of of Canadians? Let us be Canadians
follows: great assistance. first; growers, second.
“At tlie present time we are CECIL U. BULL . JOSEPH IVENS.
spending approximately four mill- g . A. MclCAY.
OUR PRICES ARE COMPETITIVE
SMALL WHITE BEANS
Hand 4 lbs.
picked .. 4 25c
GOLDENLOAF CHEESE 
I ’sVz s !'S
20c 35c 65c
For Belter Waahlng
LUX p„ pu, 42c 
4 '“ 25cLUXSOAl'
CANNED PEAS
Sieve 5 Stand, 
tins
for ........ 19c
Nabob Tea
2 “; ^ . ..............$ 1 . 4 7
GOOD TEA—SPECIAL PRICE
SlUtEDDED WHEAT
21c2  pktsfor \
DeLUXE COFFEE
Fresh 
ground. lb. 50c
ORANGES
WILL BE DEARER
owing to frost in 
California.
LAST CHANCE AT  THIS 
PRICE!
Size 252’s
dozen 
for .. 80c
SUNKIST GRAPEFRUIT
Full of juice
Size lOO’s, 50c
dozen
SUNKIST LEMONS
Size 360’S
Per
dozen ................. 35c
mj; W E  L E A D  IN
FRESH
VEGETABLES
. , . and stock them as in. 
season, providing the 
quality is goodj>
W E  H U Y  ’EM  R IG H T  
H A N D L E  ’E M  R IG H T  
' S E L L  ’E M  R IG H T
P H O N E  30 E A R L Y — To ^nsure Delivery
Plan
Ahead
GORDON’S
GROCERY
Save
Rabber
GREYIIOUND
T O
V A N C O U ^ ' E R
$ 1 2 .2 5  Return
Plus War Tax
T IC K E T S  O N  S A L E  M A R C H  1st to 15th 
21 liay  Return Limit
Buses leave Kelowna daily, 6.15 a.m:, and on Thursday and 
Sunday at 3.00 pm.
Phone 52 or write
G R E Y H O U N e  L IN E S
PENTICTON, B.C.
BIRTHS a daughter. *GAGNON—A t the Kelowna Gener-
- . , " the'clrculatihg books are:, “ Wind- si^ation from"the advisory 24 ° M ? ^ ^
During the year 1941 our explos- g^gpj. ,, phase; “Frenchman s Creek, ___r.;„ •Wr.cr.i+ai r.., satm-Finv •B’oKT.narrr t94Z, to ivir. ana Mrs. J. m.
ive? p r o d u a i in « . ^ e d  the entire of i r B S , ' t o
production of the  ^1914-18 war, and jhe Pacific,” Puleston; “TomorroAV ^  ‘ g j^gj.. Scott, of Ke
^  30 40 SO G o m e .”  Almedingen; “ Mr. T_T—. 4.t%n4- _... _■
PEP, VTM, VIGOR, Subnonnal? - — producing heavy guns, :  “j * ■> 'Martin-"‘Roosevelt Die- «ere, oemg ^ em-irciy convex**- ary 22, 1942, to Mr. and
Wimt nonnaljpeiV:riaj^gr. naval guns, mti-aircraft guns, ma- g^ Democrat?” Johnson;’ “The ®be jman^se *’from”'the C^^t af Spracklin, of Kelowna,mins and almost everv type ,'n v.nirianrt ” the Japanese irom me i-oasi as . ^
Hospital, Gagnon, of Kelowna, a daughter.
lowna, a son. NORTHEAST— A^t the Kelowna
General Hospital, on Wednesday,
Northeast, o f Westbank,
1 pep,
Try Oatre* Tonic Tablei 
tonlca, atlmnlanta.
aids to noroud pop —~  —• -z . — o—**------ . , , -
Get a special Introductory size for w y  are producing ' light and
35<f. Try this aid to heavy tanks, and our productionat aU aood drug storea ^each two hund-
tion her b in nti el  cern  Mrs. R. L  
ed with the problem^^f Spracklin, of Kelowna,-a son.
Jfos. Haunted House in Xlngiana,; I »S w e . ,  In faJv ?S. M E I^m O B ^A t too Gen
Price.
today. For sale ll g 1
Rutherford stated that Commiss­
ioner Meade suggested that the Ok-
“We have aU thought of this war anagan be patient and sympathetic
_ ^  . . .
 . '
TUPMAN— A^t the Kelowna (jreneral
eral Hospital, on Tuesday. Feb-
ruary 24. 19^. to Mr. and Mr?. to ^ ^ n d  Mrs
Lawrence Melchior, of Rutland.o  ^ man  ^ of Kelowna, a daughter.
EVANS— A^t the Kelowna General
25c 25cRIBELIN’S M AIL ORDER FnnSHING 
DEPARTMENT
Any roll of 6 or 8 exposures printed 
and a free enlargement for 25c,
and return postage 3. ^
12 reprints and enlargement, 35c. ^  
BIAIL ORDER ONLY g
Reprints, 3C each. P.O. Box 1556
28-tfc
COMING EVENTS
For coldsy 
upset stomachy 
acid indigestion
Q N  Tuesday, March. lOtb, at 3 pm..
CCFD D T T IT  'nf +hi  ^ masnifleent velt’s war, or Stalin’s w’ar, but re- ion in facilitating the exodus from that for Mr. Rutherford to remain Hospital, on Friday, F e b ru ^  27,FEB* BUILDING recS^d we haveTiterally tlmusands ally we have not thought of it  being the coast defence area. H an areas a member of the board, knowing 194^ to Mr. and Mrs. E. V  Evms,
r r / W A I  01>1 o fa S -^ h a ir  criti^ ^^ ^^  ^ our war; yet. whether we like it or in the province objected to Japan- that the Security Commission were Of Kelowna, a son.
l U l A L  vou numerous redsons as to w h f not, this is the war of each and every ese settlers, ^the^ Comimssioner definitely unconcerned with the b a u ER—A t the Kelowna den era l
- Canada is failing in her war effort, one of us, just as much as it is of stressed that the Commission and problem m the. Valley, coifid serve '  Hospital, on Friday, February 27,
— : and when you question these indiv- the great leaders I  have mentioned. toe _Government would be in a v e ^  no purpose. “Such action^ w ill 1942, to Mr. and Mrs. John, Bauer,
Permit Issued For $3,000.00 ;dnnl<! vou flnd^that they are woe- “I  do hope that there is not a Can- difficult position. A  query by the supply tie our hands, stated Mr. g j ^ gg^, •
Residence for W . Metcalfe f„iiiv imnrant and uninformed. I adian who feels he or she is.mak- Kelowna representohve as to dis- McWilliams, “and fails to recognize __ . ' _  .
/ nmila- hrlicvc that thi' inf>' n Rkcrifice when they ourchase position after the war was brushed j^e realities of the situation.” Don BASHAM—A t  the Kelowna General
Buildimr ner^^irXures for Feb- criticized our Vtotory Bonds bearing 3 per cent aside with the statement that they. Whitham agreed with Mr. McWil- HospiM. on ^^turday, February,
Building pernut f i ^ r ^  for t  o who idly cnticizw in a interest because all that the indiv- had no time for consideration of ijams, while Mayor McKay and oth- 28, 1942, to Mr. and Mrs.. John
sho^ ’th^ a total of $7 314 00 vras is- nositio^^o offer some constructive idual is’doing is endeavoring to pro- such matters at presento On being efs were inclined to let 4he appoint- Basham, of Westbank, a daughter.
sued-durtog the D^tm ont^ Suggestion as" to how we can im- tect themselves and protect the advised by Chairman Taylor that ment rest for furtoer consideration. coLE S —A t the Kelowna (^neral
est permit was foS $3,000.00 ik u e d fo im v fw h a t  4  are doing, is a N o . l  freedom that we have been taught hts_services wotfid not ^be^ Hospital, on Saturday. _ February ^
W. Metcalfe for residence construe- saboteur in Canada today. ’This is to believe is our birtn-rignt.
. _ ' • «  « T A  1 AXVI&y X wC* I f yJlM. • kjd vUx VXQ I A %*k/X UdX J
further and that the Commission erence of opinion in regard to the £8 1942 to Mr. and Mrs: Henry
Uc„.LFuU .Ut of pormlte Issued dur- „ „  „™e to criticize u „ lc «  we arc ™  g S  c^ rJo^ r^  S S S S  town’s ?  t S u W  to  j T I l S d
labor shortage had to be met, he ONOH-^At the Kelo'wna Gieneral
in the Anglican Parish Hall, a 
Sale of Home Cooking and Plants 
w ill be held under the auspices of 
the Parish Guild. .Mtemoon teas 
w ill be served. A ll arC welcome
A 32-lc
W. R. TRENCH
r iE Annual Meeting of the Gor­don Campbell Preventorium will 
be held at tiie Royal Anne Hotel, Phone 73 
Thursday, March 19th, at 8.00 p.m.
32-2C
' LTD. '
Drugs and Stationery 
We prepay postage on all noaU 
orders.
Kelowna, B.C.
ing Feb. are as follows; E. New- able to do so constructively, 
ton, store addition $400.00t^W. Met­
calfe, residence 
ly, addition to 
Famous Players 
quge $650; Fumerton’i 
zanine floor $250;
g a S i l S ' S o » m “ ' S t e i r i t o c c c t o t  S ;  C toaii,:rton” r c i ;  to a  S r. SuthTrSto’s ~ A ;. iS i^ - to ;G ;-c h ” ^ s S s , «
' SitotoOCda ir -  - - -  C LO S^A X  .be K e ..w „a>n cra .
: H  to ig b id to b  to, tbe ? „ " / A 's .s . ia  b 4 i „ b o t o ^ . S r S S i r s S ’ ta i s ? K S t o “ t o g ^ c S . £ «  to £
' with this •view and took the position arrange for publicity over the air. Close, a son. v , .px vx/ak/axai.^  xa vaaMk. xi« ^  ** w --- -—
overfeeding or lack-of fresh water, the war is very close to us. Canada..
$t (-f
'h r
. .. .1 . ' ■
PA O B  SIX T W m  jsam js tm m ik  S W W *
S W E E T
CAPO RAL
C I G A R E T T E S
Kelowna Creamery Ltd. Returns
President and Board lor 1942
OKANAGAN MISSION
■pfve/>enZ
BOYSCOUT 
COLUMN
tat Kelawaw TrMttD"
Troop Flrsftl 
Self Laatl
W . R. Powlcy Again Heads 
Active Kelowna Industry—  
D. K. Gordon Ke-clcctcd 
Secretary-Manager —  Divid­
end Increase
A public iiteeUng waa held In Ok- 
snagun Mission school house last 
F»id:*y. Febm^ry 27Ui, to discuss 
Ure Japstnete sltuaUorc Mr. T. W. 
WilkiiuKjii took Uie chaJr, and Mr. 
MldUlleniauss acUnj a» secretary. A  
very Large ciowd attended Uic meet­
ing and no*»y more were unable 
to gain admittance.
After much discuasloii, a lesolu-
KELOWNA SEA 
CADET CORPS
'GrenrlUe"
On Itjursday, 
Corps drew up
R.C.A.F. in ACTION
A NEW RADIO FEATURE
Packed with Dramatic Thrills
0  CKOV 8.30 p.m. every Thursday, starting March 5th
Keturrj of the Board of Directors 
by unanimous vote, the re-election 
of W. K. Powlcy as President for 
March 2nd, 15M2. another term and increase o f the
Orders for week commencing Frl- dlvldand rate, proved highlights of 
day, March 2, 1042: , the twenty-seventh annual meeting
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week, Kelowna Creamery, Ltd.,
Lynx; next for duly, Cougars. was held In the Iloyal Amie
nalllcs: The troop will rally at the “ v L " "  ""
Scout Hall on Tuesday, the 10th of ^  declared in his re-
March, at i.lo p.rm  ^ shareholders that they
Wc enjoyed vciy much having ^  ^ d  eveiy rlglu U) be proud of their 
brotl^r Scouts of the 1st Ru land, jj,dustry, which had been In opera- 
Kelowna and 1st Okamgan ,„^Kclowna since 1015. The 
Mission lYoops at our rally on Tucs- up-to-date
day last, and we had a good even- Canada, and the high quality of
ing s fun together. W^ e partlcu^ ^^  butter, ice cream and other pro-
wish to thank our Mothers Auxil- ^ic high
?“ *?  ^ Standard set when the plant was“eats" pnd Mr. R  Stirling and Dr. .. . , , . ,,neratioh
Howlcy stated that Kclow- 
tho Signalling and First Aid rom- Creamery butter Is meeting with 
petitio^. There were 108 Scouts ^ splendid reception in Great Brlt-
*^ *w«*^ *^ I- ”  many letters of commenda-Wc are very glM  to welcome Into been received from users
the troop three Cubs from our 1st _ver«;e-iR He stressed that every 
Kelowna Pack who have bwn purchase of Kelowna Creamery pro-
ducts by Kelowna citizens helps 
r  ’ « ic  fan ^r, and support of local in-
•JhS DlSrict C ™ S o „ " r  has S £ „ r „ “ gsE U S .'
Just received »  Too  plant had expirlenced □ good
^ho President stated, and, al- 
mastcr of the most northern Tro p no Increase in price to the
tton. passed by Uie Kelowna Board 
of Trid «, w«s endorsed, and it was 
decided to support the Board of 
Trade in any furtlier action they 
might take to stop the InQUration 
of Japanese fron\ the Coast area to 
the Okanagan Valley.
Mrs. Jim lliompson returned from 
the Coast last week.
Miss Betty Hargreaves, who had 
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. D. 
A. Mlddlemass for the past two 
months, left for Penticton last Sat­
urday to visit her mother, who Is 
staying there with a friend. Miss 
Hargreaves la then returning to the 
Coast.
February 26, lije 
on parade for a 
short route inarch. Mr. Charman 
thouglit U»at, on the whole, too 
marching wos good, considering the 
very little squad drill we ore able 
to have in the Armory during the 
winter. But, with spring getting un­
der way, perhaps, more time will be 
spent on the parade ground. Now 
that toe Navy has adoiited marching* 
in threes, we must discard our old 
fours and learn this new business 
of marching like the Army.
To have to mention tlie fact every 
week that attendance is still not up 
to par Is getting to be too monoton­
ous. When almost half the Corps Is 
u^ent at each parade, it shows that 
something had better be done and 
right away. You boys arc going to 
And it is to be the Corps first or 
no Corps at all. To have the privi­
lege of belonging to Sea Cadets 
means attending all toe parades and 
not just turning out for a special
S C U T A M
THURSDAY, MARCH 5. 1942
Building Paper
T E S T E D  S U P E R IO R IT Y
H  Heat and Waterproof 
0  Flexible and Strong 
®  W ill Not Crack
Get the BEST—SCUTAN AIX-PVRPOSE HUELDING PAFEK at
W m . H A U G t a S O N
Established 1892
The salvage campaign Is in full 
swing, and tlie first load was hauled 
into Kelowna last Tuesday,
^ o lS *  Cu‘b lcoto ’"cS” toe‘'is t
HELP CANADA KEEP FIT
All
Health authorities agree 
that whole grain cereals 
are an essential “pro­
tective” food in peace or 
war. Nabisco Shredded 
Wheat is a whole grain
cereaL—  100%  whole
wheat, in which all the bran, wheat germ and minerals are retained. 
For general fitness, keep well nourished. Enjoy Nabisco Shredded 
Wheat with milk at breakfast every day>
THE CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY, ITD., Niagara Fall», Canada.
lormer luiu oGuut cm \iiv 4^  «  HicrVinv
st&blc A. K, Hond, of tho Roynl Con- - xi_ thirteenth cheaue ooid in 
‘'w iS  DocS^be^,‘ t a T  i f e e ^ X a t e ?  and
irs tlrB o^ to  S  he is m orfgen l this f  the c ^  
erally known \o " i f f  n/'enclosed P'^resWent
readers would like to read it. so that
we shall publish It in next week’s “  t e ^nrPQ more
S n te d  ^Ke„°'"s^d'‘ l ? r a o ™ U „ d  X a cU v fto to ve .to 'S ! Ha S e d  t o
to note t t o . lice  Ihcn Ihcrc havf ™ '„ lS l^ r t o  t o  m c 5 °? S
to 'to o fd fe r ie t " ' o t o t t o  torn “ t o  t o  hote??S“  cTrin thot district. Quoting from his ^  r^ rvrrlnn f^nanmerv
' ' ' lM ' 'w t o t o  J ? a ? “ aftoo^ch w l tory-tono^r? b r ieS rrcv teL r f t o
l i d " l l c T t o ’ o f  a 'S d “ » 5 t  t o  S ?  r . - ' i ' - I r S I *  S -  th“e end of November and at the begin- o“ t with, pride that the
ning of December, when it sent the Yh ooYv ®one ^ n t
mercury down to the 50 below only
mark!!! However, the cold weather
h^ Q hpen rpnlareH with larffp niian- time, the pricc poid represented
titles of snow, which Is j 4 t  what
the individual miners want, for they average price paid by any similar 
use the snow water for their min- organization. j ,v. <• d'...
ing operations and sluicing in the „  ^ r . Ctordon em^asized that 
spring. You would be interested to "m
go over this country with me and f
see the methods used for mining Producers. Although the Crean^^ 
gold. Also to see the old relics of ?as not been long in the rmlk dis-. 
bygone days when this country was tribution business, the com^ny ex- 
the centre of attraction in the gold Paots a ^ n  to increase the p r ^  
rush days. A t this moment I  am sit- ^he producer
ting in the Police Office, within flthough there w ill be no mcrease 
hailing distance o f the famous Klon- consumer.
dike River, and only fifteen minutes •niere were eleven Board meet-
NABISCO
SHREDDED WHEAT
walk from’ here is the equally fam- ^during the year, stated toe
ous Bonanza Creek, with its tribu- Secretary, and there had been al- 
tary, the Eldorado Creek, some attendance In
miles upstream." closing, Mr., Gordon a s s o c i^
self with the remarks of the Presi­
dent in regard to the value of the
F O R  E X C E L L E N T  JOB P R IN T IN G  SEE  T H E  C O U R IE R  to tom
Lawyer: “Then you say that this Creamery to Kelowna, and he stress- 
man was drunk?” ed that it was good business for
Witness: “I  do not. I  simply said residents to support their local in- 
tha,t. he sat in his car for three dustry by purchasing all products 
hours in, front of an excavgtiqn in of the Kelowna Creamery, Ltd. 
toe street waiting for the red light Mayor G. A. McKay briefly ex-
O u r  2 7 t h
B I R T H D A Y
IN  April of this year the Kelowna Creamery Limited celebrates its 27tti Birthday . . . . twenty-seven pleasant years of serving the residents of 
Kelowna and District with wholesome Butter, healthful Ice Cream and, more 
recently, pasteurized Milk, Cream and Kel-O-Cream.
pressed toe opinion that, if  toe citi 
zens knew the value of the indust­
ry to Kelowna, they would all buy 
Kelowna Creamery products.
D. C. Paterson, Bank of Montreal' 
manager, complimented the Direc­
tors most highly for the year’s work 
and stated that there weile few 
companies in Canada that could 
make such a magnificent showing., 
The company had increased its price 
paid to the producer, had raised its 
rate of dividend and had maintained 
the high quality of its products 
with no increase to the bussing pub­
lic, said Mr. Paterson, and was in 
a sound financial position, as shown 
by the balance sheet and profit and 
loss account.
Other officers and directors of 
Kelowna Creamery Ltd. are G. A. 
McKay, Vice-President, D. K. Gor­
don, Secretary-’Treasurer, W. R- 
Barlee and J. F. Bell. ”
R. G. Rutherford & Company 
were again appointed to act as audi­
tors for the company during toe cur­
rent year.
IN  the life of this western community, twenty-seven years of progressive industry sets a fine record. N ow  the twenty-seventh year has passed
and already the Board of Directors and Management are making plans for 
the twenty-eighth year. The Kelowna Creamery Limited feels proud of its 
accomplishmetits. It has provided a ready market and a cash income each 
and every month for the products of the producers of our district. It has 
provided a steady payroll for Kelowna men and women, and a fine, fully 
equipped Creamery and Dairy in the City of Kelowna.
SECOND KELOWNA 
SCOUTS
IN  1942 and in the years to come. The Kelowna Creamery Limited intends ' to carry on as faithfully as in the past. The company is greatly apprecia* 
tive of the loyal and faithful support accorded it by both the consumers and 
producers, for without that support it would not have been possible to 
carry on and to develop.
as another year approaches, The Kelowna Creamery Limited makes a 
simple yet earnest request: .
Be Loyal to Y O U R  Ivelo wna Business
For Your Daily Requirement— Use:
KELOWNA CREAMERY BUTTER -  FIRST GRADE
APPLEDALE BUTTER -  -  SECOND GRADE
K E L O W N A  C R E A M E R Y  IC E  C R E AM  and K.C. IC E  C R E AM  BARS
K. C. MILK, CREAM KEL-O-CPAM
K.C. Milk is our newest product and can be delivered to your home daily.
The Kelowna Creamery Ltd
Phone 84 Established April, 1915 Pendozi Street North
32-lp
• Orders' for toe week ending 
March 7:
, The Troop will rally in toe Scout 
Hall, Wednesday; March 4. Orderly 
Patrols: Seals, Wednesday, March
4; Wolves, March 11.
Last week’s meeting was opened 
with general inspection and roll call. 
An Investiture ceremony was held 
when Victor, Locke was invested 
into the Troop and he may now 
wear the official Scout uniform. 
Best of luck, Victor! After the in­
vestiture a few games were played 
for competition. About 8.30, patrol 
|i-corners were held. Most of the time 
was spent in reviewing Second 
Class work. The meeting was closed , 
by the general salute and reciting 
the Scout Promise.
Following is a report on toe pro­
ficiency badge work; Albert Neisrier, 
Artist badge; Joe Sperle, Clerk; 
Frank Paul, Gardener and Handy­
man; George Koenig, Laundry- 
man and Handyman; George Heinz- 
man. Artist; Engelbert Sperling, Ar-.. 
tist; Mike Zahara, Handyman; Rus­
sell. Crowley, Bookbinder; Bill Av- 
ender, Laundryman; Don Holtom, 
Handyman; Del Holtom, Handyman; 
Joe Schneider, Clerk, Handyman, 
Leatherworker; Andy Sperle, Laun­
dryman; George Wilderman, Artist.
,!.n many stories characiers appear 
who could not be loyal. The Scout 
Movement has a law referring to 
toe Eubjeci, “Loyalty.” I t  is the sec­
ond S-.'out Law: A  Scout is loyal. 
A  Scou, is loyal to his King, to hife 
parents, p.trol leader, employer 
and to his comrades. A  Scout must 
stick with them through troubles 
and difficulties, give them a helpful 
hand and see that he helps them 
to come out victorious. Let it never 
.be said that a Boy Scout has been 
disloyal.
J.S., Beaver Patrol.
SIGN PERMIT
A  permit was granted by the City 
Council on Monday night for the 
erection of a sign at the premises 
occupied by Modem Electric, 259 
Pendozi Street. The property is~| 
owned by Dr. J. W. N. Shepherd.
i f
>'
J I
xiaxir: I"
Mrs. C. Renfrew returned from
Edmonton last week. Mrs. Renfrew 
has been visiting her husband, Co- 
Pilot C. Renfrew, who Is stationed 
there.
parade on some celebration or per­
haps for the bun feed.
’There Is a correction to bo made 
re lust week’s column. Cadets Mc- 
Dowall and Anderson were dis­
charged two weeks ago but rejoined 
the Corps.
Orders for the week March 8-14, 
1042.
Ship’s Company will parade Mon­
day, March 9, 1915 hours; Thursday, 
March 12, 1915 hours.
Duty Watch: Port.
Duty Hands: Quartermaster, P. 
Gurr; Side Boy, S. Haivey.
Office Hands: Young, Hampson.
“JAUNTY.”
TRY COURIER WANT ADVT8.
^ 4 e  Q lU n e ^
of KELOWNA
urge everyone to help C anada 
w in the w ar by purchasing
1^1
wx-;-:-
«*X-i <
B. s.SS-C'
‘Vww.v
MORE and MORE
VICTORY BONDS
W e  are proud that Kelowna and District has reached its objective 
of $340,000.00— But let’s not stop there— Canada needs every extra
dollar available, for
THE EYES OF THE JAPS AND NAZIS ARE
ON CANADA!
Every civilian’s part in this total war is to lend Canada their 
money SO that our fighting forces will be provided with more 
weapons, better weapons, than the Japs or Nazis can produce.
T H E  JAPS A N D  N A Z IS  H A V E  A S K E D  FO R  A  T O T A L  W A R — L E T ’S M A K E  SU R E
T H E Y  G E T  IT  !
The following Chinese Merchants have made this space possible—
THE GOLDEN PHEASANT CAFE 
LEE SANG LUNG CO.
KWONG LEE YUEN GROCERY 
STORE
NEW MOON CAFE 
HOP LEE LAUNDRY
M li I
I '
(i
* \
i f
l i i i Ml *-'5hv
TBUmmAY, MAKCH I, UNtf THE K&LOWHA COUMUK PAGE SEVKH
Six Winning Victory Loan
School Essays from District
w w , wWle still we aiay. »«d  use good treedora aud we shall have h*' P  M  |> ^ P F f l A I  
it by goln,4( “all out for victory." become slaves for all our lives. IJI £is\a&/lJLi
A rtew home, new furniture, « If we lose, we siiali not be able
college career, a new wardrobe—all to keep Democracy in 
tlicse thinga which must now be It la our duty to
II DO
help
wer. 
 win the FARES MAR. 12-13
considered extravagances and lux- w«u-. , ............. . , i ' . i •
uries, of which we arc all guilty. Our brothers ahd sous are giving Day Coach Tnjik tO Vailcy Of- 
muxt be pushed aside and forgotten away tlicir lives for us. It Is not 
for the time being. Otlicrs have fair for us to expect them to fight 
made the sacrifice and a new and for us unleas we do aU we can for
d ~ l « ,  ^ a lo r o b J c c U v e ln t h c  m lnd w .  " W »  cuinol a lK rd .lo  I i v «  moil- . c . n j t o l  N « -
FEBRUARY MILD 
WITHUTTLE 
RAIN OR SNOW
UNITED CHURCH
Dr.
fered Next Week by C.N.R.
Substantial reductions on tickets
N »  }&mm
m Brm*» doorbell*, knockers, feingea,LENTEN TAUKS *®*^*'*^J^ plalcs, name plates, and
many other brags articles wlU l»« 
«bl»inablc wily frym second-hand 
W . W . McPherson W ill sho'w as a result ' of reastrlcUonsi
classes
receive a $5.00 War Savings Certificate and others In second and third 
places are given Certificates of HcriC Joan Pritchard, winner In Class 
**C," was also adjudged writer at the best essay of aU submitted. AU 
essays show a high standard of composiUon and straight thinking on 
the part of the contestants.
By JOAN ra rreu A K o
Grade 12, Class C, Group 1
of all Canadians—the grim deter- ey for our countryT" 
rnination to stand fast at any cost We should do our best to save 
Canada, our heritage, has given our home, our land and our free
us life us we know It. When she, In ' '  ‘ ................• -
her turn, calls for our aid In some- Bonds we can, the war will come 
thing which will help her to pnxitect to on end more quickly, so tlie star-
ior points served by Canadian Na­
tional Railways will be offered to
Average Maximum 40-7 And 
Minimum Average 26.3 Re­
ports Weather Observer
Give Series Beginning Next ®n tliis metal.
Sunday ------------- -------------
Commencing on Sunday, Dr. W. 
W. McPherson will give a series of 
; , , Sunday morning Lenten talks, based
February, 1942. had less WWW Umi on Lhe theme, “ IThe Kingdcaa of
tlic travelling public Thursday and tlie same month last year, when one God " as follows- 
Vlrto^' 12 «ocI 13. according inch feU. and tlie coldest day this a “ i v .  ••
dom. l t  we buy_ all the Vlct ry Staoleton. General Passen- vpar r»«e'ister»»d n lemwrature of 15 —'The *i!j^al ^uW «ct"
March 22.—'The Ideal Law—
ye egi e a t perat
ger Agent, C.N.R. 20 degrees. ITiis was far above the
Special fare tickets will be hon- coldest day In February, 1941, when
books. Bad our governments poss- us we must not fall and give her vlng may be fed- ored in day coaches only and will tlie mercurv fell to 11 above zero
essed the materials with which to death. It Is but a matter of helping We must make it so that one »in- „pp|y 1^1 C.N.R. main line sta- The avera^ maximum for Febru- 
stem Uie rising tide of enemy sue- ourse ves to happiness. djm can live pcacefuUy wltoout ^  Kamloops, im arTvI^as 4(17 a n ^ t ™
Today our democratic form of ceases, these things would never city and rural districts f ^ ln g  that an enemy would attack lYonquiUe, and to Okana- rnum, 20.3 degrees lUinfall totaUed_________ _ .•___  . t____  1___  K« lahrklllH ttri/\nanf* rwit* mrgacuenf wnr Ifr H’llga riniv wnt/ enn 1hl«I IS * . . .  — xvw«iiauaa wvcaa.ax.vagovemxncnt faces the greatest inenr have been. Wo would not now be should sponsor our present war IL The only way we can do this Is 
ace In all Its history, the menace mourning tlie loss of Dunkirk, drive. Both the farmer and business to buy Victory Bonds.
of complete extermination Thus Hong Kong, Singapore and the lives man must take it upon himself to -------
speaking, I refer to the cxtermlna- thus sacrificed. With sufficient aerial do Uie best he can. Both are pro- By ANDY McCOKMICK
Won, not only of all free poUclcs, support, the Repulse and the Prince viding themselves with means oi Group 1 Class A
but of the culture and tradition of Wales might still be afloat. Witli future security and. Without mutual
which are the fruits of those poll- sulliclent Victory Bonds buy  ^this co-operation^of^all ^^aiKCS  ^ Canadians, on the sixteenth of >nay remain at destinations until
gan Valley points south to Penlic- .34 inch and .45 inch of snow fell 
ton. , during the month.
(Jood only w  C.N.R. trains leaving Following is the complete report 
Vancouver ut p-»n-, March 12 supplied i,y Government Wca her 
and 13, the special fares provide a observer D. Chapman, 
generous return limit, ns travellers
Love."
March 29.—‘The Ideal Leader."
It is hoped that many will take 
advantage of Uicsc Lenten talks 
during these Sunday mornings.
T H R O A T  
S O R E ? ,,:/ )
ficNT common
tftrook ^  
O D
We must deny ourselves comforts 
so that no dictator will deny us our 
liberty. Buy Victory Bonds.
M* VSkVa AkUkbO k/A Wlv/Ov e»v**aax»ov.«*i, v ^  ^  • « • « t^ fl JIM I fl ft flM 'f rl4* «21 VLfH^ H I rl Ol 1 Uk kkv d MI lis vxUllC* LIIJMI
cies, and. Indeed, extermJnaUon of aerial support, we can help to keep ers, no matter how lowly or lofty the ^  Tuesday, March 17. arriving back at
fair play and equality. Which are, ailoat their sister ships. wcupation, the freedom wc hope J  coast next morning, March 18.
In themselves, the essence of demo- Let us not forget tliat Die over- for. the freedom wo fight for. the “  ® ^
whelming advantages with which freedom which must come, will havecracy. n i i a m un iu u i cco iu n i iu n  ^  itnina bnvp ih<» nrlvi. D / I D T  I  I
The forces which now oppose us the enemy entered the struggle have little chance of positive victory.  ^^ ®  ^  money to the K U oi. J. LLCIvl
are ruthless beyond all belief and yet to be overcome. The■ production Every branch of oyr fl^iting for-
determined, as never was conqueror lines of Germany, Italy and Japan cos and the nursing service is rep- "  “  “
determined before, to reduce all still stand as a challenge to us. resented by boys and girls whom “  setm iko a p v g . ^
nations, nay, all continents to a I'hese peoples, Indeed, know the wo know. Some are from the city “ ^ed in a conquer
HERE SUNDAY
3
4
5 
0
7
8 
9
10
I i “  - U  P ^ P ‘7A ’ . “ h 'lh teh  «,rni cd ^untry. they would take your Robdit J. Lecky, secretary of the
, 4. *1 money from you instead of letting B. C. Construction Control AdvisoryWhat has become of tlie nations we have.never really felt. Our Russ- bpys, fighting overseas, are proud . ., . ^  Committee will be in Kelowna on
already swallowed up by the ad- Ian allies, too, can have no i”  new^ ^ Your dollnVs w ill buy Victory for March 7 aAd 8 ne^t. Mr. Lccky rep- 11
immense conflagra- to the small individual ^xudeg their dte r l ^  have gone oyer the Canada and all the other nations of resents the Controller of Construe- 12 
tlon? We have only to turn toward which wc in Canada are wont to top In supporting a war drive. As ... « , .4. _ in B C and will be elad to 13
Europe for the answer. Scoping take so much fho^^bovi and rfr^ ’"‘‘whv "not”  nut doRars Canada wSl stay out interview'aJy executives who plan 14
past the very efficient grasp of Ger- follow their inagnifleent example ,^ these boys and girls ot Hitler's hands. additions to present equipment over 15
man censorship have come tales of And, so, Canadians, we have all you can into Canadas Victory w-ivn von gvit thnuvht (hat n man -S^ OOO
unbelievable hapjKmlngs, of terrors been asked to contribute toward Bonds and prove to them that . , forros^^iq willlnir to ^  * ____________________________
until now undreamed of. Minutely another Victory Loan. No doubt the people back home are aware of the . . . ... for • his country t ii,- „ m m * -n„
written beneath a stamp are the quota set will be obtained. Mr. Av- sacrifices they are making so un- ® ^  4t^ „ home front are onlv V ”
words. "It Is terrible. We have hard- erage Citizen, you who read this selfishly? . we j^J-^^^m e front freely, "We helped to win that war.
ly enough to eat." A  Norwegian re- now, may then relax, sigh to your- Do your share—buy all the Vic- great difference Isn't there? 
fugee brings with him the memory self and say, “A t least I have done tory Bonds you can find money to oow ’makim? an ureent
of his family murdered in their my share." But-pause to consider, pay for. The new Victory Bonds f® " X v ^ n d  u T to
home. The Greek woman who dies Ask yourself this: “What is my may be bought in denominations of  ^ P,,..
of starvation in the street, the Holl- share? Were I in Germany, Italy or fifty, one hundred, five hundred and L-anaaa,
ander and the Frenchman who can- Japan today, would it be consider- one thousand dollars and larger, and wo^nnicf‘ nHmU ixm have hnd life
not call their souls their own. all ed sufficient, and would it be re- may be paid for in convenient in- ^
can testify. '  quested, or would it be demanded stalments.
Why, we ask, were these atrocities at gunpoint?” We all know the an-
TIT-BIT
By MILTON WEISS
Age, seven
Grade 2, Okanagan Mission
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Max.
Temp.
45
31
40
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40
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45
44
38
40
45
41 
31
39
42 
37 
36 
36 
35 
31
35 
39
36 
39
permitted? How is it that the mighty swers.
British Empire, the mighty Ameri- Now we must learn to face facts, 
can Empire, could stand by and Canadians, this is your war, your 
tolerate such outrages? fight for freedom. Support it and
The answer lies in our pocket see it through with the purchase of
Victory Bonds!
By Theresa Brummet 
Group 2, Class B
(Awarded special prize)
sit up and take notice, or else this Roses are red, violets are blue; 
war w ill never be won. You better buy Victory Bonds, Average 40.7
So, Canadians, let us make this Or else the Japs will get you! 
loan go over the top, so at the end Buy Bonds. T^tal
Min.
Temp.
29 
32
. 37 
32
30 
30
32
30
33 
33
31 
28
23 
30
24
25 
22
29 
21
30 
30 
20
26 
25 
20 
21 
25 
30 
26.3
Rain
Ins.
.21
.00
.01
.04
.02
Snow
Ins.
.125
.34
.03
.05
.05
.125
.05
.45
N o  c o a r s e  h o le s , 
n o  d o u g h y  lu m p s
To pu t y o u r  f a m i ly  
" in  th e  d u m p s "  ,
F in e - g r a in e d  y o u r  b r e a d  
e a c h  t im e  y o u  b a k e
W ith  R O Y A L  Y e a s t _ _  
th e  p u re  y e a s t  c o k e
MADE IN CANADA
royal
VEAST
c a k e s
 ^Read
l|>
M O T H E R S
KIDDIES
Our country is in danger! It is 
fighting against an enemy which 
will take away the rights which 
have been won for us by our fore­
fathers. The only way we can keep 
these rights is by doing all we can 
for the war eflbrt. We, as civilians,
By E. de MONTBEUIL
___ Group 1, Class D
For Quicker Relief of -------
B C IJ C C T  YVe are now involved in a world- can help best by buying Victory 
»  wide war. Two vitally opposing Bonds.
C O L D S  principles, freedom and slavery, are Our soldiers and sailors and air- 
IL  Dliri/i c v 'c r*  • I tifu irrm in  struggling for world control. Can- men are giving their lives for us. 
US6dULKLcI  j  MQiniCSS WnllfcKUD oda is menaced from the east and They are crying for the tools which
The more quickly a kiddle'* 
chest cold Is curbed the lets 
danger there It of something 
serious developing. That’s why 
more and more mothers ore 
using Buckley's Stainless White
Rub. They Imw that a gentle ____
massage with this fost pene- 4l-?5
Iratkig, nan-greaty,stoInleu rub really brings 
amazingly fast relief. ' .
1. It Pmelrotu faiter.
2. Generates heal and vaperizos quicker.
S. Stimulates ctrculailon, breaks up conges*
Hon, loosens the hard, racUng cough, 
helps induce restful sleep.
Or your Money Bade, TWO SIZK—30e and 50c. 
BUOClErS STAINLESS WHITE RUB IS MADE BY THE 
MAKERS OF BUOdEY'S MIXTURE — CANADA’S 
tARGEST SELLING COUGH AND COLO REMEDY.
west and lies directly in the path of will enable them to overpower this 
enemy forces. We must prepare to ruthless enemy. Remember the 
cope with these grim facts and dedi- story of Judas. Are you a Judas? 
cate all of ourselves and our means Am I a Judas? Will our pieces of 
to the proud task of upholding and silver destroy or save the peace we 
responding to all that Canada may have enjoyed so long? Our soldiers 
ask of us. _ need tanks, planeis, ships, siibmar-
Canada is driving for high ob- ines and all kinds of othei^mach- 
jectives—why not? Consider how ines. Our money, lent to Canada, 
other peoples under heartbreaking wiU help supply these tools. We 
disadvantages have surpassed even can lend it by buying Victory 
higher objectives. . Canada is com- Bonds.
paratively unmolested by forces 'ITiese weapons w ill prevent the 
which tend to suck^^out that fresh enemy from getting any more food 
vigour and 2eal so essential in keep- or oil supplies. Without food the 
ing up morale and courage. We enemy cannot do much. They w ill 
must take advantage of this calm weaken and .the war wiU end more
quickly. Without the oil, their aero­
planes w ill be made useless. We 
can bring this about by each one of 
us giving our money to buy ships 
and planes to destroy their trans­
ports and to prevent them from get­
ting any of our oil wells. Therefore, 
Canada needs all the money we can 
give her.' We must give to win.
It is not fair for us to expect our 
men Jo fight for us unless we do our 
part in backii^ our aUies u p . If 
they think their lives are not too 
much to save us, we should not 
think a few  dollars are too much’ 
for them. .
The money is , needed now, not 
tomorrow or the next day. Give 
now. Never was the need so great. 
Canadians, buy Victory Bonds!
B y  T H E L M A  C lA C C IA
Group 1, C l ^  B
phone 224
.. VANCOO^. 0jC«
rre. Horn. Ddivenr
This advt. is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control 
Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
t o o k  O u t ! A  S ic k
ro u s
Do you have persistent headaches and 
backMhes? Are you tortur^ by rheu­
matic pains in muscles and Joints? A
faulty liver Is clogging your whole sys­
tem. Serious ill liMlth may result.
unh^thy, your bo’dy lacks this energy and 
becomes efueebled***")^outhfiil vim disappesff* 
Again your liver pours out bile to digest food, 
get rid o f watte and allow proper nourishment 
to reach your blood. When your liver gets 
out o f order proper digution and nourishment 
stop—you’re poisoned with the waste that 
decomposes in your intestines. Nervous 
troubles and rheumatic pains arise from this 
poison. You become consdpated, stomach and 
kidneys can’t work properly. The' whole 
system is affeaed and you feel "rotten,’’ head­
achy, backachy, dipy, tired out—a ready jpirey 
for sickness and disease.
'Iliousands o f people are never sick, and have 
won prompt relief from these miseries with 
"Improved Fruit-a-tives Liver Tablets.’’ The 
liver is toned up, the other organs funaion 
normally and lasting good health results. 
Today. 'Improved Fruit>a-tives’*.«re Canada’s 
largest selling liver taWw-TJe^ good!
"fry them yourself N O W . Let "Fruit-a-aves”  
put you back on the-road to lasting health - 
feel like a new person. 2Sc. SOc.
‘Always In Pain, Now 
Grand Relisf’'
-I au ffe red  ao 
tiadly.from rhea- 
nuitiimi ftnd ocu« 
rltls I could hardly 
walk upstair* or 
close my bands. 
A f t e r  .t a k i n g '  
Fralt-a-tive* for 
f o u r  d a y s  t h e  
swelling left my 
hands and I was 
able to climb a ladder. 1 have ao  
more bother with rheamatism or 
neuritis and advise any person 
• suSerIndasI have to use Ftnlt-a- 
tires. *niey give anick re ll^  
WUUam J. Traeay, Toronto, Ont,
‘SIchFerYi■ Veasa, In
Now Fliie'
 Hespltel—
I  bad a bad case 
of biliousness and 
'con stan t head­
aches and back­
aches. I became 
so 111 I bad to go to 
a hospital. Noth­
ing I  tried would 
heTpuntUIstaited, 
taking Fru lt-a - 
tlve*. In a very 
‘-•ahortrtlmeaiy >-■ troubles .idlaap- > 
peared. Now 1 bare no more 
beadachea or nacaacnes ana can 
' do my houseworit without help..
Mrs, B, Mtodson, tondon, Ont,
Each and every one of us has a 
part to play in this war, the fight 
for freedom. Every person knows 
what that part is—to save our money 
and help our country.
Right now, it is plain to see that 
it is the duty of every Canadian 
citizen to save for Canada. Canada, 
our land of hope and freedom, needs 
your money now. Buy that Victory 
Bond! .. •
Ask yourself this question. Is it 
not wise to look forward to the 
needs of tomorrow rather than just 
think of today? Money, hard, cold 
dollars are needed .to feed, clothe 
and eqiup pur fathe^  brothers and 
friends in the armed forces. These 
are the men who fight and die for 
the coim t^ we love. Are they to 
die in vain? Yes or no. That de­
pends on you. Come on, show up 
your true colors; buy a Victory 
Bond!
Remember the poem “Vitae Lam- 
padi,” which means “The Torch 
o f Life.” The last sentence of every 
stanza runs, "Play up, play up and 
play the game!” Are you playing 
the game? Or, on the other hand, do 
you sit by and watch the other fell­
ow play his part in the game?
This fact must be driven home, 
that YOU are a Canadian, and Can­
ada depends upon you and no one 
else.
“V” for victory is the cry heard, 
everywhere. We shall have victory. 
if  we all work together 
How lucky we are that Canada is 
our land of freedom! A  part of it 
belongs to every man, woman cuid 
child. Fight for it! Save for it!.
By Nick Brummet 
Group 2, Class A
We buy Victory Bonds to help 
our counti^. 'We should do all we 
can or we shall be defeated by ^  
enemy which is trying to take away 
our lights.^
Our soldmrs need a lot of weap­
ons, guns, tanks, planes, ships, sub- 
marinea-and . oilier tools to oypr-.' . 
power this ruthless enemy. We have 
to fight machine against machine' 
and man a ^ n s t man. We must give 
all the moneiy we can tO buy these 
weapons and keepi the Japanese, 
Germans and Italians from getting 
any more supply bases.
I f  Hitler, wins, we shall lose our
I li i I I
'.'V ' ' n'' I ' I ’j' it “ 1  ^ I ..
^ A N A D IA N S  never shall wear the shackles 
o f slavery. This is the stern determination 
o f every man and woman in the Dominion.
ButFreedommust be fought for—and paid for.
Today, more weapons, more equipment are 
a dire necessity. Victory Bonds w ill help
supply them.
AIL those serving at the battlefronts are 
relying on our support. Back them up with 
Victory Bonds.
Remember, every Victory Bond you buy is 
a sound interest-bearing investment, secured 
by the nation’s entire resources.
! I ' I
■ i l l l
'■ > I , !
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P R O F E S S IO N A L  
a n d  B U S IN E S S
Okanagan M ission  A ga in st
Uncontrolled Jap Infiltration
Heads Rotary
D i r e c t o r y
Public Meeting Proves Battle 
Ground for Personal Feel­
ings —  Supports Kelowna 
Board of Trade
AUTOMOBILES CONTRACTORS
L A D D  G A R A G E  L T D .
Dealer lor
STVDEBAKER andt AUSTIN 
CABS 4nd TRUCKS 
Massey Harris Farm ImplcmenU 
latwrence Ave. Phone ZSZ
JO SE PH  R O SSI
CONTBACTOB
Plastering and Masonry 
Ofllco - - D. Chapman Barn 
P. O. Box 12
In a mcfottng. i/i whioJi at times 
tempers tiircatened to boil over and 
on other occasions reached an all 
time low In comedy burlesque, resi­
dents ol Okanagan Mission review­
ed the question ol Jap InfUtration, 
and other matters, last Friday night.
H ie school room, in which the 
meeting was held, 
sullocation
ROTARY MARKS 
TWENTY YEARS 
AS WORLD UNIT
Rotary International Formed 
in 1922— Club Founded by 
Chicago Lawyer in 1905
On February 
Harris, u young
23, 11)03, 
Chicago
Paul P. 
lawyer,
in « ^ e r e d  w^ lth
^rawn’^ X r  sevX 'l
H O M E  GAS 
S E R V IC E  ST A T IO N  
Bert Dickens, Prop. 
Prompt, Friendly Service. 
Call In TODAY—TRY US. 
(Next to Kel. Steam Laundry)
INSURANCE AGENTS
BARBERS
S. R. D A V IS  
J. C. K E N N E D Y , C.L.U.
Maclarcn Blk. - Phone 410
S U N  L IF E  O F  C A N A D A
cusslon. W. D. Walker opened pro- 
ccedings by explaining that It was 
a public meeting called under the 
auspices ol the B.C.F.G.A. Local. 
There had been a great deal oi gos­
sip and loose allegations flying 
around, and it was tliought advis­
able to clear the air and give an
CONCERT GIVEN 
FOR WOODWARD 
WELL RECEIVED
Large Audience at Auditorium 
Enjoys Selections by United 
Church Choir— Foster MilU  
Guest Soloist
U«® i » r  Dead L«i4»n»
Over 8,000,000 letter* leceived at 
the Britiah Dead Letter Office in 
London during last year are U> help 
win the war. HlUicrty they have 
been burned, but now they w ill bo 
sent to make cartridge wads, am­
munition and mines.
; chukad noKril*. 
J«.r» Rad tub**. 
SOe. II*
M£/«TH0UTUM
l . i i t t  ItlUlOUl i iai l ,
PAUL P. HARRIS,
BARBER*5H0n
A  Clean, Friendly Shop 
Expert Work
R O Y A L  A N N E
BARBER SHOP
C. M . Horner, C X .U .
District Heprcsentatlvc, Northern 
Okanagan
MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE 
COMPANY
Office Room 2, Casorso Block
years of 
on the problems confront­
ing the busincssirum of that day.
'lliose few men who gathered at 
luncheon in Chicago that day agreed 
with enthusiasm upon a plan to 
meet occasionally In their respective
places of business. Ihey agreed j  u  »
Irom the outset that their group Founder and President Emeritus, 
opportunity for open discussion at ghould include only one repre- Rotary International, Chicago, liun- 
a public meeting, said Mr, Walker, gentative from each distinct business ols.
Residents were well aware of the and profession, In order to eliminate 
Japanese situation from press re- friction due to competition, and to 
porta and a definite policy in regard avoid domination by any one group, 
to the Mission could be developed Because of the rotation of th^ meet- 
at the meeting. ing place, the name "Botary” was
Local Secretary J. Ivens opened, adopted.
Since that day, the Ideas of Paul 
Harris and his friends have become 
ideals, which arc not confined to 
any one group, one community, or 
even one nation. They have been
and two hours later closed, the dis­
cussion with a violent castigation of 
certain employers of Jap labor. He 
stated that four growers In the dis­
trict employed Jups when they 
could .secure white help. The 
speaker branded such employers as
PROVINCIAL 
BULL SALE 
OPENS MAR. 11
BICYCLE SHOPS MONUMENTS
Incipient Quislings, in a statement all religious beliefs; by 210,000 busi- 
read to the audience, and ended his ness and professional men In more 
diatribe by challenging the arch cul- than seventy-countries or geograph- 
prit, an employer of four Japanese, ic regions of the world, 
to deny the statements made. The Rotary Club of Chicago soon
Jack Paret rose to admit that he became too large to meet in the
accepted by men of practically all Twenty-fourth Annual S a l e  
nationalities, of all political, and of , __
and Stock Show at Kam-
Hundredloops— Over 
Entries
One
A  well conducted concert was 
given at the High School auditorium 
on 'Iliursday evening, in tribute to 
Hon. W. C. Woodward, before the 
Lieutenant-Governor delivered his 
address. Tlie musical selections ren­
dered by the United Church choir 
were under the direction of Cyril 
Mossop, and were given with clarity 
and precision.
The concert opened with "O Can­
ada," sung by the choir and aud­
ience, and the choir then rendered 
"Carry On," ; the audience joining , 
in the chorus.
Foster Mills pleased his listeners 
with a stirring rendition of "The 
King Is Still In London,” and gave 
as an encore the haunting “There’ll 
Be Bluebirds Over."
The audience joined In the sing­
ing of "Kcepi Wight On To The End 
Of The Road," and was led by Fos­
ter Mills in "'rhcrc’ll Always Be An 
England."
Mrs, Elaine Cameron sang a Vic­
tory Loan song composed by her­
self, which brought down the house, 
and the program closed with the 
choir presenting a very fine per­
formance of Wlllan’s "The Trum­
pet Call.” Previous to the singing 
of this unusual number, the lyrics 
were (read by Phil Kltley, who com­
mented briefly on the poem’s back­
ground.
The United Church orchestra pro­
vided adequate accompaniments for 
all the selections by the. choir.
Canada 
Is Worth
«  •  O •
& IF  Canada is worth living in . . .  
and IF  Canada is worth' fighting 
for . . . then surely in this time of 
national peril Canada is worth 
lending to.
A ll arrangements have been com-
R ID E  A  B IK E  
F O R  H E A L T H  1
We carry C.C.M. and English
Expert Repair Work. 
CAMPBELL’S BICYCLE SHOP
M O N U M E N T S
Sand Blast Lettering 
VERNON GRANITE 
& MARBLE CO.
. Established 1910 
Agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
had employed two Japanese £of 20 places of business of Its members pletcd for the 24th Annual Provln- while at 7.30 p.m. there w ill be a.. ... .J .J  ^i J .. —2 J ■.... ... ...k 1... a ^  1 « W . . . — ... _ — __ _ . . _ __ ____ V * . V . ■ * • A
CARTAGE OPTOMETRISTS
D. C H A P M A N  &  C O
PHONE 298 LTD.
Haulage Contractors. Warehous­
ing and Distributing. We special­
ize in Furniture Moving. Con­
tract or Emergent Fruit Hauling.
FREDERICK JOUDRY 
Optometrirt
Phone 373, Royal Anne Building
years. He admitted that he was and decided to meet, instead, around (.{qi Bull Sale and Fat Stock Show 
loath to dispense with them after luncheon table, once each week, which takes place in Kamloops on 
long years of service, particularly These weekly luncheon matings March 11th and 12th. The directors 
when white labor was scarce. He tn some instances, dinner qj ^he B.C. Beef Cattle Growers’
stated that he believed that there ineetmgs have been adopted by Ro- Association who are the Bull Sale 
were more than four employers of tary clubs all over the world. Committee, with L. P, Guichon,
Jsp labor in the district and asked Rotary soon spread to omer cr - chairman, in directing this show,
why four growers should be singled and within - f iv e  years _ here ^hat this w ill be one of the
out for abuse and criticism, Mr. were Rotary clubs in tlm ^lost outstanding events ever held
to race hatred and trouble....4. r<n.r UIIU lUJl lilCU ‘ UU3 XHBUUIiai ilOOUliia-pointed out, that so long as.the Gov- .. . o mn.rotlOIX jEvOvST^  OltlDS QS JHOVG to*ernment allowed employment of ,+ho Tn
general stockmen’s meeting at 
which outstanding speakers w ill ad­
dress the stockmen. On March 12th, 
the sale, conducted by Auctioneers 
Mat Hassen, Armstrong, and J. W. 
Durno, Calgary, w ill open at 9 a.m. 
with the Champion carlot of 15 
steers. The Bull Sale will start at 
1 p.m. with an official opening of 
the show by Hon. Dr. Ki ^C. Mac­
Donald, Minister of Agriculture. The 
Shorthorn breed will- start the sale, 
followed by the Angus and Here- 
fords. In the evening there w ill be
Remember— ^we are asked to L E N D  
our money for the preservation of 
our own and our nation’s freedom 1 
Whether Canada is the land of our 
birth or of our adoption, let us not 
fail her when she asks for our help. 
Let us be proud of the sacrifices we 
are able to make in order to buy 
more, and more V I C T O R Y  
B O N D S .
There are 81 Herefords on the list. l i iU
Jap labor, he hesitated to dismiss tA 35 Shorthorns and 4 Angus from a grand wind-up of the event with
faithful employees and advocated’ “  B.C, Alberta and Sas- the famous annual Bull Sale bah-e piuyees a a auvutaieu fp—afjnnnUtv nf Rotnrv—for ov - ------- » -----. ---------- ----------- . . .
the use of interned Japanese for temaiionauiy oi Kom ^^ SV,®* dance sponsored by the
farm labor as the solution to the In the the fat cattle division there Elks Lodge of Kamloops,
labor shortage pro^blem. tjjo International' Association of J'^tl be ^5  head, with 15‘carlots of •“
R; W. Ramsay then rose to state clubs was formed The 5^ head, 26 groups of 5, and 66 open
thati as the majority of those pres- name was shortened to Rotary In- singles and 20 head of boys’ 
ent knew, he was the employer of ternational in 1922 girls’. The <
This space sponsored by
DAIRIES PHOTOGRAPHY
four Japanese. These orientals had 
done his pruning by contract, enter-
and 
offering makes ^ s  one
, GET fb u E  PURE
MILK AND CREAM
— from — .
TUm DAIRY
DENTISTS
A R T S  P H O T O  
S T U D IO
Portraiture—^Photo Finishings 
Films and Cameras
FILMS DEVELOPED, 25c .up.
As the orgaiiization grew, it be- of the largest grain fed shows in 
-  - ■ , , . ..ame evident that Rotary could Canada. ‘ .
ed into before the outbre^ of war ggrye a wider purpose than merely Cattle have been on the feed lots
with .Tnnan anrf Kp fplt that he ow- to increase understanding and fell- for this event since early last fall
owship between business and pro- and have taken on a finish that will
Japan, and he felt t t  ; 
ed no apology for using them. Mtj 
Ramsay stated that he had been xm- 
able to secure white men to do the 
job, and went on to state that he
fessibnal men. Rotary soon became produce beef for the Easter trade 
a factor for the promotion com- of B.C. cities of ah excellent quality.
KELOWNA SAW MILL
Kelowna, -B.C.
DR. G. D . C A M P B E L L
D E N T IS T
Willits Block -Phone 171
DR. M A T H IS O N
D E N T IS T
Willits Block Phone 89
DB.
J. W . N . J H E P H E R D
Dental Surgeon
Shepherd Block -  Phone 223
Pendozi and Lawrence Ave.
ELECTRICAL
’ .THE..' '
Kelowna Electric Ltd.
Electrical Contractors 
O ABC and CONNOR 
WASHING MACHINES 
•  PHILCO, MARCONI and 
NR. RADIOS 
O GURNEY WOOD and 
COAL RANGES 
Electrical Appliances and Lamps 
''Phone 93 • , Kelov.'r.a, B.C.
FUNERAL PARLORS
PRECIOUS EGOS, 
BUTTER, MILK, 
FLOUR
WITH MAGIC
. . ihimity-betterment bhdeavorsj and Boys and girls, whose entries'al-
would continue to use Jap help, if adopt^ the -practice of serving ; as ways show superior finish year by 
no white men were available. The a propagahdizing agency by funiish- year, have made rapid strides in the 
important thing, stated Mr. Ramsay, ing leadership rather than by assurq-; development of this division; of the 
was to produce apples for Great ing sole responsibility for such pfor show, They have been assisted very 
Britain. Apples had great medicinal jects. Rotary beUeves thatJit-^erves materially by giants from; the Can- 
value, said;Mr. Ramsay, and if  air best to point out the heeoTor com- adian and Provincial - Hereford, 
raid victims ate apples they kept muhity betterment and to inspire Shorthorn and Angus Breeders’ As- 
their nerve luid didn’t break down Rotariahs and n^-Rotarlans to tin- sociations as well as by grants from 
under the strain. The speaker de- ite in joint endeavors.  ^ the Provincial Department of Agri-
nied the allegations made against .,The original desire for under-^culture. At a previous show in 
him by Mr. Ivens and associated standing and good will between Kamloops, five beef clubs contribut- 
himself with Mr. Paret in advocat- business and ; profefflional men led g(j 40 head of well finished calves, 
ing use of interned Japanese labor to a broadraed policy, a concerted The junior cattlemen have received 
by growers. effort on the part oF a ll: Rptarians the greatest, boost of any ..from the
' Both speakers were interrupted to promote high ethical standards gpencer Rahehes, which organlza- 
■ by J. Ivens, whose .remarks at times in_.business_ and prpferaional prac- t i'on  readily demonstrated their 
threatened to turn the meeting into tices.. Rotanans believe th a t^ l rer friendly attitude towards the. jun- 
£f farce. He insisted that Mr. Ram- j:oBnized j^rocations are worthy <» jors by supplying twice some 24 
say had refused to use white labor respect, that every business should feeder calves from their ranch for 
and at times the meeting was in an p® regarded not only as a means junior feeding. The Fat Cattle sec- 
' uproar with two,or three speakers but mso as an opp- tjon ©f the Annual Provincial Bull
trying to make themselves , heard. ortumty for service to the commun- g^jg and Fat Stock Show is un- 
Almost as persistent as Mr. Ivens “ y-' w  -J V .. dOubtedly responsible for a major
was “Tommy” Thompson, who from . improvement that has
the outset advocated the framing of made in the beef herds of the
a resolution as a basis of discussion. province during the last decade. It
The resolutions sent by the Kelow- «  with interest to note that from
na Board of Trade to Victoria and S  the year of the first sale in 1919 to
Ottawa were read by R. W. Ramsay Erections and are enSxjdied m its “ icluding the 1941 event, bulls 
and the meeting unanimously ap- which have been ^at cattle sold annually have
proved the Board’s recon^menda- S l a t e d 'S?o J|es anS the total of $ 6 6 ^^
tions that sale or lease of land- to ij„g_ than seventy ,This year all market cattle will
Japs be prohibited and that Japan- different regions of the world. ’These Tuesday, March,
ese mfiltration be prevented. Four Objects- are: lOthj and put m their respective
A  resolution that there be intern- encauraad n‘n»t foster the ideal classes for judging on March 11th
.hi0iiL of oil JspRHGSc cRTTiTiGd ouL -of s6rvic6'^£is 3 lj3sis of ^ vortliy 0n* Professor J. Gi*
§ >WNA FURNITURE CO.I LTD.
Hieral Directors
?hone.33; Night,502 & 79 
KELOWNA, B.C.
&
PLUMBERS
J. G A L B R A IT H
Lid.
PLUMBING and HEATING . 
Sheet Metal Work 
Estimates Gladly Given 
PHONE 100
ttUEIII
CAIUOA
Costs less 
t h ^ E ^ r
i& king
forthwith was moved by J. Ivens. terprise and, in particular, to en- Die University of Saskatchewan. 
Considerable discussion followed on courage and fosten - On the same day, Mr. J. Byers,
the question of the use of interned j, xhe development of acquain- Western Supervisor , o f Livestock 
Japanese for labor. Most speakers tance as an opportunity for service; Production, Calgary, w ill place the 
pointed out that, if interned Japan- 2. High ethical standards in bust- breeding classes,. A t noon there w ill 
ese could not be forced to work, a ness and professions; the recognition be a stockmen’s luncheon provided 
substitute for their labor would of the worthiness of all useful oc- by the Kamloops Rotary Club and 
have to be found. It was pointer’ cupations; and the dignifying ,by Board of Trade. A t 5.30 pm. the 
out by W. A. C;-Bei^ett and R. G. each Rqtarian of his occupation as. B.C. Shorthorn Breeders 'wiU meet
Rutherford that-the real problem at an opportunity to serve society; —----- :--------------—^-----■■■■"'—■----- —
present was one of: infiltration of 3. The application of the ideal o f building. A  most enjoyable time 
Coast Japanese and;-that a serious service by every Rotarian to his .^ ,^ 5 spent. Prize winners were Mr.
situation would arise unless a solu- i^rsonal, - business "'-'Bnd community and Mrs. H. Ibbotson; consolation, 
tion was foiind. life; , Mrs. G. Topham and J. P . Long.
■ Afte]PR.' G.-Rutherford had out- 4. The advancement of interna- • • •,
lined the facts, Mr. Ivens withdrew tional understanding, good will_®u*I Pour inches o f snow fell in Peach- 
his resolution and the meeting peace through a world tellowship of j^ud on Tuesday, February 24, but 
eventually passed a resolution en- business and professional m ^  un- milder weather soon caused it to 
dorsing the Kelowna Board of i t ^  in the ideal, o f sbirvice. :r (jjggppeaj-
Trade in its action and recommend- Rotary International, is ; adnuni^' • • • • ,
ing that Japanese infiltration be un- tered by a _presiderd, first, second Able Seaman Jack Gaynor left on 
der proper supervision; ; ' and , third vice-presidents, board Tuesday, February 24, for Esqui-
D, Bucklandvftdvised the-meeting directors, ^ secretary "I. and teeasurer. malt, where he wiU rejoin his ship.
that he employed two Japanese and Kotory ; elute throi^hwt the wprld • • •
would continue to" do so unless are grouper, into districts, each of . Mrs. E. M. Hunt left Wednesday 
stopped by the Government. He which is admitostereff by a governor evening, February 25, for a trip to 
y  . . or a representative. In addition to victoria. --
these officers of Rotary Internation-.-.-.. . : , • . ------
al, there are others who serve the and Mrs. B. P. Gummow l?ft
organization in ' such- capacities as vf6idhesday, Febniary 25; for Coast 
committee members and ad^unistra- points^ ’While in Vancouver, Mrs. 
tive advisers. Gummowwill attend the inassmeet-
There are.today'some;210,(H)0;Ro-;ing-jot womieh which w ill be add-
also stated that he had received 
Tetter warning, him to get rid of the 
Japs and that a match had been en­
closed in- theJetter. •'
Commander C. Bald-win also arose 
to say that he had employed Japan-
9^ R IT Z
The Government of 
the Province- of British Columbia
P R O V IN C E  O F  B R IT IS H  C O L U M B IA
RUtl^DS ot WAG[
I » '
i
- Forms are now available at any Provincial Government Office 
or Chartered Bank in the Province on which to make application 
for refund of 1% wage deductions made by employers |rom..the. 
wages of their employees during the six months period from  
-January 1 to June 30, 1941. . . .
Application must be made on or before June 30,1942, and filed 
with the Commissioner of Income Tax, Victoria, or the Provmcial 
Assessor for the District in which the applicant resides; and no 
refund of such 1% wage deductions will be made in respect^ of 
applications filed after that date except to members of H is  
Majesty’s Armed Forces bn Active Service.
Victoria, B.G.
C. B. P E T E R S O N ,
• .’i . ■ v.v. rv ■ 'j'"'.
Gommissiotier of Income Tax
FLOUR And
O W E N ’S F E E D  
ST O R E
FLOUR and FEEDS
Highest Quality — Lowest Prices 
Phone 354 Free Delivery
•  A  COMPLETE CH O ICE  OF : 
WELL-APPOINTED AND FULLY 
SERV ICED  APARTMENTS AND 
HOTEL ROOMS ^  M O DERATE
J(AnH.Crane RATES M anager
Broken: Auto 
Windows 
House Windows, etc.—IPhone 312 
S. M. SIMPSON. LTD.
There are no fur-hearinj^ animals 
on the Icoid within the Antarctic 
Circle.
>WEST CtOBSIASr.
for using-Japs in the past, he stated, 
'The speaker advocated the setting ■ 
up of a local employment board to 
canvass the the available labor sit­
uation and allocate labor during the 
season’s work.
As the listeners started to file out, 
another personal feud 'developed, her 
tween J. Paret and J. Ivens, with
PMCHLAND
V A N C O U I T E R  B  C -
A ; delightful' miscellaneous show-’ 
i eeii U jraicL ciu  o or wOs held On Wednesday evening,
Mr. Paret demanding if  Mr.’ Ivens 25, gt- the home^^ Mrs.
had called him a fifth columnist. ^  '
Mr. Ivens denied making any such
remark against Mr. Paret and hos- land-Westb^c district, l^ss M c ^ L  
tiUtipq were averted V  i®ter is to be married in April to
'*Aran"^ouVome of the” ‘battle of Gerald Elliott, of K®lowna who is
a native son o f Peachland. Many
sented in a decorated nurse’s
STRAINS, SPRAINS
M U $cum p/im
ing that he^haff resigned^ as made of blue and white crepe pap
retary of th© Mission Local of tne ,^ wi^h V O N  in -lart^ © lf»tter« oi B.C.F.G.A. Mr. Ivens stated that his in iMge letters oi
ground for so doing was that he re- the side; Streamers of blue and. . , ... ® white dteorated the rooms; and the
fused to work with any employer of rt-pn-otpa tpa tehle Waq Apntred Hv
DR.TRdMs^!
Jap labor. R. W. Ramsay is Presi­
dent of the; Local.
TCLECTRlTOIL
rpb
The A ir Force Hits Hard
32,000 hammers were purchased 
recenUy by the Department of 
'Munitions and Supply for .the A ir _ _ „
Force. This is probably the largest Lodte''entertiained TadiVs*'“at ~a
decorated tea table was centred by 
a bride’s cake, ^adorned with pink 
and white lover’s knots and by a 
miniature bride an'd groom. Refresh­
ments were served by the hostess, 
assisted by friends of the bride-to- 
be.
Officers and members of Trepanier
She was only a moonshiner’s single purchase of harmgers ever- bridge game, hhld Tuesday-bvenina 
daughter—but he loved her still. made in Canada. . February 24, in the Masonic Lodge
•' 1J 1
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P. B. Willits & Co., Limited
liiui
TEK TOOTH BRUSHES ...... 2»o
2 49c
REXALE M ILK  OF MAGNESIA,
32 ounce
bottle ........................... f  t J l ,
A f^W'/OlUEnE 
ONE-PIECE TECH RAZOR
K O T E X
ECONOMY
M R A O Y
UVTE8T naor <5r»cknxj>CT>t — add. 
■miiiinc oonv<nicnc« to tne vait diaving 
•dvanca* at Qillctt«’* roodern Tccti. No 
looM p«rU to drop or fXunble—utmost 
porfomuuioe guaranteed.
ARtOltO— Oolil-plaled One-PUce 
Tech Razor and 5 Blue Gillette Blodei
In rich' TeKol-covered, $ 1 .5 0
lifetime cate . . . .  ^1
AUIADY—-Dainty, luKvrIoutly An- 
Ithed companion eet to "M ilord" 
Includee lody*t One-Plech Tech 
Razor and S Ollletlo $ 1 ,5 0
DIadet In compact cate
Ic io easy to be well supplied 
with Kotex by buying this 
conTcnient, easy-to-store- 
•way package. . .  saves time 
and money.
48 Id^ pkins
85 c
FRENCH CASTILLE SOAP,
Genuine. Per bar ........... 5c
HITHER AND 
YON
Lieut, and Mrs. R. F. Fraser and 
family, of Victoria, were guests of 
tbe itoyal Anne Hotel last week,
« • • '
Mrs. W. J. Butler arrived In K e­
lowna on Friday frotn tlie cast, 
whertj sfio has been with her lius- 
band. Squadron Leader Butler, of 
the R.CA.F. Mrs. Butler is a guest 
of the Willow Jnn.
«  « •
Mrs. George M. Ross and Miss 
R. H. Ross, of Field, were guests of 
the Willow Inn lost week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Stewart, of 
Tacoma, were week-end visitors In 
Kelowna.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Griffin, of 
Vancouver, are guests of the Royal 
Anne Hotel.
BUILD .assr
RUBBER GLOVES—
Pair ........................ 35c Buy your next year’s Hot Water Bottle requirements NOW.
OINTMENT
Soothes tired 
aching feet.
50c
. .excellent, too, 
for cuts> burns, bruises, and scalds.
WE WILL PAY YOU
5f  c a s h 'REFUNDFOR EACH EMPTY
SchickInjector
BRASS BLADE 
CARTRIDGE
RETURNED 
TO US
S3
24 DAY 
SIZE *1** 
^2DAy,24SSIZE
ECONOMY SIZE 
(144 DAYS’ *4 45
SUPPLY)
o^t rJJt, M.25 • *2.25 • *5.00
PURETEST HALIBUT LIVER 
OIL and CAPSULES—
for1 0 0 $ 1 . 5 0
REBUILD YOURSELF
W IT H
PtimOSAN
FOR M EN  A N D  W O M EN  
O F A L L  A G ES— ESPECIALLY 
THOSE O V ER  FORTY
60 Tablets 8 5 «  bauble Size $1 .50
Mr, and Mrs. L. Cousins, of Van­
couver, are visitors in Kelowna this 
week.
• • •
Mrs. C. E. Friend entertained at 
the supper hour last Thursday ev­
ening, at her homo on Royal Aven­
ue. Covers were laid for eight.
• • •
Mrs. I; Parkinson entertained 
friends at the tea hour on Friday 
afternoon, at her home on Abbott 
Street,
Mrs. Ruston Goepel spent several 
days In Vernon last week.
• * * ■
Mrs. Wilfred French and her 
daughter, Lorna, of Vernon, return­
ed to their homo on Saturday, after 
i^ending a. week In town, the house 
guests of Mr. and Mrs, George Mor­
row.
P H O N E  19 Sr’S.illlQI W E  D E L I V E R
H E A D Q U A R T E R S  for T E E N S ’ 
C L O T H E S
We have the things they like—look beSt 
in! Smooth, easy-going: jacket suits, 
casual, topcoats, lots of sweaters and 
skirts—plus scores of gay, fun to wear 
accessories! Speed in today! See what’s 
new and hews for Spring. P.S. Mother 
w ill like our budget prices!
Coats, ais illustrated, $13.95 to $19.95
KIDDIES TOGGERY
L I M I T E D
Capt. and Mrs. J. F. Roberts, of 
Kamloops, were week-end visitors 
in Kelowna, guests of the Willow 
Inn.
• * •
Mrs. R. D. Gillespie, o f Hong 
Kong, and her two daughters are 
guests of the Royal Anne Hotel.
* * *
M i's. Arthur French spent several 
days in Vernon last week.
_Mrs. J. Dayton Williams enter­
tained friends at the tea hour on 
Wednesday afternoon, at her home 
on Vimy Avenue, honoring her 
house guest, Mrs. J. McGowan, of 
Vancouver.
Miss Kay Sherba left this week 
to spend a holiday at the Coast.• • • .
Mrs. Carl Brunette entertained 
friends at the tea hour on Saturday 
afternoon, at her home on Water 
Street.
* • •
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nelson (nee 
Mabel Harvey), of Nelson, spent the 
week-end in Kelowna. They have 
sold their studio in Nelson and are 
going to Seattle to reside.
Mrs. H. R. Gooderham, of Van­
couver, is a guest of the Royal Anne 
Hotel and expects to take up resi­
dence in Kelowna.
Miss Isobel Johns, of Toronto, was 
a visitor in town last week.
Miss Kay Solmer has returned 
from a two-week holiday spent in 
Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. F, C. Barrett, of 
Vancouver, are guests of the Royal 
Anne Hotel,
Mrs. R. C. Hughes entertained her 
knitting club on Tuesday evening, 
at her home on Ethel Street.
^ TTT J, i  Miss Grace Robinson, of Regina,
R. C). Waters, of Wumpeg, ^ e n t g week-end "visitor in Kelbw
MAN’S WORLD
Chester Owen, of Vancouver, for­
merly of Kelowna, is visiting in 
town.
several days in town this week en ^a, en route to the Coast 
route to the Coast. • * •
When Ordering Your Groceries A lways Insist ■
on
S U T H E R L A N D ’S
1 IDEAL BREAD
1 F o r then you w ill  rece ive  a b ig  .
T \ [ 16-oz. loa f chock fu ll o f a ll the necessary vitam ins fo r  good  health. '
SUTHERLAND BAKERY LTD.
Phone 121 W e  deliver
„  ™ * \ „  . Mr- and Mrs. E. Winder returned
Vani^uver, IS on Monday from the Coast, where 
a guest of tha WilJow.Inn this week., they had spent th&past few  weeKs.
Beaimont, of Montreal, was a —Mr. and Mrs. John Humphries, of 
visitor in Kelowna last week. . Calgary, spent several days in  Ke-.
lowna last week.
Mr. and'Mrs. R. P, Walrod enter- 
■ „  tained at the dinner hour on Mon-
Bruce Sanus, of VancO'Uver, ivas (jay evening; honoring Sergt.-In- 
a visitor in Kelowna last week. structor and Mrs. Fred Burr, of
TT ur Medicine Hat, and L.A.C. Harold
F. W. Hughes, Government JHog g  ^  Saskatoon, who are visit- 
ispector, Vancouver, was a busi- > .,11.
W. H. Anderson, of Trail, spent 
several days in Kelowna last week.
Ins eb u o • „  '
ness visitor in Kelowna during the ^hg n Kelowna this week, 
past week. Mrs. D. Blackburn has returned
George Ellis is a business visitor ^ week^s^stay at Amstrong.
at the Coast.  ^  ^ and Mrs. W. D, Pilkin^on, of
J. R. Milne, of Winnipeg, was a Edmonton, were week-end visitors 
visitor in town during the past week, in Kelowna.
Robt. J. Green, of Brandon, spent Mrs. Wm. Hunter and Miss Jean 
a few days in Kelowna last week Hawkey, of Victoria,, spent several 
visiting friends. days in Kelowna during the past
■ • • • ■ week, - .
L. R. Stephens has returned from ‘ . * *. *
Vancouver, where he attended the . Miss Jennie Andison was a visitor 
Canadian Red Cross convention. iir Vernon on Friday.
HELP GET RID OF THAT
RUTLAND UNITED 
WA MEET
Concert to be Held in Com­
munity Hall Next Monday
TIm Budclay. «ray. Tht iww Inprovzd :6acM«y 
fomnla now all racjicatloit—no (yrup, not only 
brin oalckct relief but gives you mote fof you 
money. Bui be. tun It's tile genuine...  41.,
R. Tompkins, Of Edmonton, was a
visitor in Kelowna this week. Umted Church held a^soSal.
• e • evening on Friday, m the Church
R. G. . Jeboult, of Vancouver, was parlor, honoring Miss Pauline Engel 
a business visitor in Kelowna this prior to her departure for the east, 
week. Miss Engel was presented with a
_ _  • * , . travelling clock on behalf of the
B. C. Paulsen, of Nelson, spent organization. Miss Engel is a past 
several days in town during the past president of the society and one of 
week. * * i  its most active members.
D. M. Ostrom, of Trail, is a guest Mrs. Douglas Disney rettirned-on
M  I X T U  R E
The Women’s Association of the 
Rutland United Church met at the -t  ^ 1
home o f Mrs. L. M. Waiiless on the ®^4he Royal. Y^ne Hotel this week. Tuesday from the Coast, where she 
afteimoon of Thuraday, February Bruce Little has returned from
26, with a very good attendance of the roatt whprp Tip  naw d hi<? mpd- * • •
members. Mrs. Petrie, wife , of Rev. Ohve McDonald, of Prince
J. a ; Petrie, took charge of the de- examination for the R.C.A.F. Rupert, was a week-end visitor in
Kelowna. .votional period. In the course of the
c. R. c. C.
business meeting the ladies discuss- O.C., was home on week-end leave, 
ed the possibility of holding the us- returning Monday to Vancouver. Miss Alma Parent, of Penticton, 
ual play in the spring, imder the ^  «  j V. * JT * j  the Royalauspices of the association, but, ow- - ® - ^ u e  Beauty Salon,
ing to difficulty in obtaining young are plannu^ to hold a Sal- _ • * T. . .
men to take the male leads, it was vage Day” in Rutland on Saturday. Mrs. Alec Bennett returned
, Mis.^  Alina Harvester has re­
turned from two Weeks holiday at 
the Coast. / .
t  }
n i
B ean s C U T  G R E E N  16-oz. tin
«
Z f » F l 9 c
B ee ts D ICED , 16-oz. tin Z  for 1 9 c
P e a rs B A R T L E T T  15-oz. tin Z  for 2 >9 c
P lu m s R ED , 15-oz, tin 2  for 1 7 c
Pork & Beans 3‘f ” 2*3" 6  45c
Peas & Carrots ™  2 "^f2 1 c
TOMATO SOUP
3 25c, ‘. r  6 49c
VEGETABLE SOUP
3 25c, ‘J r  6 49c
CREAM OF OYSTER 
SOUP “ Z . 3 28c
lYSlW* CLAM CHOWDER 
SOUP “.Z 3 28c
CATSUP
IR IS H m W  2 28c
16-oz. tin
12-oz.
glass
CHILL. 2 '“  35c
\10-oz. GLASS
MKED VEGETABLE 
JUICES i r  2 19c
ASPARAGUS TIPS & 
ENDS 2 23c
S lb s .3 9 €
JUICY SUNKIST—AU sizes
LEM0NS^"““ "^  2 21c
GRAPEFRUIT 4 27c
BANANAS l e ” 3 35c
RHUBARB 2 14c
SPINACH —  2"^ 19c
CELERY . 12c
LETTUCE 11c
TURNIPS 25c
ONIONS 8 19c
TOMATOES I t 24c
FRUITS FOR SALAD15-oz. tin ......Ea. 22c
INFANT FOODS a ll  v a r ie t ie s  O  l o r5-oz. tins 3 ' “ 2 0 ' ’ " ’  ^7 9 ' ’
98-lb. sack
$2.89
lb sack
AIRWAY
COFFEE
3 4 i C
Vitamin B
W H I T E  F lo u .r
Harvest Blossom
.................... :......$2.69
.................................;.„...$1.45
_____.........750
CANTERBURY
TEA
LB.
i m
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
Smith, Florida. 
48-oz. tin ...
SALAD DRESSING M U SCLE  WHIP56-oz ................... 6 9 c
Thrift Soap Flakes lb. pkg. 3 9 c
CAKE FLOUR^^'l^^'jr 25c
OATS 48 “ • 19c
S O U P  M IX , 2-lb. pkg. ......... 21c
P A L M O L IV E  Soap, giant, 3 for 27c 
S H O R T E N IN G , Jewel, 2 lbs. 35c 
M A T C H E S , Sesqui, pkg.
2-lb.p^.
PEARL BARLEY 16c
....; 23c
2 2 c
>pk^ 28c
FLOOR WAX
A  A TQ HOOD A Q  oz.
v r A l v  Chlnaware f lO ]
V E L V E E T A  CH EESE , I ’s, lb. -36c 
SOAP, Pearl, P  & G, 6, cakes .. 28c 
SODAS, Wooden Box, .............. 37c
R U B B E R  R ING S, 4 pkgs. ........ 23c
Meat *
• Steer and
Heifer Beef, crtiar- 
anteed to satisfy.
Beef Rsts. 3
Porterhouse, per lb. ...... 2c
CHUCK ROAST „
JUICY, TENDER POT BOAST
20c
POT ROASTS
BONELESS, ALL-USABLE
22c
BOlUNG BEEF ..
PLATE, NUTRITIOUS
12c
L a m b  L e g s  ^
Tender, full-flavored, lb. )^lb
LAMB SHOULDERS,,, 23c
LEAN, ECONOMICAL
BOlUNG FOWL,.
FOR STEWING or BRAISING
23c
SWIFT’S PREMIUM
BACON y.:,., 
IM nSninm  Ihi ^
25c
inWBinsrs ID. z
SALT COD
4 C
23c
SALMON 27c
MEAT PRICES EFFECTIVE 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, March 5, 6, 7
H
f m
CORNFLAKES
pk.. 3 for ....8-oz 
Laurel—12-oz. tin 
BAKING POWDER
SUGAR
CRISP
. ..... 23c
15c
PRICES EFFECTIVE MARCH S, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11
The Janet Coates Circle of the
------- . .. „  „  , , ^  First United Church held a hand-
, decided, to let the question drop March 14 nexL to assi^ in  toe Ke-. Tuesday from the Coast, where she kerchief shower bn Monday even- 
Members o f the Coips w ill work^ the time being.-The W. A. w ill lowna Jumor Board of ^ a d e s  dnve has spent-the past week. i^g, at the Nurses Home on Strath-
in the Bombed Bntoi^ depot, Law- sponsor a concert by the Kelowna for scrap metal and rubber. • • • cona Avenue, honoring Miss Pauline
rence Avenue, on Friday evening, united Church choir, to be held in  ^ ^  The Young People’s Knitting Club Engei who leaves for toe east this
at 19.00 hours. the Community TTai) on Monday, The home of Miss Edith Gay was of the First United Church held a .
Members of the Corps w ill attend March 9. A t the close of toe meet- scene of a very enjoyable party meeting at the home of Miss Mar- •
the Dugout in Vernon on Saturday j^g excellent, refreshments were Un Friday evening, ^^Fetoma^ gQ0i.ite Bowes, last Tuesday eve-
Mrs. E. R. Homer-Dixon (nee Mar- Mr. and Mrs. George Roth, of 
garet Taylor) is •visiting her parents, Watrous, Sask., were visitors in Ke-, 
Air,. — .1 n/r-.. 'j_  Q Taylor, Pendozi lowna on Monday and Tuesday ofMr. and M s,
Street. this week.
evening.
Mrs. David Nicoll returned bn
served by toe hostess and a pleasant u • ning, honoring Miss Pauline Engel. Tuesday from a week’s holiday
Members of the Corps will work social half hour fo llow ^. Ttoe next ghrls Of the U n it^  Church choir A  presentation was made to Miss spent in Vanebuver.
in toe Toe H rooms on Saturday meeting of the W. A. w ill be held at ^ ud a few, others. The young ladies E^ggi ojj bg^alf of the club. . . .
• the home-of Mrs. Fv 1j. Fitzpatrick. a very pleasant evening with ,  ,  , Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGregor,
_ The Coips w ill attend A.R.P. lec- ■ .  .  « games, contests,, muric, ■ etc,, the Mrs. C. Huckle returned on Tues- of Prince Albert, w ere . visitors in
tu r^  at the Elementary School, op- T h e  annual meeting of Rutland tmstess sgrving refr^hments totoer ^^gy from a short holiday spent in Kelowna this week, 
posite the Armory, on Tuesday ev- Hall Society, which was advertised e*^ ®sts later in the evening. This ygjjgouver . .  - .
ening, at 19.30 hours. — for Thursday evening, February 26, P ^ y  become something of an * • •
The Corps will parade on Wednes- had to be postponed until Tuesday, annual affair, to which the girls look Mrs. R. B. White, of Penticton,
day evenii^, March 11, at 19.15 March 3, due to lack of a quorum forward each year. spent several days in Kelowna this
fa® A^moiy. (eighteen members). aw  a, .i, , week, the gliest of her sister, Mrs. I.
The Emergency Reserve Corps Art Bielby is moving mto theJp ki_son
w ill meet at the Women’s Institute Vic s W a r t  whb 'left last week 
Hall, Glenn Avenue, on Wednesday for V a ^ S v e r ’ to toke L^med^^^^^
Miss Pauline Engel leaves today, 
Thursday, for the east; where she 
plans to reside.
Miss Lynda Hilton, who had been 
in Kelowna for the past two months, 
has gone to Vancouver to reside.
Mrs. Guy DeHart, who has been 
living in Vancouver for the past 
year, returns to Kelowna today, 
Thursday.
• * •
Mrs. O. P. Grover and Miss Jean 
Grover, of Victoria, were visitors 
in'Kelowna this week.
Miss Jean Graham, , of Toronto, 
was a ■visitor in town over toe week­
end. ,■
iV J iR
P S
i l
FOK COUPONS-iBOM
wa, on Saturday, February 28th, of 
Edna Stein, of Vancouver, to Claud 
Burnes,. son of Mrs. Naomi Clarke,
evening, at 7.45. e x U S  tor pilot in toe k  his daughter, l^ s . C. J. Duncan. ■ L ^ g e  held a teV
Mr. and Mrs. Jolan Porter, of Tor ______ _ ______ _______  _
_  , , -  -n 1, , V. o“ f®» visitors in Kelowna bn iss' cadder AWnue, keiowna.
chapter ^ of^ the^  Rebekah Monday and Tuesday of this week.
“  ^ " • • •
J. Hughes ^ was successful in'passing the tests, ivfiltnn Bird wnc a Tnsitnr fn afternoon at toe W illow Inn, toonor- Mrs. A.  entertained
but, as he w ill not be called tor Wednesday of last . week. He made friends at her home on Pendozi
■ ^ training for a few weeks, he re- the journey by train. Somennlllp, of V ic^ri^  ,w h o ^ s  on g f W e d n e s d a y  afternoon.
dollars. ^  turned home on leave and.is await- • • . • f'®*^  annual visit to the,, chapter, • • * , e 1 *
G vmn, pop—what. would I do ing his call. The Rutland Local of the B.C. While in Kelowna, Mrs. Somerville Miss Eileen Hooper, of Saskatoon,
with fifty thousand dollars and no • • • is holding a social on Thurs- was the house guest of Mrs. R. P. spent .a 'few  days in Kelo’wna this
bad habits?” Ptb. George Campbell, of the R.C. day evening, March 5. Hughes, Harvey Avenue, week visiting friends.
rMr. and Mrs, Crete Shirreff en­
tertained friends on Wednesday ev­
ening, honoring Ser^.-Instructor 
and Mrs. Fred Burr, of Medicine 
Hat.'
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Anderson en-  ^
tertained friends at their home on 
The marriage took place in Otta- Abbott Street, last Thursday even- 
-  - - -  - - ing. : - :
Miss A. S. McAllister, of West- 
bhnk, was a visitor in Kelowna this
week.' ’ ■■■■;,■■:■'
_   ^ M rs.. G. A. McKay - had as her
iriu F  fSaS'S-SiaSar*
Mr. and Mrs, F. W. Prldham have Mr. and Mrs. J. Montgomery, of a striped bass this momlng?’ 
returned from a holiday spent in Vancouver, were guests of the Royal Mi:s. Newbride; “ Oh, haven't you 
Vancouver and Victoria. Anne Hotel this week.
Mrs, J. Lyon entertained friends 
a? the tea hour on Wednesday after-
SET NO "CEILING 
ON YOUR SERVICE
^ . Allsame Shirtwaist , ■ \
Fish dealer: “How would you like
H
got any dotted ones?”
J *4
¥ A l
P A G E  T E N
T H E  E E 2 L O W N A  C O U M IE m THUaSDAY, MAKCH S. IW I
9Z3.,125 for Uw swn« period to t  year. 
For coniparative purposes, the to- 
l« l is made of weekly unadjusted 
estimates.
WEJE*EJL¥ riBJg M >m -m
Fire losses In Canada for the week 
ended Feb. -^rd were less, at $34S,«
6&5, than the previous week's total of 
$473,223. and compared with _
P75 for the corresponding week a Some 183 operations are requirta 
year u«o, according to 'I’lic Mon«- in the marmfacture of die steel ^ y  
tary Times estimate. Tire total of an army rifle. Sixty-tl»re« of these 
loss since January 1 was $2,214,483 are on the barrel, and in one plant
ANNUAL HOSPITAL I i«.^ iifp^ nant-Governor BRIDGE SUCCESS *-i«utenant-v3overnor
AT GLENMORE
Os compared with the figure of $1,- all but three are done by women.
Substantial Sum Realized By 
Women’s Auxiliary From  
Bridge at School House
Gives Stern Warning 
O f Privations To Come
WESTBANKINSTIT. 
PLANS MANY 
ACTIVITIES
IMS
A 1  c F O R  M A R C H  5th, 6th, 7th
was«  Address by Chief Executive at Junior_ H igh  School
Salvage Committee Busy— A. 
R.P. Organization to Give 
Display of W ork— First Aid  
Classes
PRO-REC
NEWS
FiJWg.
m
Whs
0 R E P E A T  S P E C IA L  ®  ®  
Ungraded Peas— Columbia
.......$2.53
$1.29
FEK CASE—24 tins
Reg. $2.95 ................
HALF CASE—12 tins.
Reg. $1.50 ................
Thia Is Exceptional Value-—OllDEIl EARLY I
last Friday evening, was a real sue 
cess, botii socially and financially. 
Ladies’ and gentlemen's first prizes 
for bridge were won by Mr. and 
Mrs. M. D. Wilson, and the prize for 
Chinese checkers went to Mrs. Geo. 
Flintoft. A ll thrc*e winners immed­
iately auctioned their prizes and 
turned ovCr the money to add to the 
door receipts. Mrs. E. Snowscll and 
Mrs. G. H. Moubray donated re­
freshments for the evening. AH that 
was left over, even small pieces of
The demonstration in candlewick 
tufting, given by Mrs. H. Hard-
I
Auditorium Thursday Brings W a r ’s Realities to 
Kelowna Audience— Speaker E xpre «ea  Convic-
tion That Province W ill be Attacked Within Next February meeting of the Westbank 
Three Months— Second Part of Address Deals 
W ith  Trip to Great Britain —  Torpedoes and Reece.
Tlie Secretary of the Salvage 
Committee of the W.W.I., M r »  D.
sample supplies
Bombs
m p 3
PRINCESS FLAKES
For fine laundering.
Lge. pkt.............  iUO\y
FRY’S COCOA
r - -  19c, ' t  31c
mrnamam Bssm
FREE Tooth Powder with 
2 PALMOLIVE SOAP
........... 14c
We’ll bo glad to take care 
of your Overseas Parcels. 
Don’t Forget Them Over 
’There! <
„ 1 mdSOH
Last Week’s Specials Good 
to March 7th
Nabob Jam and Marmalade, 
Kraft Dinner, Eagle Milk, 
etc.
Buy Loves’ Flavors NO W !
Loves advise raw materials 
unavailable — Several flav­
ors to be dis- (P ‘1 A A  
continued. 3 for
Gellatly, reported _ . _ . .
am just as sure as I am standing here that Britisli Colum- and instructions received, regarding 
............ bia will be bombed within the next three months.” So this work, and a supply of Uic bags
ca¥e,"'also vvas'auctlW»d, spoke Colonel the Honorable W . C. Woodward, Lieutenant- dered^ ^^ T^hese bags*^e pri^
gethcr the sum of twenty-four doll- (Joveriior of British Columbia, as he stood before an audience a list of the smaller things to bo
ars has been handed over to 
Women’s Hospital Auxiliary.
the of over 500 at the Kelowna High School last Thursday night. A  salvaged in the homes, and will be
short, thickset figure in military uniform, the chief executive on sale at the stores for 5c, proceeds 
IVHs. Jim Sno\vsell returned home Province told his audience in no uncertain terms that the ^
rs
on Thursday last after a few days V“  ^ ..... ... ....vv. x..... v .^...... -----------  volunteer committee, Mrs.
spent with Mr and Mrs Bert Tate A llied  nations have been liv in g  in a foo l s paradise for the past Duzslk, Mrs. C. J. Tolhurst and Mrs. 
at Penticton. ' ’ tw o  years. Gellatly, will contact the salvage
-X „ * 4 f Showing the weight o f w artim e responsihilitie.s— he has committee appointed by the Wesl-
Mrs. S. Pearson has just received fa . fa *.i i  • , , bank Chamber of Commerce; and,
a letter from her son Tom, who has aged grea tly  during the past three years the Licutcnant-L>ov- ^ jg hoped, work In conjunction 
been at the A ir Force Training, eriior said that he expected censure from  certain quarters fo r  with them.
School at Saskatoon, stating that he ti,c truth, but he felt that the truth must be told. “Can- It Is planned to hold another Blue
M had successfully passed hlb exam- °  -t . .e  j xj . incention.”  R‘bbon Baking Powder competition
K Inations and was leaving for Prince auians have never Dcen toiu rne irm n  since tne w ar s meepviou, March meeting. The
A iKxk.a he would take fur- stated Colonel Woodward, and it is high time that they real- he hostesses at the si
EXTRA n a b o b  T E A  lb 73V2CS P E C IA L
At this price- -for a limited time only !
teachers
lbert, where ootl cl Hi li chool, as 
ther training as an observer. that it can happen Tiere.” In a few direct and forthright they were last year, and there will
Mrs Harrv Hubbard of Kelowna, sentences, the King’s representative placed the war on the front be classes In the cdmpptitlon for the 
anTchildreZ doorstep of every resident of Kelowna and made no apologies So much Interest was
spending some weeks at the home r doinp-
of Mrs. Hubbard’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Hicks.
Id The McKe n z ie  CO., Ltd.
Two deliveries -
Phone 214
“ THE PHARMACY OF QUALITY”
IS  A
P R E S C R IP T IO N  P H A R M A C Y
The spieaker scored the “Maginot 
Line attitude” of military and econ- 
^  Mrs. Hugh Cummings and small omic experts who still fatuously 
^  child left on Friday, Feb. 20, to believed that the Axis powers could 
g  visit for a couple of months with be beaten and starved by economic 
id friends at White Rock. Mrs. Cum- pressure. Sipeaklng In ^ave  tones, 
O mings is making her home with her he pointed out that, instead of our 
y  parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. Hardy, enemies being short of supplies, it 
while her husband is taking a radio was the Allies that were now de­
ft technician’s course in Kingston, prived of such essentials as tin, rub- 
M jute, W^ol and oil. Owing to
Cecil Hardy, son of Mr. and Mrs. bUndness and vain self-esteem, 
w. Hardy, who went to Vancouver ^ol. Woodward stressed that the
---------------------------  about two weeks ago, has passed his • Empire had missed a great chance
A ir Force medical examination and during the past two years to build 
has been posted to the Training up.reserves, and stated that the first 
School there. year of the war hiad been wasted as
Milton Carlson returned home on
Wednesday of last week, after a ten- History shows that freedom and
10.30 and 3.30
The Master Grocers
“FO R  H E A L T H ’S S A K E ” 
. . . have your prescription 'DETTOU
dispensed at
B RO W N ’S
P H A R M A C Y
LTD .
THE MODERN ANTISEPTIC
R. H. BROWN
Prescription Chemist
V  Noti-PouonouM'
V  Non-Staining!
>/ Several Times as
' Strong as Pare- 
Carbolic Acid!
V  Does Not Hurt!
V  Pleasant Odour! 
-^/Gentle to
Human Tissue! 50c
Phone 180 for Delivery Service.
OUR FOOD 
SUPPLY
Written SpeciaUy for C.W.N.A. 
Newspapers by JOHN ATKINS, 
Farmer-Journalist
No. 10— ^When Neigh­
bors Are Lost
shown by the pupils last year, that 
there w ill be three classes, two for 
children, this year. Winners In the 
adult class of last year are to be 
the judges this year.
A mauve blanket, received as a 
premium from the factory at Win­
nipeg, was shown and will be auc­
tioned for the general funds. An­
other blanket was given Mrs. 
Hoskins for Bombed Britons, of 
which committee she is convenor.
Refreshments were served by the 
hostess, assisted by a group of In­
stitute members.
riav visit with friends at the coast. -nismiy suuwo wiai c.xx jh e  loss of good neighbors is one Westbank, on Friday, February 27.
^ * democracy have always been Ihre^- of the greatest losses a farm fam- Between twenty-five and- thirty pu-
Mrs. H. Snowsell, of Bankhead, ened by enemies without said the jiy can suffer. Beyond the family pils took these exams. This is the
has returned from a recent visit to Lieutenant-Governor, and we can circle there is nothing that means third class held in Westbank over a
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. North- only preserve and maintain our go much as the neighboring fam- period of two years, with J. Bash- 
cott, of Coldstream. whose friendship makes life am, as instructor. Mr. Basham also
• • • . which it was won the ''"J rich and whose co-operation makes took the lectures this year, with the
Jud Schamerhorn who has recent- France fell because its^people t o t  farming possible, . exception of one. given by Dr. Hen-
ly been employed by Mr. W. H H. farih m government and religion ^arm people are almost fiercely derson. As before, this class was 
McDougall, with his wife and child- the ^ m t  vanished and o ^ y  the ^ strict held under the St. John’s Ambulance
ren has moved into a house on the formal shells- were left, and when j-ggard for individuality Thev Association
property recently vacated by Chas the testing time came th^e were unwritten cod^ thatl-e- ■ Co-ordinaUng with the graduating
Ross. Mr. ^ s  ^ n ^ o S  thi^TCaker Tights of others and class, the local A.R.P. organization is
moved to East K e l^ n a , where they we are to safeguards their own. Within this arranging an A.R.P. demonstration,
have rented an orchard. stressed toat we code, they are the most generous, to be held in Westbank on Friday.
faith in God and freedom, and sac and co-operative people. March 6. First aiders, fire andA  small flock of wild geese were j.ifigg everything for ultimate vie- _
seen flying north through Glenmore -r - Long experaence has taught them transportation.'committees, air raid
last Thursday. Britain
GIRL GUIDE NOTES
The C ivilian ’ s  O pportunity:
To Hein W in th e  W a r -  -
B u y  A ll The
VICTORY
BONDS
You Can
This spoce donated to the
SECOND V IC TO R Y  LO A N
DOMINION TEXTILE COMPANY
that they must avoid imposition wardens and the local Scouts wiU 
. upon each other but they also have all have their part to play, and
The remainder of the Lieutenant- learned not to lose an opportunity there- will be casualties requiring
Governor’s address^dealt with his to help where hfelp is needed. They first aid. Members of the A.R.P. are
trip to Britain, and he painted a ifyg ju independence, and in inter- busy making the arrangements and
vivid word picture of h i^ o r  and dependence, preserving the good of it is expected that Kelowna authori-
1st Kelo-wna Girl Guide Company courage _m the midst_ of d^th  and each. ties w ill be present also, -to direct
described the sm ^ Upon the firm foundation of their and assist. .•
Orders for week: mg of the luxury _ liner Western gg^g^jjgy built friendships • • •
Next RaUy, Monday, March 9, at Prince in mM-Atlantic. Its sk ip^r between and among families that Westbank’s “"Yictory Maids” .Red
7.00 p.m., in the Scout Hall. Orderly went down with his ship, and for have lasted for generations: friend- Cross Group held the second of
patrol: Bluebirds. This patrol w ill eight hours their lifeboat, with only gj j^pg ^ quahty that can be grown their popular whist drives on Fri- 
have the choice of the game or a seaman in charge, rode out^a rag- ^^e soil in rural communi- day, February 27, when eight tables
storm while the occupants who measuring thegames that evening,, according to ing 
the tin
meriiber your note books and pen
of players enjoyed Court Whist.
me available for such. AH re- bad not coUai^d ,^ from each other that Over $5.00 was netted for the funds.
ily .to keep among those who have Hved of .the first 
on the same eve-
and sickness bailed steadily
cils. their craft afioat. Rescued by a
Last Rally’s attendance was not as tramp steamer, which i ^ o r ^  orders y j.gg  successes of farm life  *uing, many arrived late at the whist
good as usual, with a number un- to turn back when their S.O.S. was « « s  ana s ^ ^  part, and also to en-
fortunately absent on sick leave. We heard, m ^ y  of the passengers owed In the rural communities of Can- . dancing which followed,
had an “Information, please” com- their lives to an fern  famUies just after midnight,
petition, which was won by the missionary, Col. Woodward stated, are good neighbors. Observe how , j  ^  W ra m  won first prize, and 
Larks; with the Canaries second. This splendid woman ministered to  happily they greet each Other ]wraj.y Rolke the consolation.
These patrols have also the same the 250 survivors night and day and wherever they meet; bow greatly ^  presented
respective standing for the week refused honorable mention for what they enjoy getting together socially, i”  presemea
and both are showing much im- she considered was merely her duty, at church, at,picnics, and on the m •
provement. 'The-Nightingale patrol The speaker touched upon high- streets of their trading to-wns. Mrs. Roy Packard, of Langley
has thir^ place. We had sonie sig- lights of the London blitz and paid Up to twenty^ years ago farm Prairie, B. C., accompanied
nailing practice, a good compass high tribute to the courage and faith families, spent their lives with their by A. Skinner and Miss Rita Skin-
game and dancing. The following of the British people. He spent two friends on neighboring farms. "When ner, of Hamiota, Man., arrived from
tests were passed: Banda^ng, Mad- days with Prime Minister ChurchiU, the elders died, younger members the Coast recently to visit relatives 
eline Thibault and Phyllis W ilder-' whom he considered the incarnation o f the families succeeded them, in Westbank, and is staying with 
man; Knots, Barbara Stirling; Bed- of British determination and faith continuing and strengthening the Mrs. Packard’s brothers; J. A. and 
making and covered a mile at ih final victory. ‘"Thank God for ties that bound the families together. William Ingram. Early this week,
Scout’s pace, Doreen Albrecht and Churchill!” exclaimed Col. W ood-xhe young people who left the Mr. Skinner and his daughter, ac-
Mary Heinzmah., _ , u • ward. farms had a firm attachment*to the companied by Mrs. G. Ingram, left
No one remem^red tex bring ne in closing, the Lieutenant-Gover- old homesteads and a lifelong in- for their home in Hamiota. Mrs. 
knitted squ^es. Please do so nex Victory Loan, terest in the old neighbors who Ingram has spent the past several
M onday,^ Roberta is neeaing tnem gone over the top, never lost interest in them, months with her sons, James and
to complete the afghan. ^ should, in bis estimati^ ^^  ^ called ^imes changed for the worse in William, here. _ .
■ COLD STORAGE Fot un^certalnrwrhave'toSwSBtte Mrs. I. L. Howlett, who had been
With t o  hxcepUon of Penlioton g  “  S J  S  = , S i ' ‘b S . ' r i J ?  S  S S
Ollyer. all coW. storage P tota  come_ V retoy  wm J ^ y ^ e  J  we city priees and city earn- c Sand v-rii.vci, il uivi at-v/icrec iyacaaii-ij _ _ __'  lauoxi to ii.  ricc  HQ iw r -
in the Okanagan Valley have closed are , ^a^. ings. The farms which rewarded
MONTREAL
LIMITED
TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
down for.the season. B. C. Tree and we must look at histo^
------- -- realize that empires have falleui .. j  —- . nemilin irvst bvmg, education, and happy comes of apples, mostly Winesap, remain past because meir^ i^ople lost na^aoA tn v>o ny/nAx-o-faia
Coquitlam, B.C., since before Christ-
Fruits Ltd. reports that 240,000 box 
 f l , tl  i , ri 
in storage awaiting shipment.
A 'FAMOUS players THEATRE
MONDAY, TUESDAY, 7-8.24
Here is
FRI„ SAT., Nightly at 7 and 9.13 
l^ tinee Sat., 2.30 pjn. 
and
CHILDREN’S .QUIZ, Sat., 2 p.m.
Here is the 100 per cent enter­
tainment program you have'been 
asking for.
Feature starting at 7 and 9.34
DIVE
BOMBER
starring
11941*s Biggest Gayest 
Musical Triumph I
< )
Errol Flynn 
Fred MacMurray
A  fast moving and exciting story 
of 3 air aces . . , . and it is in 
TECHNICOLOR.^
—^Added—
Disney Cartoon
and .
LATEST NEWS PIC’IURES
THEIOVS
GOQDeVE
W E D ., T H U R S ., 7-8.23
-5 A  blitzkrieg of laughs with the 
bargain basement as the battle- 
^ound. A t 7 p.m. and 9.38.
=. auu xwxv and iiie  -iaims wmea rewaraea jggg has returned to her in
I re lize t t e ires ve f llen in and , skill and thrift witl^ good vrestbank.
- li in , i ,   - • • •
faith in A lm i^ ty  God anti the veri- 7“ ®- ‘ e^ s^ed to be profitable. AC.2 Harry Parker left last Sat-
ties of life. Only bebef and sacrifice It became almost impossible for urday for Calgary, after spending 
'**’ w ill carry us through. I f  we cry for young people to buy. out their his furlough at the home of his par- 
a light in the darkness to come, let elders and make payments that ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. Parker, West-.
us re^member that we must "put our would permit the old folks to retire bank.
hands in God’s, ihen c ^  we tread in m9dest comfort. Farm vblues • • •
safely into the unknown because declined. The money needed for
"lieijgciio
b a a
”C«»C9
B R O T H e b s
lloHV m m
i"TteW fiS IO E
dtatna^
“TAA'N starts
8.36
—ALSO—
LATEST FOX NEWS PICTURES
at 7 and 9.37 p.m. 
—ALSO— 
at 6.37 only
Come on Canada ! 
B U Y
Victory Bonds !
..Clarence E. Muliord s
^SSml^  WILLIAM BOYD
COMING—Fri. Sat., 13 and 14 
Bob Hope . — Vera Zorina 
in' ■
“LOUISIANA PURCHASE”
'’Suspicion,” r - - 16, 17 18 
“Sergeant York” - 19, 20 21
and LATEST NEWS PICTURES
R E M E M B E R
Every time you buy an Em­
press,Theatre ticket you con­
tribute to the Government war 
expenditures and 
F IN AL VICTORY!
Tlie new progreim for March is out. Have you a copy? I f  not, ask for one.
there is light.” :
H IG H
S PO TS
of Kelowna Senior High  
School News
Mrs. R. A. Pritchard has returned 
to her home in Westbank after a 
two weeks’ stay at Vancouver and 
Victoria. -,
Miss Ethel Webber, of Westbank, 
left on Friday, February 27, for Fer- 
nie, B.C., where she has accepted a
upkeep and repair could not be re 
covered. City earnings doubled 
while farm earnings were halved.
Young people left the farms and 
the old people tried to carry on.
Families left-the farms and often _____
ho families replaced them. Many p ^ ’ition 
farms f '.were abandoned, as any • • »
motorist may see. The report of the recent B.C.F.
When the neighbors moved away, G.A. convention was given to the 
personal losses that cannot be reck- Westbank local at thwr ra^ lar 
pned were I suffered by those who meeting held ra Thiursday^ Febru- 
femained. The losses that could be ary 26, in the Conn|munity Halk L.
Schools Butt gave an excellent; detailed reTwo main items of interest cap- , ,  i m it f ravp an exceiienx ueuuieu ic-ture the attention of most of the counted were bad enough. ^  Schools riutt gave an ex^ ^^ ^
students at this time of vear The some were closed. Mum- convention, wnicn w;as
annual play and the w fr  Savings cipal impfovements increased in followed by general, di^^ssion Ini r t  i  t. • a u
Drive. About one wbek remaihs to fewer to pay. Goods f^d the abs^ ^^
complete preparations for “Out of services increased in cost, with less Davidson, J. W. I^ n a m  presided.
the Frying Pan,” but the players to buy with. Farm prices lagged ^e«i. pno* Lennard A  Hoskins, - ■ - - ■■ behind, Even now, in wartime, the 5gt.-Pilot tiennara, a .
trek from low farm
have been working so hard that behind. Even now^in/warti^^^^ the ^^|*;;J^^*dnesday. February 25, at
success seems certain. earnings
Students must nurchase anoroxi- high city earnings continues, until No. oiuaems musi purenase approxi f-hraaf
15, C.F.T.S., Claresholm, Alta.,
ji, jtjuxbii ac iii-uA - rif fnnfl th e tened won his wings, is iho first boy from
mately $417 in War Savings Stamps the produption of t o d  is th e te^ •^gstbank district to graduate as
to reach their $1,000 objective this' Thp problem of the loss_of neigh- the present
year. Results of the recent drive, hors and producers in the rurm S^.'-Pilot Hoskins is spending
$231.50, make the attainment of qreas is of grave concern to all with his parents, Mr.
their objective seem very probable. Canadians who reahze that a funda- Mrs. A. C. Hoskins, and family,
mental of Canadian well-being is He also spent twoPatriotic D iv., IV  has compiled a
limerick booklet, and are selling days  ^i^ sister
copies at 5c each, the proceeds to f  brother, Mrs, G. Holmes and
go to the Red Cross.  ^^ od  supply for present needs jand j,jjgj.jgg jjggkins,^^i^
n,u r. ... „  Canada’s future prosperity depends - ■ ■ ■ ■ ____________ _
Three highly exciting basketball ^ a solution of Canada’s agricul- ppMTFn f o r  PASTtiRF
games were played last Friday, problem. 'The , tragedy of the RENTED FOR PASTURE
February 27. In the first game of neighborless farm family may be- The City Council has granted 
the preliimnaries, the Vernon Jun.-. come the tragedy of food shortages stock grazing privileges on a city 
lors beat Kelowna Juniors, 16-11, ijj neighboring towns and cities, in -  - - -
Kelowna girls trimmed the Vernon Britain, and in allied-countries, 
girls in the second preliminary by ______- -
a narrow margin of 3 points, the 
score standing at 18-15. The final 
game between the Kelowna Reds 
and, the Vernon Intermediate B’s 
resulted in a final tally of 31-10, 
chalked up in favor of the Reds.
After the games a mixer was held,
lot until December 31, 1942, at a 
rental of $15.00, to Walter Fisher. 
He must keep the property free of 
noxious weeds and vacate if the lot
Thirteen tons of potatoes, 12 tons
HEALTH ZONE ASSESSMENT .
The City Council, at its meeting — y e c y.^
last Monday, apprqved payment
quarterly at the Health Zone assess- _-----  - ^  . _
ment for 1942 of $1,603.29. This is of meat, two tons of butter and 17 
Kelowna’s share of maintaining the Idnds of vegetabto are ^ o n g  the 
w - . Okanagan Health Zone and is less items required each montti to se^e
with music supplied by the school than the amount paid by the city 4,000 meals a day in a large Canad- 
orchestra. _i last year. ' .ian explosives filhng plant.
’Ttie Kelowna Pro-Rec basketball 
team was swamjped by Pcachland* 
Westbank to the tune of 50 points 
to 36, in tile Kelowna Scout Hall 
last Friday night. 'Tlits game came 
as a surprise to U»e Kelowna mem­
bers, which, according to reports, 
was one of the reasons for the de­
feat.
A  basketball team which will rep­
resent Uie Okanagan Pro-Rec will 
be on hand to do battle with tlie 
Kelowna Reds oh March 13, In the 
Kelowna Scout Hall. Members of 
this team will be picked from Arm­
strong, Lumby, Rutland, Kelowna, 
Westbank and Peachland, and the 
Pro-Rec us a whole are confident 
of the outcome, although the Reds 
have the reputation of being the 
best hoopsters in the Interior.
'I'he Kelowna hoopsters will be 
In Armstrong tonight, March 5, in 
the first game with the Armstrong 
Centre. Armstrong has a good team 
and the game should be very excit­
ing.
The Okanagan Pro-Rees have 
been able to keep basketball in the 
limelight, and during the winter 
season have been the means of 
maintaining the Interest of our 
young men and women In one of 
Kelowna’s most popular sports.
Hero ore a few facts which all 
interested in their own well being 
should read, not just the young 
people, but young and old alike. Be­
lieve it or not, there are few people 
in Kelowna today with a proper 
posture. Poor posture lessens the 
power to work or play. It causes 
crowding down on the organs in 
the abdomen, and interferes with 
circulation and proper functions. It
allet'ts tlie head, chest, heart, lungs, 
liver, sUm'iuadii, IntesUtiw, afid i*i 
reality all the orgaxis and tissue#.
A tatJe of exercises w ill be tauit 
free of cjiarge to any pers<jn.«s wish­
ing to Improve tlieir {Kwluj-e. by 
writing to BUI Wilcox, Pro-Rec 
Chief Instructor, Box 9, East Ke­
lowna.
“Keep Fit" te "Canry On" for Can­
ada. BUY VICTORY BONDS.
Indicative of the foodstuffs re­
quired by the three arm6d servlets 
in Canada is the purchase of 25,000,- 
000 pounds of food by the Depart­
ment of Munitions and Supply in 
one three-month period.
Current Best Sellers and 
Renters
R E A D  ^  
T H E M  for
“THE DESIRABLE 
BACHELOR,” Moysle Grelg
"SON OF BLACKSIIUIT."
Bruce Graeme
"FRENCHMAN’S CREEK,”
Daphne du Mauricr 
(Author of "Rcbccca”)
"MARION ALIVE,”
Vicki Baum
"MISSION TO MOSCOW,"
■ Joseph E. Davies 
(Former U.S. Ambassador to 
Russia)
Magazine Subscriptions and 
New Books at Standard Pub­
lishers Prices.
M O R R IS O N ’S
Agents for Vancouver Sun  ^
LIBRARY & NEWS STAND
First Aid and A.R.P.
Dr, W. J. Knox, F. Gore and G. 
Henderson-Watts, all of Kelowna, 
conducted the first aid examinations 
held for the class just completed in
T H E  C O R P O R A T IO N  O F  T H E  
C IT Y  O F  K E L O W N A
WARNING Re DOGS
The Pound-keeper has been instructed to 
impound all dogs running at large between sun­
down and sunrise.
Dog Taxes for the year 1942 are past due 
and should be paid forthwith.
G. H. D U N N ,
Kelowna, B.C., - City-Clerk.
March 2nd, 1942. - 32-lc
Come on Canada ! B u y  Victory Bonds !
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H A T . . .
Everyone Else Does! \
W e  have just opened 
a shipment of new 
Spring Hats from
S T E T S O N ’S.
New  colors— N ew  styles
Fur Felt Hats as only 
Stetson can make 
them.
ARCADIA KENSINGTON BROCK STETSON
$3.95 $5400
\
$6.00 $7.50
V
S P E C IA L  N O TIC E
Mr. E. M. A T K IN S O N ,
Special Fashion-Craft Representative,
. will be in this store all day Monday, March 9th, 
showing the newest styles and patterns in
F A S H IO N -C R A F T  SUITS, T O P  COATS; 
SPO RTS JACKEIIS, etc.
Make sure to come to our store during his stay, 
He will give valuable suggestions in the choice 
of your next suit or coat.
(/ea. /Js M elkle>f JUtd.
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